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CITY OF CHESTER’s RFP Number 2020-CWA-01

March 9, 2020

Candice Thompson, Clerk
The Office of the Mayor of the City
City of Chester
1 East Fourth Street, 2nd Floor
Chester, PA 19013
Re: RFP Number: 2020-CWA-01
Dear Ms. Thompson:
Pennsylvania American Water Company (“Pennsylvania American Water” or “PAWC”), a Pennsylvania
corporation incorporated on July 15, 1904, and a wholly owned subsidiary of American Water Works
Company, Inc. (“American Water” or “the Company”) respectfully submits the enclosed Request for
Proposals (“RFP”) submission pursuant to the City of Chester’s RFP Number 2020-CWA-01.
Pennsylvania American Water believes it to be the best responsible offeror and that our offer provides
the best overall value and meets both the mandatory requirements and evaluation criteria noted in
the City of Chester’s RFP. Pennsylvania American Water also respectfully requests the opportunity to
supplement this submission to answer any and all questions where the City of Chester may determine
that additional information is needed to properly assess this submission with the City of Chester’s
evaluation criteria.
As the Commonwealth’s largest water and wastewater utility company, Pennsylvania American Water
will provide Chester Water Authority’s customers our industry-leading expertise, combined with our
first-hand local knowledge and experience as the water provider in nearby communities. We are also
backed by added resources that are available through our parent corporation, American Water, the
largest and most geographically diverse publicly traded U.S. water and wastewater utility company in
the United States. Pennsylvania American Water owns and operates water and wastewater systems
in 36 Pennsylvania counties, including Chester, Montgomery, Berks and Lancaster; serving over
740,000 customers connections.
With our core group of experienced managers, licensed operators and other utility professionals who
bring years of expertise to each project, we have successfully introduced these resources to other
Pennsylvania communities who, like the City of Chester, have sought their utility system assets
acquired by a larger, publicly regulated company. In addition to our own best management practices,
we are regulated by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission and Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection.
As a corporate citizen in every community we serve, we strongly believe that maintaining positive
relationships with local government officials is an essential element of our continued success.
Pennsylvania American Water does not typically condition our proposals; however, due to the unique
nature of the City’s RFP, and the lack of due diligence being afforded, the Company’s proposal will be
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subject to conducting a mutually agreed upon level of due diligence of the assets to be acquired, and
the negotiation and execution of an asset purchase agreement with terms and conditions that are
acceptable to Pennsylvania American Water and to the City of Chester.
In the event the RFP process moves forward and a sale is approved by all necessary parties, we believe
that the sale to Pennsylvania American Water will provide for i) full value compensation for the Water
Utility Assets of the Chester Water Authority; ii) expanded employment opportunities for the Chester
Water Authority employees; iii) the opportunity to meet potential regional challenges that may have
faced the Chester Water Authority; iv) the transfer of risk to the best-in-class, regulated pure play water
utility with a strong balance sheet geared towards a water/wastewater focus; v) exceptional customer
service and assistance to low-income customers; vi) an infrastructure program to assist in replacing
aged Water System Assets of the Chester Water Authority; and vii) a reliable and sustainable company
that the City of Chester and surrounding municipalities served by the Water System Assets of Chester
Water Authority can partner with on issues such as economic development. Lastly, the proceeds from
this proposal could, at closing, assist the City of Chester to emerge from Act 47 status and create a
brighter future for the City, its residents, businesses and the region.
Pennsylvania American Water respectfully submits this Request for Proposal to the City of Chester
Re: Acquisition of All Assets of the Chester Water Authority After Termination of the Authority by the
City of Chester Pursuant to the Municipality Authorities Act. Should you have questions or desire to
meet, please do not hesitate to contact me or Keith E. Gabage, who will serve as our Primary Contact
for the City of Chester’s procurement process under RFP Number 2020-CWA-01. Mr. Gabage can be
reached at 484-789-5733, or via e-mail at Keith.Gabage@AMWater.com.
Regards,

F. Michael Doran, President
Pennsylvania American Water Company
Enc.

As noted

cc:

B.J.Grundusky, Senior Director, Business Development
K.E.Gabage, Senior Manager, Business Development
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Executive Summary
Our Focus and Mission is Clear
American Water’s core values, goals and resources are 100% committed to water and wastewater
services. In fact, we are the only utility solely focused on providing safe and reliable water and
wastewater services to our customers. To that end, Pennsylvania American Water employs
approximately 1,100 professionals with experience in all areas of water and wastewater operations,
customer service, engineering, regulatory compliance, water and wastewater treatment plant
operation and maintenance, distribution and collection/conveyance system operations and
maintenance, materials management, risk management, human resources, legal and accounting.
These areas address day-to-day operation and maintenance of wastewater systems (i.e. collection,
treatment, disposal); water systems (i.e. source, treatment, storage, distribution); customer service
improvements and enhancements; customer safety, security, and environmental responsibilities; the
capability to plan and complete required capital improvements; the ability to offer other system
enhancements with a demonstrated knowledge of technologies; as well as the ability to execute an
efficient, timely and seamless transition plan for the transfer of water and wastewater system assets
into our overall operations.
Commitment to Excellence
Pennsylvania American Water has the expertise, the record of environmental leadership and
compliance, the commitment to invest in necessary capital improvements, and the experienced
management and operations team necessary to provide safe and reliable water to Chester Water
Authority customers. We have a strong and ongoing commitment to maintain and upgrade
infrastructure, with investment in excess of $1.3 billion over the past five years to upgrade water and
wastewater infrastructure, improve service levels, meet regulatory compliance, and ensure reliability
for the overall benefit of our customers throughout the Commonwealth.
Long-Term Rate Stability and Economies of Scale
Operational efficiency optimization, prudent investment planning and preventative maintenance,
coupled with economies of scale benefits that come from serving over 740,000 customer connections
and being a part of the largest water and wastewater customer groups of any regulated utility in
Pennsylvania, ensures our historical rate stability will continue for Chester Water Authority customers.
Pennsylvania American Water possesses the technical expertise and financial capability to secure
financing, to the extent necessary, for any and all aspects of the City of Chester’s procurement process
as well as any and all future capital needs associated with water system assets addressed in the RFP.
As a public utility regulated by the state’s Public Utility Commission (“PUC”), Pennsylvania American
Water has all the legal authorization necessary to own and operate public water and wastewater
systems in the Commonwealth.
Financial Stability
Pennsylvania American Water is American Water’s largest subsidiary and the largest investor-owned
purveyor of water and wastewater service in Pennsylvania, serving within more than 408 communities
across 36 counties, including Chester County, and neighboring Montgomery, Berks and Lancaster
counties. Pennsylvania American Water has total assets of approximately $5 billion and annual
revenues of $689 million for 2018. Operating results for 2018 include operating income of $335
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million and net income of $189 million – all of which produced cash flows from operations of over
$375 million for year ending December 31, 2018.
Pennsylvania American Water has the operational and financial experience that delivers superior
operating results and cash flows. Pennsylvania American Water has a strong balance sheet and has
access to low-cost debt financing as a result of its strong credit ratings. Pennsylvania American Water
may also obtain debt and equity financing through its parent company, American Water, which has a
market capitalization of approximately $24 billion, and strong credit ratings. Pennsylvania American
Water has sufficient access to capital to fund and complete the closing of this transaction in an
expeditious manner upon agreement of final transaction terms.
Low Execution Risk
In keeping with its status as the largest and most geographically diverse publicly traded water and
wastewater utility company in the United States, American Water has successfully completed more
than 100 acquisitions since 2014, the majority of which were municipal systems. American Water has
an established record of successfully closing deals, which will ensure low execution risk. Since 2014,
the Company has invested more than $8.6 billion in acquisitions and strategic capital investment,
including for regulated capital investment, technology, energy efficiency/renewables, new water
supply, combined sewer overflow (CSO)-related expenses, and more.
Every Community Should be Stronger Because We Are There
We have strong roots and are fully engaged in every community we serve -- not just as American Water
employees, but as neighbors, families and friends. We know that at the end of every water pipe people
are depending on us to provide life’s most critical need, every fire hydrant depends on our service and
that every treatment plant serves as a barrier against potential disease. We deliver safe, clean, reliable
water service that is also affordable because our customers, employees, partners and the people and
institutions who invest in us deserve nothing less.

I.

Summary of Key Terms
a. Subject to the terms and conditions of a to-be-negotiated asset purchase agreement and final
approval of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC) under the mechanisms in the
Public Utility Code (66 Pa. C.S. § 1329 or Act 12), the total purchase price to be paid by
Pennsylvania American Water at Closing for the all the Water System Assets of the Chester
Water Authority is Four-Hundred-Ten Million Dollars ($410,000,000) or the amount approved
by the PUC as the rate base for such assets pursuant to Act 12.
b. Pennsylvania American Water welcomes the opportunity to conduct an appropriate level of due
diligence and discuss with the City estimated amounts to be spent on capital improvements
during the years following Closing. With the information we have at hand as of March 9, 2020,
we estimate this to be approximately $54M over the first five years.
c. Pennsylvania American Water commits to work with the Chester Economic Development
Authority to recruit prospective companies to the City and will partner with local businesses
and economic development experts to leverage incentives to maximize economic development
for the community.
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d. Pennsylvania American Water’s proposal will remain open until March 4, 2021 (360 days) and
is subject to Pennsylvania American Water conducting a mutually agreed upon level of due
diligence on the assets to be acquired and the negotiation and execution of an asset purchase
agreement with terms and conditions that are satisfactory to Pennsylvania American
Water and to the City.
e. The Closing will not take place until any and all litigation regarding the procurement has been
resolved on a final, non-appealable basis and it has been determined that the City has the
authority to sell the Assets subject to this Request for Proposals.
f.

Pennsylvania American Water, if selected as the winning Offeror in the City of Chester’s
procurement process for the sale of all the Water System Assets of the Chester Water Authority:
i.

Welcomes the opportunity to discuss an initial deposit or payment, the timing
thereof, the mechanism for a corresponding reduction in purchase price, and any
material conditions or terms relating thereto, including any requisite approvals
necessary.

ii.

Welcomes the opportunity to discuss rate plans and the process by which the rates will
be increased thereafter, including any requisite approvals necessary. Pennsylvania
American Water would seek to apply, at and after Closing, its then-existing
miscellaneous fees and charges, rules and regulations for water service as set forth in
its Tariff. While it is not possible to fully state what our proposed rate structure would
be, we are including the table below which shows what the monthly bill for a typical
5/8” metered residential customers consuming 3,500 gallons per month, for both the
Village Green East and Village Green West. Additionally, we would be willing to offer a
concession of a negotiated rate freeze, followed by incremental rate adjustments
necessary to properly invest in the system and safe and reliable drinking water.

Year
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031

Village Green East Village Green West
Monthly Charge
Monthly Charge
$28.24
$32.82
28.24
32.82
28.24
32.82
32.78
37.46
38.05
42.76
44.16
48.81
51.26
55.72
59.50
63.60
69.06
72.60
80.16
82.87
93.04
94.60
107.99
107.99
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iii.

Would extend our H2O – Help to Others Program to Chester Water Authority customers.
Those who qualify may receive a grant of up to $500 per year, and/or an 85 percent
discount on the monthly water service charge. In addition, American Water also
provides a water-saving kit that includes various items and an educational booklet on
the items and tips on how to save water, for those that qualify.

iv.

Welcomes the opportunity to discuss post-closing economic exposure for the City,
including any requisite approvals necessary.

v.

Welcomes the opportunity to discuss employment for the union and non-union
employees of the Chester Water Authority, including any requisite approvals necessary.
A review of the current Collective Bargaining Agreement would be necessary, however
we have an unmatched track record with the Services Employees International and
other labor organizations that represent our employees.

vi.

Welcomes the opportunity to work with municipalities within the thirty-three (33)
communities to identify areas of need for public water.

vii.

Would allow for any and all revenues from any communications facilities that may be
affixed to any water storage tanks or other similar facilities included in the Water
System Assets of Chester Water Authority to be transferred to the City of Chester.

g. All of the Water System Assets of the Chester Water Authority would include any and all sources
of supply and related real estate (in fee or easement), treatment and pumping stations,
agreements, distribution and transmission system mains, company service lines (main to curbline or edge-of-road or edge-of-easement for mains within private property), company meters,
customer accounts, vehicles, tools and equipment, plans, maps, records, etc.
h. Excluded Assets: Any and all connecting facilities (customer’s water lines) originating from
Seller’s terminus point of the water supply lines or mains at the curb-line or edge-of-road to
and throughout the customer’s property (the “Customer Service Lines”); Any and all piping and
fixtures internal to each individual customer’s structure (whether residential, commercial,
industrial or other types); and Seller’s cash on hand on the date of Closing, bank accounts,
certificates of deposit, investments and any monetary refunds or entitlements to which Seller
is entitled as of the date of Closing and Seller’s account receivables related to the System for
services rendered through the close of business on the Closing Date.

II.

A History of Offeror’s Experience with Public Water Systems and the
Qualifications of Offeror and its Key Personnel.

Place Your Water System in Our Trusted Hands
Pennsylvania American Water respectfully submits that the Water System Assets will be supported by
current Chester Water Authority employees and supplemented by Pennsylvania American Water’s
8
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existing employees, with experience and expertise in all areas of water operations including customer
service, engineering, regulatory compliance, water treatment plant operation and maintenance,
distribution system operations and maintenance, materials management, risk management, human
resources, legal and accounting.
The following is a list of key Pennsylvania American Water’s personnel:
•

Mike Doran, President. As president, Mr. Doran drives operational and financial results; leads
customer, regulatory and local government relationships; and is the principal external contact
for American Water in Pennsylvania. He has over 36 years of utility experience with 21 years in
Pennsylvania. Prior to joining American Water, Mike served as Vice President, Operations for
Duquesne Light Company in Pittsburgh where significant safety, infrastructure and operational
improvements were made under his leadership. From 2012 to 2014 Mike served as Regional
President, Metropolitan Edison in Reading, Pennsylvania and enhanced relationships with local
community leaders, elected officials and customers along with raising service reliability
performance. Between 1983 and 2012, he held multiple positions at Allegheny Power and First
Energy in the areas of safety and health, operations, field management, customer, training,
reliability, emergency response, project management and external affairs. Mike holds a Master
of Science degree in Safety Studies from West Virginia University and a Bachelor of Arts degree
from West Liberty State College in Education. He currently serves on the board of directors for
the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry and the American Red Cross West Virginia
Region. He is a past Board member of The United Way of Westmoreland County and has been
involved with multiple community associations.

•

Andrew Clarkson, Vice President. Mr. Clarkson is responsible for all water and wastewater
operations across the Commonwealth, managing a team of approximately 1,050 professionals
in 40 districts. His primary role is to promote safety for employees, develop, monitor & manage
the operational expenses of the Company and deliver high quality water and services for
customers. He is also accountable for following Company and regulatory practices and
communicating operations issues to Pennsylvania’s Public Utility Commission. Andrew has held
a variety of roles in American Water for over 31 years. He began his career as a Supervisor in
Maryland in 1987 followed by progressively more responsible positions in Virginia, New York and
Missouri. In 2000, he moved to New Jersey as a District Manager which lead to state wide
positions in business development and distribution maintenance, customer field service and
then Senior Director of New Jersey American Water’s southern region. In 2008, he was promoted
to Director of Customer and Operational Support for American Water’s Eastern Division followed
by a 5-year assignment on the Company’s business transformation project ending in 2013. He
then served as the Company’s Director of Asset Management in the corporate engineering group
before he left for Missouri in April 2016 to become the Vice President, Operations of Missouri
American Water. Andrew has an Associate degree in Water and Wastewater Technology, a
Bachelor of Science degree in Geology and a Master of Business Administration degree. He has
previously held operators’ licenses in 4 states for both water and wastewater and has been a
member of community associations and clubs including the Chamber of Commerce and Rotary.
He is currently a member of AWWA.
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•

Bruce Aiton, Vice President of Engineering. Mr. Aiton is responsible for Pennsylvania American
Water’s engineering services, including capital program management and the planning, design,
and construction of water and wastewater capital investment projects. In this role, he has overall
responsibility for capital improvement projects involving water supply, treatment, and distribution
systems and wastewater treatment and collection systems. Bruce began his career at American
Water in 2009 as the Director of Engineering for the Military Services Group. Before coming to
Pennsylvania, he was the Director of Engineering for Missouri American Water. His experience
includes the design and construction of new and upgrades for multiple wastewater and water
treatment facilities. Bruce holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering and is a
registered civil engineer.

•

Rod Nevirauskas, Senior Director of Rates and Regulation. For over 39 years, Mr. Nevirauskas
has held various positions in the Rates and Regulation functional area at American Water. In
2009, he was named director of Rates for Pennsylvania American Water and in November 2011
assumed rates and regulation responsibility for the American Water subsidiary companies in West
Virginia, Virginia and Maryland in addition to Pennsylvania. Rod is currently the Senior Director
of Rates for the Mid Atlantic Division, which currently consists of Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
a position to which he was appointed in 2017. Rod holds a bachelor’s degree in economics from
the University of Massachusetts.

•

Andrew L. Swope, General Counsel, Vice President and Secretary. In this role, Mr. Swope provides
legal counsel and representation for Pennsylvania American Water, as well as directs and
oversees the strategic and day-to-day legal services that support American Water's state
regulated operations in the Mid-Atlantic region. Prior to joining Pennsylvania American Water,
Andy was a partner in the Harrisburg office of K&L Gates LLP, one of the nation's 10 largest law
firms. He served in K&L's energy practice group, where he handled a wide array of matters ranging
from commercial contracts and disputes to civil litigation involving project owners and
contractors, construction and engineering, environmental compliance and real estate issues.
Andy is a member of the Pennsylvania Bar Association and the American Bar Association. He has
lectured on a variety of legal issues and authored several articles. He is admitted to the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, United States District
Court for the Eastern and Middle Districts of Pennsylvania and has Pro Hac Vice admission to
various state and federal courts. He graduated from Dickinson College and a Juris Doctor degree
from Widener School of Law.

•

Bernie Grundusky, Senior Director Business Development. During his 28 years with Pennsylvania
American Water, Mr. Grundusky has held roles of increasing responsibility on the Finance and
Business Development teams. In addition to his experience, his commitment to developing and
maintaining relationships with key regulatory, legislative and local government stakeholders has
been instrumental in expanding Pennsylvania American Water’s footprint. Bernie has led the
efforts for some of the company’s most successful acquisitions, including the Scranton Sewer
Authority in 2016 and McKeesport in 2017, which combined added 53,000 customers to the
business. Both acquisitions followed intense regulatory review and approval processes and
marked Pennsylvania American Water’s first successful use of Act 12 of 2016, which allows
municipalities to sell water and wastewater systems for a price based on the fair market value of
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the system. Bernie holds a Masters of Business Administration degree from Lebanon Valley
College and a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from Penn State. He is also a Board
member of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the National Association of Water Companies.
•

III.

E. Christopher Abruzzo, Esq., Director Water Quality and Environmental Compliance. Mr. Abruzzo
oversees Pennsylvania American Water’s water quality and environmental compliance efforts
across an enterprise consisting of 37 surface water treatment facilities, 67 water systems and
20 wastewater facilities. In this role, he coordinates, facilitates and develops statewide
environmental compliance initiatives to ensure compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act and
Clean Water Act. Chris serves as the chief point of contact with the Pennsylvania DEP and the EPA
on environmental regulatory matters. Prior to joining the company, Chris served as the Secretary
of the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) as well as Deputy Chief of
Staff to PA Governor Tom Corbett. In his role as Secretary of the DEP, Chris served as a member
of the Delaware River Basin Commission and the Susquehanna River Basin Commission. He was
also the Commonwealth of PA’s chief negotiator of the most recent iteration of the Chesapeake
Bay Agreement. As a deputy chief of staff to the Governor, Chris had oversight responsibility for
numerous state agencies, including the DEP and the PA Public Utility Commission. Prior to joining
Governor Corbett’s administration, Chris served as a chief deputy attorney general for the PA state
attorney general’s office for 15 years. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree from St. Joseph’s
University and a Juris Doctor degree from the Widener School of Law.

Experience and Qualifications

NO ONE KNOWS WATER LIKE AMERICAN WATER
A Long -Standing History & Focus on the Future
With history dating back to 1886, American Water has kept life flowing for our customers by providing
water and wastewater services for over 133 years -- and we have efforts in place to keep life flowing
for years to come. Today, when we lay pipe in the ground, build water treatment facilities, expand our
research capabilities or invest in the training and well-being of our employees, we are not thinking
merely in quarters or years. We think in decades, preparing for the challenges that lie ahead on water
supply, water infrastructure, and water quality. It is not enough for us to be the trusted source of
everything water for our current customers. We expect to be there for their children and grandchildren
as well.
Workforce and Union Relations
American Water has more than 7,000 employees, which includes a unionized workforce that it has
had since its inception. American Water values its over 3,000 unionized employees being
represented by 14 unions, including the Service Employees International Union. Included as
Appendix 1 is a letter of support recently received from Robert Smith, NCFO District of Local 32BJ
SEIU.

Pennsylvania American Water has a solid track record of effectively working with its labor partners,
during the acquisition process, to transition all employees. Both American Water and its unionized
workforce have a joint commitment to serving its customers to the best of their ability. These valued
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employees are intrinsic to our success and solid reputation and are the heartbeat of American Water.
We believe this experience distinguishes us as a leader among our peers.
To hear from other Pennsylvania employees who recently joined our team, we are including a video:
Becoming Part of the Pennsylvania American Water Family
“It was a little nerve-racking at first because we didn’t know if we would still have our jobs (after the
acquisition) … it’s almost like a family here, more like family than a job. Everyone looks out for each
other, everyone takes care of each other, and it surprises me that I walk around and everyone is
smiling. Everyone is so happy, And that right there let me know that I landed in a great place.”
- Jerone Spencer, Utility Person, AFSCME Dist. Co. 90

Economic Development and Community Revitalization
We provide stability, confidence and a renewed optimism, rooted in community redevelopment and
reinvestment. We will also commit to work with the Chester Economic Development Authority to recruit
prospective companies to the City. We will partner with local businesses and economic development
experts to leverage incentives to maximize economic development for the community. When Chester’s
businesses thrive in partnership with us, the entire community will benefit through increased
employment and a stronger tax base.
Operation & Maintenance Expertise
We are the only utility solely focused on providing safe and reliable water and wastewater services to
our customers. As of January 1, 2020, Pennsylvania American Water serves approximately 666,000
active water customer connections across 36 counties in the Commonwealth. To provide water service
to those customers, Pennsylvania American Water currently operates 37 surface water plants and 105
well systems utilizing the skill and expertise to respond to all, current and emerging environmental
standards for the treatment of water and to manage the long-term infrastructure needs of a water
system. In fact, Pennsylvania American Water has earned Presidents and Directors Awards from the
Partnership for Safe Water for 33 of its surface water treatment plants. Five of these plants received
the Elite Phase IV Presidents Award (Hershey, Norristown, Clarion, Indiana and Philipsburg). The
Partnership for Safe Water was established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), American Water Works Association and other
organizations to recognize water suppliers that continuously provide water quality that is significantly
better than regulatory standards.
Pennsylvania American Water’s water supply is provided principally from surface supplies such as
rivers, streams, and reservoirs. Water is also supplied from wells and through purchase contracts and
interconnections with other neighboring water suppliers. The Company delivers approximately 189
million gallons per day (MGD) of which surface water accounted for approximately 92%, wells
accounted for approximately 7%, and purchased water accounts for approximately 1%. Pennsylvania
American Water has water allocation permits from the DEP and the Delaware and Susquehanna River
Basin Commissions, where required and effectively manages and is in compliance with all such
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permits. Pennsylvania American Water believes that available supplies are capable of meeting existing
demands with reasonable margins for drought and expansion contingencies.
We have the expertise, the record of environmental compliance, the commitment to invest in
necessary infrastructure improvements, and the experienced managerial and operating personnel
necessary to provide safe and reliable water services to the customers of Chester Water Authority and
surrounding areas. Located within the Pennsylvania American Water’s Southeast service operations,
the City and surrounding thirty-two (32) municipalities served by the Water System Assets of the
Chester Water Authority will receive support from operating personnel, management and laboratory
staff currently serving the communities within Pennsylvania American Water’s Coatesville, Norristown,
Yardley, Glen Alsace, Penn and Royersford districts. In addition, as a subsidiary of American Water,
Pennsylvania American Water has access to highly-trained professionals with expertise in many
specialized areas.
Safety as a Core Value
At American Water, safety is both a strategy and core company value. To us, safety
is more than just “the right thing to do”. The health and safety of our employees,
contractors, and customers is a leading indicator of our company’s health. We do not
compromise safety for speed, convenience, or profit. In support of this, we have
enhanced programs in place, embedding safety measures into all areas of our
business and engrained strong safety principles into the American Water way of
working. We track both leading and lagging indicators of safety. We continuously
evaluate our safety programs and performance, improving our processes and
procedures to reduce exposures that can lead to injury or illness.
Over the past few years, we undertook a comprehensive look at employee safety, gaining feedback
from our people through surveys, meetings and interviews for continuous improvement. It has resulted
in new internal policies and goals, better “near-miss” reporting, and regular safety walks conducted by
managers at all levels. During 2019, nearly 96,000 hours of safety training were completed by the
Company’s employees. As a result of American Water’s
continued focus on safety, the Company has made
significant progress towards its zero injuries goal, reducing
workplace injuries by 61% over the past five years, and the
Company’s 2019 safety performance was the best in its
recorded history. Through year end 2019, the Company has
further reduced its recordable injury rate to 1.13,
approximately 62% better than the industry average. We
will continue to invest resources in this important area.
Capital Improvements
Pennsylvania American Water has an established track record of successfully managing large capital
investment projects in order to continually provide reliable service to the communities we serve.
Pennsylvania American Water continually invests in upgrading, replacing and adding new pipes,
treatment and pumping facilities, and other water and wastewater infrastructure. Statewide,
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Pennsylvania American Water invested approximately $366 million in 2019 to improve the water and
wastewater treatment and pipeline systems.
Over the past five years, Pennsylvania American Water has funded in excess of $1.3 billion in capital
construction with expenditures expected to range from $270 to $366 million annually over the next
several years. In 2019 alone, Pennsylvania American Water invested more than $42.75 million to
improve water and wastewater treatment and pipeline systems serving nearly 91,000 customer
accounts across southeastern Pennsylvania. This work included the replacement of approximately
54,583 feet of aging water and wastewater main in Montgomery, Berks, Bucks and Chester Counties.
Protecting and Investing in our Assets
To protect and preserve its assets, Pennsylvania American Water utilizes a maintenance program that
is a well-balanced combination of industry-proven best operating practices undertaken by skilled
people on a scheduled basis. A computerized maintenance management system (“CMMS”) and
specialized diagnostic equipment utilized by a trained workforce allow the Company to regularly
monitor the condition of the facilities it operates and thereby effectively, schedule maintenance and
repair activities before major problems arise. Asset management programs track individual system
components, monitoring condition assessments and prioritizing capital improvement
recommendations. A regular training program is offered to our personnel in maintenance techniques,
monitoring equipment and tools. Energy management, process and performance improvements, and
laboratory management are part of Pennsylvania American Water’s encompassing maintenance
program.
Plant-specific maintenance activities are incorporated into the operations manual developed for each
facility we operate. The overall objective is to ensure that, for each operation, consistent standards of
maintenance are applied, and management systems introduced ensure clear procedures, reliability,
and quality of maintenance while considering the differing conditions and equipment existing at each
plant.
In maintaining our assets, we use a combination of maintenance strategies with a focus on predictive
and preventive maintenance programs. Predictive maintenance is applied to major equipment whose
failure would upset the treatment processes, affect reliability and require costly repairs. A preventive
maintenance approach is used for all equipment where preventive tasks will extend mean time before
failure. Corrective or repair maintenance is applied to non-critical, off-the-shelf-type equipment. The
proper blending of these various maintenance programs will yield the most efficient use of resources,
improve equipment/process reliability and ensure the greatest life-cycle capital cost return possible.
Life-cycle capital cost management is a fundamental principle of Pennsylvania American Water’s
maintenance programs and, using this approach, major pieces of equipment have continued to
function well beyond their normal and expected useful life cycle. Examples of preventive maintenance
functions that are low-tech, inexpensive but important activities undertaken within the program are
lubrication, cleaning, visual inspections, minor adjustments, calibrations and documentation of
current equipment status.
A critical component of the success of the preventive maintenance program is the increasing emphasis
on predictive tasks. The staff establishes monitoring requirements for each piece of equipment and
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then regularly measures its performance to compare it with known standards or limits. Our experience
has demonstrated that by properly implementing a predictive maintenance program and the selection
of appropriate predictive technologies, significant savings in maintenance costs can be realized
through equipment downtime reduction, reduced preventive maintenance costs, energy consumption,
and unscheduled or emergency repairs, while contributing to overall operational safety.
Pennsylvania American Water extensively employs Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (“SCADA”)
systems throughout its operations. The SCADA system is employed as a secure operational and
management tool that connects the Company’s operational infrastructure and allows it to be easily
visualized by operators. The SCADA system controls, monitors, alarms and tracks trends for system
operations. All instrumentation and process control devices such as chemical analyzers, flow meters,
level sensors, and valve and pump controls are connected to the SCADA systems. These technologybased SCADA systems leverage and align current technology and automation with the Company’s
focus on operational excellence, regulatory and environmental compliance, and customer experience.
Balance Sheet and Operating Performance Strength
Pennsylvania American Water has the requisite financing capacity, including access to capital through
its parent company, American Water, to meet all obligations that may be agreed upon by the parties
during negotiations. As the Commonwealth’s largest water and wastewater provider, Pennsylvania
American Water has total assets of $4.9 billion and annual revenues of $689 million for 2018.
Pennsylvania American Water’s 2018 operating results include generating operating income of
approximately $335 million and net income of approximately $188 million. These operating results
produced cash flows from operations of approximately $375 million.
In addition to its own financial resources, Pennsylvania American Water also has access to capital
through American Water, the largest and most geographically diversified publicly traded water and
wastewater utility company in the U.S. with a market capitalization of approximately $24 billion.
American Water reported total assets of over $22.7 billion in its 2019 10-K filing. Additionally,
American Water reported operating income of $1.2 billion and net income of approximately $621
million on revenues of approximately $3.6 billion. These operating results produced cash flows from
operations of over $1.4 billion in 2019.
Note: 2019 audited financials for Pennsylvania American Water were not finalized at the time of
submission, therefore 2018 and 2017 financials are being used. Financial Statements, for the years
ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 are attached. See Appendix 2.
Ability to Raise Financing
• To keep customer bills as low as possible, Pennsylvania American Water also has available
low-cost financing through the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment (“PENNVEST”) and the
Pennsylvania Economic Development Financing (“PEDFA”). Pennsylvania American Water
issued tax-exempt bonds in 2004, 2009, and 2019, totaling $49 million, $80 million, and
$173 million.
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•

•

Lines of Credit. Pennsylvania American Water has sufficient liquidity through a $400 million
line of credit through American Water. American Water has access to a $2.250 billion revolving
credit facility.
Debt Capital Markets. American Water accesses the debt capital markets, including the
commercial paper market, primarily through American Water Capital Corp. (AWCC), a wholly
owned subsidiary of American Water. In addition, American Water has strong credit ratings
from S&P (A) and Moody’s (Baa1), reflective of stable cash flows from lower-risk, rate-regulated
water utility operations. As a result, American Water has strong access to the capital markets
and has issued debt capital in excess of $1.0 billion during recent years.

Credit Ratings and Equity Capital Markets
Pennsylvania American Water and American Water carry strong corporate credit ratings as follows:
• Pennsylvania American Water carries a corporate credit rating of “A1” from Moody’s and an
“A” rating from S&P Rating Services.
• American Water carries a corporate credit rating of “Baa1” from Moody’s and an “A” rating
from S&P.
American Water’s financial capabilities are well known in the equity investment community. The
Company is currently being tracked by various independent analysts employed by investment firms
who provide equity research and ratings on the Company’s stock.
Environmental Stewardship
At Pennsylvania American Water, we are committed to
environmental leadership, including protecting the
environment in the communities we serve, and are proud to
support the efforts of local organizations who share our
vision. Customers are the center of everything we do, so we
go the extra mile for the communities we serve. Water is
inherently local and we believe that helping our communities
thrive is a business imperative. By understanding the needs
of each community we serve, we can better serve neighbors
and customers. It is vital for us to maintain strong
partnerships with local communities, promote public outreach and consultation and provide financial
support to local communities. We partner with community organizations such as local watershed
groups on river clean-up projects, as well as charitable associations such as the United Way.
Established in 2005, our annual Environmental Grant Program offers funds for innovative, communitybased environmental projects that improve, restore or protect the watersheds, surface water and/or
groundwater supplies in our local communities. For more information see Appendix 3.
In 2017, Pennsylvania American Water requested that the Public Utility Commission approve an
innovative, proactive program for the Company to replace customer side lead service lines at the
Company’s expense, with recovery through rates. We believe that replacing customer-owned lead
service lines through this program is a reasonable, cost-effective way to avoid customer health and
safety concerns associated with lead service lines. The Public Utility Commission approved the
program in October 2019 – one of the first such programs for any regulated utility in the
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Commonwealth. Under this new program, which will begin in coordination with the Company’s 2020
water main replacement program, Pennsylvania American Water will systematically remove and
replace customer-owned lead service lines, with the customer’s consent, up to $6 million annually.
The program’s goal is to remove and replace all lead service lines over the next 10 years. We fully
anticipate, as the successful offeror, that this program would be available to the acquired customers.
Industry-Leading Research and Development
More than three decades since its inception, our R&D program has evolved into an industry-leading
water-related research program, achieving advancements in the science of drinking water and
wastewater. Our treatment strategies are designed to stay ahead of emerging contaminants, and our
research lab differentiates us from our peers with in-house scientific and engineering experts who hold
relationships with external governmental, industry and environmental groups.
We have a team of scientists who are recognized as cutting-edge innovators in their fields, as well
as our water quality and testing laboratory in Belleville, IL, which is one of the most advanced in the
country and is home to a team of scientists who are recognized as innovators in their fields. We are
actively combining the deep expertise of our researchers with some of today’s most sophisticated
technology to continue to protect water quality, revolutionize source water monitoring and invest in
ever-smarter water infrastructure. In addition, many of the advances we make in our labs and research
facilities are shared with the industry as a whole.
Over 1 Million Water Quality Tests Per Year
We are experts in water quality testing and treatment. Our water-testing laboratories and other
facilities in our water treatment plants perform more than 1 million water quality tests per year,
and we consistently outperform state and federal drinking water and wastewater standards in
comparison to industry averages. We have a reputation among both internal and external stakeholders
for maintaining water quality significantly better than regulatory standards and guidelines.
American Water’s in-house research department leads
the industry with a team of 15 scientists and engineers,
many of whom are Ph.D’s, whose focus is on improving
our ability to detect and remove contaminants and
pathogens from the water by developing and deploying
water technology applications.
Our
decades
of
commitment to research is unrivaled in the industry, and
American
Water
research
scientists,
engineers and operations staff have contributed to many
of the seminal research studies that have been relied
upon by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and state regulators in the development of new
standards and regulations for water and wastewater systems.
As an example, one of American Water’s principal scientists, Dr. Zia Bukhari, Ph.D., was recognized by
the American Water Works Association with its 2019 Best Paper Award in Water Science & Research
for his paper entitled “Occurrence of Legionella in Non-potable Reclaimed Water.” This paper is
particularly salient to American Water and other utilities across the country that will increasingly
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rely on non-potable reuse as a renewable water source to safely meet the future supply needs of our
customers.
Over the past 35 years, American Water has completed more than 100 research projects funded by
external research agencies and policy institutes, and our research team is currently working on nine
different research projects with funding from the Water Research Foundation (WRF), the Water Reuse
Research Foundation (WRRF) and the California Energy Commission. Current research agendas focus
on detection, analysis and treatment of several emerging contaminants and pathogens, including perand polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), legionella and algal toxins in both drinking water and reuse
applications. Our research has also looked at many other aspects of water and wastewater utility
operations, including energy efficiency, lead service line replacement, leakage
reduction and resiliency planning.
We participate in the Partnership for Safe Water, the EPA’s voluntary program to meet more stringent
goals for protection against microbial contamination through treatment optimization, and are proud of
our awards for accomplishments in the distribution aspects of the program, where American Water
accounts for approximately 19% of the systems receiving the Phase III Director Award for Distribution
Systems (5 out of 26 systems). Additionally, two of our systems were recognized for 5 Year Directors
Awards for Distribution System Operations.
Furthermore, we participate in the Lead Service Line (LSL) Replacement Collaborative
(lslrcollaborative.org), a joint effort of 25 national public health, water utility, environmental, labor,
consumer, housing and state and local governmental organizations. The LSL Replacement
Collaborative’s goal is to accelerate full removal of lead pipes that still provide drinking water to
millions of American homes. We continue to look for better ways to maximize drinking water quality
protection and improve the efficiency of LSL replacement.
Appendix 4 shows four customer information one-page documents on emerging contaminants for;
PFAS, Legionella, Lead and Cyanotoxins.
Benefits of Economies of Scale
As the nation’s largest water services company, we are the only provider with the direct ownership
and operating experience to serve large populations. We buy more pipe, pumps and valves than any
other water utility in the nation, giving us the greatest purchasing power in the industry—which allows
us to pass on savings to our customers and the community. We make a greater investment per year
in our systems on both a per-customer and absolute measurement basis, with more than $1.8 billion
per year planned over the next five years in our existing footprint.
American Water’s experience includes the development of project requirements, drafting potential
solutions, evaluating alternatives, establishing a project budget and performing preliminary design
work. American Water takes an active role in defining design criteria for all its new facilities, or existing
facilities that require modification, testing new technologies and leading-edge treatment processes
and design. An experienced engineering staff is skilled in assessing each project’s unique challenges
and selecting treatment processes tailored to the project. American Water’s history of process design
experience performed in-house or in conjunction with outside engineering firms, as well as its
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engineering excellence and project management skill, is used to improve operations at the facilities
we own or acquire.
American Water utilizes a variety of information systems − for laboratory information, operations,
maintenance, fleet management, financial and general administrative purposes − in the operation of
facilities for which the Company is responsible. Information technology professionals play a vital role
in ensuring the smooth and efficient operation of American Water facilities, responsible for
implementing standardized computer networks and systems, and providing ongoing advice, support
and procurement for all computer equipment and supplies. They provide guidance in the installation
of appropriate management information systems.
Electrical energy usage for treatment and pumping is one of the largest costs associated with the
operation of a water facility. We work hard to achieve a high level of energy efficiency, promote
renewable energy generation and responsibly utilize transportation to help minimize our GHG
emissions. The vast majority of energy consumed by water utilities is used to pump water. In fact,
roughly 4% of all the electricity in the U.S. is used for the treatment and transport of water. Indeed,
around 90% of American Water’s own electricity consumption and over 80% of our GHG emissions are
related to pumping water. American Water aims to reduce our energy consumption and emissions
through improved water use and efficiency, so we may protect our planet for all stakeholders, save
customers money and benefit our bottom line.
Supplier Savings, Quality and Diversity to Fuel Longevity
Water relies on surface, ground and third-party water suppliers for the water we treat and provide to
our customers. Other primary suppliers provide the engineering services, construction and paving
materials for pipelines, sewer lines, linings, road repair, plants and facilities and corporate buildings,
as well as chemicals used for water treatment; energy; and technology.
American Water has significant price leverage when we buy materials and supplies in the marketplace,
given our annual spend of $1.8 billion in water and wastewater equipment, products and services.
Below are a few examples of how our supply chain program can use this market power to produce
savings:
• We have over 50,000 miles of main pipes in the ground and purchase about $150 million
worth of pipe, valves, hydrants and meters each year. We have been able to work directly
with manufacturers for national pricing agreements.
• As a Top 100 Non-Government U.S. Fleet, we spend about $24 million to buy 300-500
service vehicles per year. Because of our scale, we can negotiate directly with
manufacturers.
• We purchase approximately $55 million of water treatment chemicals annually across
multiple products and suppliers.
Price is not the only important part of our agreements. We can negotiate holistically favorable
agreements because of our size and scale. Key characteristics of supply chain negotiated agreements
include:
• Decreased risk
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved warranties
Secure supply channels
Price stability
Strategic payment terms
Dynamic discounting
Supplier responsiveness and support
Safer equipment

We also have a well-established and recognized Supplier Diversity Program to better afford smaller
organizations, and those run by women, minorities, veterans, individuals with disabilities and LGBTQ
members the opportunity to provide essential products and services. We strive to have diverse
suppliers participate in all supply chain sourcing events -- and in 2018, our Tier I and II diverse
suppliers spend was over 23% of supply chain’s total spend, exceeding $400 million.
We are Customer Obsessed
At Pennsylvania American Water, customers are at the center of everything we do. We provide 24/7
customer service via phone through our national customer service center and MyWater portal. Billing,
account and service questions are answered by customer service experts Monday through Friday from
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. ET, and emergency calls are handled 24/7. Customers may also pay their bills by mail,
direct debit, online, phone or at local authorized payment stations that are simple and convenient.
When customers need immediate help, Pennsylvania American Water teams triage emergencies and
dispatch service requests sent directly to laptops/iPads in employee trucks for more efficient customer
service. In 2019 the company launched a new self-service customer portal, MyWater. This portal
makes it easier than ever for customers to view and pay bills, sign up for Auto Pay and Paperless
Billing, track water usage and compare it to neighborhood averages, and more.
Being a good neighbor is part of our mission at Pennsylvania American Water. We are dedicated to
helping our communities be more vibrant places to live, work, and play, and we work to earn local
support by being involved and concerned corporate citizens. Our community involvement is
multifaceted, drawing on the unique talents of our employees as well as the resources of our business.
Through community giving, partnerships and volunteering, we demonstrate our commitment to
programs that address community-specific needs. One example is our H2O – Help to Others Program,
which assists low-income water customers. Those who qualify may receive a grant of up to $500 per
year, and/or an 85 percent discount on the monthly water service charge. In addition, the Company
also provides, for those that qualify, water-saving kit that includes various items and an educational
booklet on the items and tips on how to save water. For more information see Appendix 5.
Community Connections
Recently, the City of Coatesville was one of three communities selected nationwide to receive a
$150,000 grant from the American Water Charitable Foundation (AWCF). Thanks to the AWCF grant
along with support from other community resources, Coatesville was able to revitalize Palmer Park and
opened this unique nature and water play area to the public in May of 2019. The park now features
a splash pad, a small, constructed creek, several nature play elements, new trees and foliage, and
more.
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Pennsylvania American Water also offers the Firefighter Support Grant Program to help fund
equipment and training costs for local fire departments. Since the program’s inception in 2009, the
Company has supported more than 650 fire departments and
emergency service organizations with more than $500,000 in grant
funding. The Company also has an annual Environmental Grant
Program, which has funded more than 100 projects to protect and
improve the environment across the Commonwealth. Each year, the
Company sponsors an annual “Protect Our Watersheds” Art Contest for
fourth, fifth and sixth graders in its service areas to promote
environmental stewardship, as well as a Stream of Learning
Scholarship Program for high school seniors who are charting a course
of study in water and wastewater related fields. In 2019, the Norristown
and Swedesburg fire departments received grants along with the
Jefferson and Hancock fire departments in the Norristown area.
Beyond the company’s efforts, our community-minded employees
volunteer their time to support important civic events. For more
information see Appendix 6.
In April 2019, Pennsylvania American Water hosted a free community open house and water
celebration, "WaterFest," at its Yardley Water Treatment Plant, located in Lower Makefield Township.
Our staff engaged approximately 300 community members in educational tours explaining where their
water comes from and how it is treated to become clean, safe drinking water. We gave tours of the
facility, offered hands-on educational activities on watershed protection, partnered with the YardleyMakefield Fire Company to show the critical relationship between water utilities and fire protection,
demonstrated how to fix a leaking water line, and provided entertainment and refreshments. This
event received excellent feedback and many thanks from local community attendees. For more
information see Appendix 7.
Keeping Communities Safe
Safety above all else. We work around the clock to respond to emergencies and ensure reliable service
to our customers. No better example can be found than the Company’s response to flooding when,
following on the heels of Hurricane Irene, Tropical Storm Lee dumped approximately 13 inches of rain
in the Hershey area in 2011, causing the Swatara Creek to rapidly overflow its banks and create major
issues for residents, businesses, fire and emergency services, and utility companies. Floodwaters shut
down two of Pennsylvania American Water’s three raw water pumps feeding our water treatment plant
and cut access to the intake building.
To keep the third pump operating, Pennsylvania American Water connected with South Hanover
Township emergency response personnel, who helped secure a state police helicopter. The helicopter
airlifted firemen and employees to the pump station’s roof where employees spent the night
monitoring water levels and maintaining pumping operations. Because nearby utilities were also
experiencing problems, including plant shutdowns and boil-water advisories, the emergency created a
great deal of confusion, rumors and fear among water customers. In response, Pennsylvania American
Water’s communications team monitored its Facebook (www.facebook.com/pennsylvaniaamwater)
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and Twitter (www.twitter.com/paamwater) pages, as well as postings on the Facebook sites of The
Sun newspaper and Derry Township Police Department. The team used social media to address
numerous inquiries about boil-water advisories, conservation measures and respond to untruthful
rumors that the water system was being shut down.
Despite the many challenges presented by Lee’s historic flooding, the water quality supplied by
Pennsylvania American Water was never compromised, no boil-water advisories were necessary and
water service continued uninterrupted to customers throughout its service area. The credit for this
accomplishment – in the face of incredible weather and flooding conditions – goes to the dozens of
employees and managers who literally worked around the clock to monitor, stabilize and protect
Pennsylvania American Water’s East Shore system.
With the above in mind, the transfer of assets between the Chester Water Authority and Pennsylvania
American Water will be a seamless transition for customers. As part of a transfer, welcome letters will
be sent informing the customers of the change in control of the assets as well as providing the
necessary contact numbers for customer service, emergencies and other related contact information.
Commitments to Inclusion and Diversity
We have a strong commitment to employee and customer safety, as well as to employee inclusion and
diversity reflecting the communities we serve. At American Water, Inclusion and Diversity is not a
department. Rather, it is an expectation that all leaders lead with inclusion and diversity. To assist
them, we have an Inclusion and Diversity Advisory Council which oversees the formation of employee
focus groups to identify a baseline for improvement and also meet with other inclusive companies to
generate recommendations for inclusion and diversity efforts. To this end, American Water has
developed an inclusion and diversity recruitment strategy identifying approaches to improve the
company’s workforce diversity.
The strategic partnerships we have forged with suppliers not only create a positive impact in our
communities, but also drive value for our company, today and in the future. We recognize that we can
achieve the most by welcoming a diversity of thought, background, and experience. Additionally, our
team attends national, regional, and local events and conferences to promote diversity, educate
suppliers on requirements and encourage participation in bidding.
Supplier diversity is essential to success and helps small and diverse businesses grow. American
Water has an industry-leading supplier diversity program that seeks to maintain a competitive, diverse
supplier base that is reflective of our customer population. By including diverse suppliers in each of
our strategic sourcing projects and welcoming businesses of all types: small, minority-owned, womanowned, veteran-owned, service-disabled veteran-owned, and those located in historically underutilized
business (HUB) zones, American Water can successfully fulfill its needs. We strive to have diverse
supplies to participate in all supply chain sourcing events – and in 2018, our Tier I and II diverse
suppliers spend was over 23% of supply chain’s total spend, exceeding $400 million.
Additionally, American Water seeks to maintain a competitive, diverse supplier base that is reflective
of our customer population by including diverse suppliers in each of our strategic sourcing projects
and welcoming businesses of all types: small, minority-owned, woman-owned, veteran-owned, service22
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disabled veteran-owned, and those located in historically underutilized business (HUB) zones, among
others.
Pennsylvania America Water and the Company have received numerous recognitions regarding both
Inclusion and Diversity and Supplier Diversity including:
• Recognized by the Greater Wilkes-Barre Chamber of Commerce as the 2019 Diversity
Business Champion of the Year for our Inclusion Starts with Me program.
• American Water recognized among the top 100 Best for Vets employers by Military Times in
2019
• American Water earns 2020 Military Friendly® Gold Employer designation
• American Water earns 2020 Military Friendly® Spouse Employer designation
• American Water Earns Top Score on Disability Equality Index and listed among “Best Places to
Work for Disability Inclusion”
• American Water awarded the 2020 WBENC Bronze award for Women Business Enterprises
- recognizing companies with strong inclusion and demonstrate leading results for WBEs.
Comparable Projects
Over the past 10 years, Pennsylvania American Water closed on over thirty (30) water and wastewater
acquisitions. Recent acquisitions of similar or greater sized municipally owned wastewater systems
include Fairview Township (2015), New Cumberland Borough (2016), the Scranton Sewer Authority
(2016), Municipal Authority of the City of McKeesport (2017), and Exeter Township (2019).
The following is a link for our Municipal Authority of the City of McKeesport acquisition video:
Pennsylvania American Water McKeesport Rising
References
System Name

Contact Name

Title

Address
599 Lewisberry Road
New Cumberland, PA

Phone number

Fairview Township

Donald Martin

Township Manager

Municipal Authority of the
City of McKeesport

Michael
Cherepko

Mayor – City of
McKeesport

500 5th Avenue
McKeesport, PA

412-675-5020

New Cumberland Borough
Wastewater

Jack Murray

Borough Council
President

1120 Market Street
New Cumberland, PA

717-774-0404

Scranton Sewer Authority

Wayne Evans

Former Interim
Mayor – City of
Scranton

340 N. Washington Avenue
Scranton, PA

570-348-4101

City of Coatesville Authority

Alan Novak

Former Solicitor

200 N. High Street
West Chester, PA

610-701-9100

717-901-5210

*Additional references will be furnished upon request
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Key Comparisons between Pennsylvania American Water and Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc.

Pennsylvania
American Water

Aqua Pennsylvania

Customers in PA (water)

660,038

435,541

Operating Revenues (water)

$628M

$420M

Net Utility Plant (water)

$4.1B

$3.5B

Act 12 Experience

✓

✓

Average 5/8-Inch Residential
Monthly Bill at 4,255 Gallons

$63.83

$67.73

$522.70

$566.09

Public Fire Hydrant Monthly Rate

$20

$25.86

Tapping Fee

None

None

PA PUC ID Numbers (water)

212285

210104

Current Rates Effective Date

January 5, 2020

December 10, 2019

Stay-out with PUC until

March 30, 2020

April 30, 2021

(This customer class represents 93.2% of
CWA’s customer base)

Average 3/4-Inch Residential
Monthly Bill at 53,200 Gallons
(This customer class represents 5.36% of
CWA’s customer base)

Year of the last Annual Report
2018
2018
Filed with PUC
* Sources: Company Annual Report filed with PUC; Rate Case materials; and Tariffs

Bona Fide Tariff Provision. Pennsylvania American Water can invest $15,133 per bona fide
customer for water extensions to existing homes and businesses not served with public water.

IV.

Proposed Contract

Attached hereto as Appendix 8 is Pennsylvania American Water’s standard form of asset purchase
agreement.
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V.

Other Qualifications

Community Stewardship
We have strong roots and are fully engaged in every community we serve -- not just as American Water
employees, but as neighbors, families and friends. Every community should be stronger because we
are there. Since 2012, we have volunteered more than 28,000 hours in the communities we serve.
More than 5,000 hours of Company-sponsored community service performed during 2019 by its
employees through company-sponsored events. This community would become a large beneficiary of
American Water-sponsored community service following the company’s entry into the market.
In addition, we sponsor national workplace-giving campaigns with the United Way and Water For
People, as well as supporting our employees’ own charitable endeavors through the AWCF. Through
these efforts, American Water and AWCF have provided:
• $5 million to United Way
• $4.3 million in giving through the AWCF
• $2.1 million to Water for People
In the developing world, we support Water For People, an international non-profit organization working
across nine countries to bring safe water and sanitation to 4 million people. Our partnership raised
total donations of $2.5 million in the last decade. Our annual United Way giving campaign generated
approximately $5 million in donations to United Way efforts across the country.
We will bring this strong community focus to Chester Water Authority footprint, and work with city
leaders to identify priority community projects in the Chester area for potential partnerships.

Employees and Culture
A Culture Built on Safety
Safety is more than just “the right thing to do” – it is a core company value and strategy that shows
American Water’s commitment to ensuring that our employees have a safe place to work and that our
communities and customers are safe.
As an ongoing strategy that American Water has embraced, Occupational Health and Safety
Administration (OHSA) translates to better performance across our entire organization. With healthy
and injury-free employees, our culture of caring is reinforced, and we perform better as a business,
lower our operating costs and increase employee morale.
We constantly and rigorously listen to our employees and inspect work sites with a focus on enhancing
safety. Through frequent labor-management meetings across the company, we explore new ways to
further enhance safety on the job. If it takes longer to do a task safely, then employees are empowered
to take the time they need. We have numerous peer-to-peer safety inspections where coworkers help
each other without management involvement. Every employee has a “Stop Work” authority and can
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shut down an unsafe job (including contractors) and will never be penalized for doing so—in fact, they
are celebrated for doing so.
As a result of the Company’s continued focus on safety, the Company has made significant progress
towards its zero injuries goal, reducing workplace injuries by 61% over the past five years, and the
Company’s 2019 safety performance was the best in its recorded history. Through year end 2019, the
Company has further reduced its recordable injury rate to 1.13, approximately 62% better than the
industry average. Under our Health and Safety Charter, developed by a team of management and
union leadership, we hold all employees and contractors to the same high standard of safety
accountability for themselves, their coworkers and the communities we serve. We engage all
management and hourly (union/non-union) employees in our safety management system through our
Certified Safe Worker program.
Ethics Embedded in Every Facet of Our Business
American Water maintains a culture of professional respect and emotional safety across our
organization. This is demonstrated through our best-in-class respect and dignity policy, harassmentfree workplace policy, and ongoing training policies. For the benefit of our employees, we encourage
reporting through human resources, management or a confidential third party-administered Ethics
Hotline that is available to employees and external stakeholders, including suppliers and customers.
Seamless Employee Integration
American Water also develops numerous employee tools in an app environment that seamlessly tie
into existing systems and are much easier for operational employees to use. Additional detail can be
found later in this section.
We offer a highly competitive full spectrum of medical, prescription, dental and vision coverage plus
disability, life insurance, voluntary benefits, paid family leave, a wellness program, 401(k) Saving Plan
with immediate vesting and much more. We strive to ensure that our employees have the choice, value
and quality they need when making benefit elections to provide important protection for them and
their families. When American Water last benchmarked our medical plan in 2019, we were very
competitive in the utility market on each deductible and out-of-pocket amount, and on medical plan
actuarial values.
We also believe it is important to update our plans to meet the needs of our diverse workforce. In 2019
we added coverage for the treatment of autism, hearing aids and transgender services. Current and
future employees will benefit from American Water’s progressive approach to paid family leave,
generous vacation, holiday and sick policies, transparency and equity in pay.
We have proven to be an employer of choice by providing a comprehensive compensation program,
designed to recognize our people and the vital roles they play in our success. All our employees,
including union-represented, participate in the short-term Annual Performance Plan, which pays cash
bonuses based on established goals that are the same from front-line employees through the CEO.
American Water believes in sharing our success with those who make it possible – our employees. We
contribute an amount equal to 5.25% of employees’ base salary or hourly pay into a defined
contribution account, regardless of whether the employee chooses to make contributions to the 401(k)
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Plan. We also proudly offer our employees the ability to purchase American Water stock at a 15%
discount during an enrollment period each quarter. To encourage our employees’ continuing
education, we reimburse tuition costs, registration and required fees, up to $10,000 per employee per
year, for approved education costs. We also recognize employees with a host of awards, recognizing
outstanding contributions in the areas of customer service, technology, safety and teamwork. Winners
receive American Water stock and a trophy. For employees at the director level or above, we reward
those who contribute significantly to the company’s long-term, strategic business goals with Restricted
Stock Units and Performance Stock Units.
We take pride in the support we provide to the employees of newly integrated companies. Prior to
transition, a team of American Water human resource professionals conducts onsite meetings to
review our compensation, benefit plans and other employment-related items. We welcome the
spouses of employees to attend a meeting and we schedule evening sessions to accommodate
differing schedules.
Beginning with the first day of employment, the HR team will be on-site to onboard the employees,
help them navigate the HR and Benefits website, assist with benefit enrollment, guide them through
safety and operations training sessions and answer any questions. This employee-centered support
continues from day one throughout their career with American Water.
Below are just a few examples where American Water has exceeded employee expectations:
“…the city called a meeting shortly after we heard the rumors and confirmed what I thought was my worst
fear. They were selling us. In the meeting Karen Cooper and other representatives of American Water
assured us that they didn’t have a room full of people to take our jobs. They wanted our experience. As
time went on, we spoke with other FSR guys, Field employees and others that work on the water side and
they told us how great a company American Water was to work for. Through contract negotiations I came
to realize this was the easiest contract I have ever been involved with.”
– Bob Herring, Teamsters Union, Local 525
“The transition for me was how quick the union and American Water were able to reach an agreement. I
feel it was fair for both parties and knowing now that it was the best thing that could happen to this group.
I feel we are being treated very fairly with all the changes. Going into this was a huge adjustment for me.
I had been with the city for 29 years and the thought that starting over was horrible. But after all the
negotiations and meetings it became pretty clear that I wasn’t losing anything, in fact things got better.”
– Todd Pohlman, Teamsters Union, Local 525
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“From a safety standpoint, the transition has been absolutely awesome. When we came to American
Water, we came with nothing other than the shirts on our backs. We literally had no safety equipment to
bring with us. American Water went out of their way to get us all the safety equipment they purchase to
protect their employees. Since June 26th when the transition took place, all my fears have changed to
enjoying going to work and loving my job again. This has turned out to be one of the most awesome
experiences of my life. Thank you American Water.”
– Tony Bellitto, Teamsters Union, Local 525
Continued Education and Professional Development
Employees who join American Water will be eligible to participate in our tuition reimbursement
program, which offers up to $10,000 per year in tuition costs, registration fees and books for courses
or degrees that might enhance employees’ overall effectiveness in his or her current role, or for
potential developmental opportunities. The company encourages and supports employees who enroll
in college, university and technical school courses to gain specific knowledge or to obtain a degree.
With multiple outstanding institutions of higher learning in southeast Pennsylvania, these
opportunities could be used by employees to gain important skills to develop into more well-rounded
professionals while supporting the region’s institutions. This program is intended to enhance
employees’ professional development and their skills and knowledge related to American Water’s
business.
As an added benefit, employees who transition to American Water will have full access to a robust
library of content that offers guided learning about the utility industry, safety, leadership and other
meaningful topics. In additional to engaging and informative digital content, American Water also
offers regular small group education and development courses. We firmly believe that continuing
education helps improve each member of our team and we require that every employee receive at
least 20 hours of formal training every year paid for by the company.
American Water Charitable Foundation
In 2012, American Water established the American Water Charitable Foundation. They primary focus
of AWCF is to support employees in their own charitable endeavors, provide stronger support for
disaster relief efforts, and provide funding for higher-level initiatives related to clean water,
conservation, education, and community sustainability. Through our Employee Volunteer and
Matching Gift Program, Disaster Relief Program, and our Signature Program, Building Better
Communities, AWCF is making a difference every day. Employees who donate or volunteer time to
eligible 501(c)(3) public charities may apply for matching funds at a rate of $20 per hour volunteered,
as well as a 100% match on contributions for monetary donations, up to $1,000 per employee, per
year in total across both programs. This benefits eligible public charities in the entire community and
we are proud that all American Water employees can make a meaningful difference to organizations
that are important to them. See Appendix 9 for more information on AWCF.
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Employee Crisis Fund
American Water employees have access to the Employee Crisis Fund, a program funded by AWCF and
employee donations. Employees are eligible to apply for a grant of up to $2,000 when impacted by an
emergency causing financial hardship, such as a house fire, natural disasters, or serious injuries or
illnesses.
Disaster Relief Program
The AWCF disaster relief program is designed to increase the impact of American Water employee
donations made in response to natural disasters such as floods, hurricanes, fires and other
extraordinary disaster events. To date, AWCF has donated $205,000 to disaster relief efforts around
the globe.
Inclusion and Diversity
The City of Chester and the Chester Water Authority territory is a diverse community that celebrates
the diverse backgrounds and people that make a city great. American Water sees diversity as a vital
element in creating an environment where differences are accepted and are important to the
company's success. As we live our values daily, we create a culture of inclusion for all. Below are
examples each of our values is structured to be inclusive of everyone who works at American Water:
•

Safety is a great example of our dedication to inclusion. We want every single person who is
part of our company to go home to his or her family in as good a shape or better than when he
or she came to work -- and we wish for each of our employees and their families to live safely
in their personal lives as well. This commitment comes from our fundamental caring and
concern for every employee -- not just at work, but 24 hours a day.

•

Trust is a simple word that encompasses a tremendous amount of meaning. First, trust implies
an open, candid, respectful, honest and caring relationship. It also means challenging each
other respectfully and holding ourselves accountable for doing the right thing when it is most
difficult to do so. That is why we have zero tolerance for any type or form of discrimination or
harassment. Inclusion means appreciating the value of each person’s diversity and
acknowledging their thoughts, ideas and concerns.

•

Environmental Leadership is at the heart of who we are and what we do. Water is a critically
essential, life-giving product and service for all living creatures. We must ensure that we
protect our water sources and are diligent in our stewardship of the planet so we can continue
to provide this critical part of daily life and uphold the physical and economic health of the
communities we are privileged to serve.

•

Teamwork means we recognize that our employees are stronger together. That leveraging our
different talents, backgrounds, viewpoints and beliefs helps us understand our diverse
customers and communities better. That our differences make us able to “Keep Life Flowing.”
Because of this, it is critical that we include the thoughts and ideas of everyone who is part of
our American Water team when making decisions that affect our business.

•

High Performance means we like to win. No apologies – we are the best at what we do. We are
honest and ethical, and win the right way. We want to be the best place for people to work. To
be the best company – of any kind – for our customers. We want to be the most trusted by our
regulators and elected officials and make a positive difference in the communities we serve.
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We will attempt to tackle the problems our nation faces with emerging water quality, water
supply and infrastructure challenges. We will find the best ways to give our customers a great
personal experience. We will leverage the strengths and abilities of each of our employee
councils.
Social Impact
At American Water, we approach every day with a three-part commitment to transparency,
responsibility and integrity. We do well by doing good, we know that “how” a company operates is just
as important as “what” a company does. By doing the right things the right way, positive results will
follow -- for everyone. We take very seriously our company’s impact on everyone it touches -- our
people, customers, communities, investors, regulators, vendors and many more. This commitment to
people is reflected in everything we do, including these recent examples:
•

We have a long-standing commitment to gender equality at all levels of our company, as
evidenced by our inclusion on the Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index and our continued
commitment to Paradigm for Parity, an action plan to further diversity our leadership.

•

In 2019, American Water was ranked #23 on Barron’s 100 Most Sustainable Companies
ranking and was the highest ranked utility.

•

American Water has been recognized as a top-scoring company on the Disability Equality Index
(DEI), the most comprehensive disability inclusion assessment tool designed and embraced
by both business leaders and disability advocates. This year, 180 businesses participated in
the DEI, and American Water’s top score of 100% earned the recognition of “Best Places to
Work for Disability Inclusion.”

•

We were honored to be included in the NAACP’s Inaugural Equity, Inclusion and Empowerment
Index in 2018.

•

We invested nearly 96,000 hours in employee safety training in 2019, helping to ensure that
our employees should return home every day in the same, or better, condition as they were
when they came to work.

•

We enhance the lives of those we serve by supporting our employees in giving back to
organizations they care about. Encouraging employee volunteerism creates a more engaged
workforce and generates positive returns to the communities we serve.

•

We sponsor company-wide workplace-giving campaigns focused on helping communities
around the world: local United Way organizations and Water For People. Our employees
contribute to these giving campaigns because they care deeply about our local and global
communities. These are just part of the hundreds of other organizations that our company and
employees support in our U.S. communities.
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Customer Commitment and Experience
We approach every customer experience with a relentlessly competitive mindset. While our regulated
customers do not currently have a choice of their water provider, we believe it is critical to provide such
strong customer experiences and treat our customers so well that if they were given a choice of a
water or wastewater service provider, they would choose American Water.
Seamless Customer Integration Process
We are confident that Chester Water Authority customers will benefit from American Water’s proven
expertise in successfully integrating dozens of municipal acquisitions. American Water utilizes SAP as
its core enterprise resource planning system enabling streamlined business integration. In late 2018,
the company was certified as an Advanced Customer Center of Expertise (ACCOE) and is the first U.S.
utility company to reach this noteworthy benchmark. This certification means that existing and
acquired customers benefit from a higher level of quality management for operations and information
technology processes that ensure continuity of the water and wastewater services they rely on each
day.
American Water also leverages innovative Data Stewardship Platform (DSP) technology to support
customer data transition, bringing a unique benefit to our company and entities it acquires. The DSP
combined with American Water proprietary features deliver many benefits, including:
•

Highly scalable approach to customer volume: Regardless of the number of customers we serve,
our processes and integration techniques can be quickly and effectively scaled to easily accept
new customers.

•

Advanced customer GIS mapping technology: These innovative technologies allow our team to
more effectively map and notify customers in the event of a customer-impacting emergency.

•

Proactive and established user acceptance process: Having an intuitive process helps improve
programmatic approval flows across organizations with built-in data validation.

Focus on Maintaining Rate Stability For Customers
American Water’s history and experience in large-scale purchases of water and wastewater systems
is tied to a deep understanding of the need for stability and predictability of rates. The Chester Water
Authority customers will benefit from American Water’s ability to share our compliance and capital
investment acumen, while leveraging our volume purchasing power, scale, technology and innovation
development.
American Water Rate History
American Water has diverse regulated utility operations throughout the country, operating within a
variety of regulatory frameworks that differ from state to state. Despite varying geographic conditions
that impact costs, American Water’s rate changes, on an annual basis, have been comparable or lower
than the water and wastewater consumer price index.
American Water’s annual rate change is nearly half of the
United States average over the last 5 years
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Compound Annual Growth Rate on Average Customer Water Bills
American Water Compared to United States Average1
United States Average

American Water

5.0%
3.82%

4.0%
3.25%

3.31%

3.0%
2.00%

2.0%

1.0%

0.0%
10 Year CAGR
(2008-2018)

5 Year CAGR
(2013-2018)

1

United States Average is based on percent change to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics housing / utility consumer expenditures
(All Consumer Units) for Water and Other Public Services. AWK is based on the percent change in residential revenue per
residential customer, based on data from AWK's 10-Ks.

Our rate case management program aims to balance infrastructure investment needs and protect
water quality while limiting rate increases. Over the past five years (2013-2018), our average water
customer bill across our service areas increased by only 2.0% per year, which is nearly half the United
States average of 3.82%.
In an operating environment where the company plans to invest more than $1.8 billion per year across
the country on infrastructure and other necessary capital projects, American Water can mitigate rate
increases by lowering its per-customer operating costs. As we noted earlier, for every $1 in O&M
savings, we can invest $8 of capital with no adverse impact on a typical customer’s bill. This is a result
of growing the customer base through strategic acquisitions and optimizing shared and back-office
services, allowing the company to maintain a robust field staff to operate our systems at high service
quality. Through a partnership with the community, we will apply these same savings and efficiency
strategies to bring current Chester Water Authority customers the best possible service at the lowest
possible rates.
American Water has taken a leading position in promoting innovative ways to limit sizable increases
in bills while replacing aging infrastructure. These include infrastructure replacement surcharges,
future and hybrid test years, and mechanisms for utility plant recovery, expenses and revenue stability.
We want to be the best, and if our customers had a choice as to who serves them, we want them to
choose us.
We hold ourselves to a standard that is continually growing more personalized. In today’s world of
increasingly personalized service, where fulfillment is usually no more than a click away and our
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customers are expecting an “Amazon-like” experience, the job of meeting and surpassing customer
expectations has never been more challenging.
By directly engaging and listening to our customers, we aim to achieve customer satisfaction and
service quality ratings in the top quartile of service industries beyond the water and wastewater
industry. In Chester Water Authority territory, we will implement a multi-year strategic plan to enhance
technology and innovation across all customer experience lines by: (1) leveraging secure artificial
intelligence, machine learning and predictive analytics to better understand and serve our customers;
(2) using online customer communities for immediate input and feedback; and (3)“mapping” our most
frequent customer interactions and seeking feedback from them on these interactions -- all while
ensuring that we meet and exceed the level of service each customer expects.
Leveraging Customer Insights to Improve Experience and Satisfaction
Like the Chester Water Authority, American Water focuses on listening intently to the needs of our
customers and works hard to find solutions that benefit them and the communities we serve.
Receiving feedback from our customers is vital to improving our customer initiatives and ensuring the
best possible customer experience. Our annual bonus program – with the same goals from front-line
employees (including union-represented) through our CEO – financials only equate for 50% of the
annual bonus structure the other 50% includes customer satisfaction as 15% of the total measure,
along with safety, environmental leadership, operational efficiency and financial performance. We
judge our customer performance through a quarterly survey conducted by an independent third-party
firm, comparing our customers’ satisfaction to those of customers across the country from both public
and private water and wastewater utilities located near our operations.
• Personalize Information and Services: Making our customers’ lives easier is a central theme
to our customer-obsessed strategy. Delivering on this requires water and wastewater utilities
to tailor each aspect of the customer journey to meet the individual customer’s expectations.
Our white-glove service focuses on addressing key needs of our largest customers, including
billing and collection, infrastructure, maintenance, capital investment and more. Joint planning
sessions with our largest customers help us fully understand their needs and proactively
identify opportunities where we can support their efforts before they have issues or concerns.

•

As the needs of our customers shift, we strive to be a leader in providing them with the tools
to work with us however they would like. Recently, we launched an updated, mobile-enabled
Self-Service Customer Portal that allows customers to access their account 24/7 from
anywhere.
Empathy and Experience: For our customers, doing business with American Water should be
easy -- be it service, billing or programming. That’s why American Water takes customer
concerns and disputes very seriously and works diligently to find solutions to each challenge.
We have several layers in place to manage relationships and keep customers satisfied. The
type of concern will determine which layer is engaged.
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Customer Advocacy Team
Every American Water state subsidiary has a dedicated Customer Advocacy Team. This
customer-facing team serves as our “feet on the street.”
• Customers working with this team will receive support from the start, including
communications trafficking and assistance to accelerate the issue to final
resolution.
Customer Care Operations
• Our call center operations in Pensacola, FL, and Alton, IL, also feature small teams
of issue resolution specialists who are dedicated to each American Water state
subsidiary.
• These specialists receive specific training on interacting with customers who have
targeted concerns and disputes.
• The resolution process typically begins and ends with this team. If the specialist
is unsuccessful in resolving the issue, it is moved through an orderly chain of command to
ensure timely resolution.
“We are very satisfied. They are very forthcoming and supportive when we have issues. We are a highvolume user. We are pleased with the response to requests, and the professionalism of the staff.”
– Industrial Account, NJ

Improve Systems and Processes
Our customer obsession drives us to continually challenge the norm. Real process changes come out
of our efforts to glean insights from listening to customer feedback we receive from our Customer
Advocacy Teams and Customer Care Operations. Our goal is to allow our customers to engage with us
how, when and from wherever they like.
A recent success in this regard included our comprehensive company-wide utility bill redesign. Based
on feedback from thousands of American Water customers through our online customer community,
we streamlined our water bills, both paper and electronic, making them simpler and easier to
understand while remaining compliant with local PSC regulations.
We recognize that each of our customers has unique needs and
wants to create flexibility in how they can pay for their services. Below
is a list of different methods and payment options we provide to
customers so they can select the right option for themselves. In
addition to flexible options, we have instituted several customer
assistance programs, including Budget Billing, Installment Plans and
donation programs, to support our customers in need.

88% of new portal users were
satisfied with the ease of
completing their task on the
American Water website
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Payment Channel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone
IVR
Customer Portal
In-Person Kiosks
In-Person Payment Center
Automatic Payment

Payment Methods
•
•
•
•

Check
Credit Card
E-Check
Cash

Strong focus on maintaining reliability and minimizing time of disruptions
We are keenly focused on maintaining reliability and minimizing time of disruptions because water
management and climate variability are inextricably linked. The impacts of climate variability, such as
sea level rise, and increases in frequency of extreme weather events directly affect water sources and
infrastructure. The number and frequency of droughts, severe storms and wildfires has intensified over
the past 20 years. Further, the U.S. Geological Survey has linked river salinity to climate change. The
changing of source water makeup and extreme weather events directly impacts the environmental
aspects of our business and is something American Water’s leadership team regularly considers when
determining future plans and preparedness strategies.
American Water has policies directly focused on this, such as our Capital Program Management Policy
requiring investment in our infrastructure to follow specific recommendations from our comprehensive
asset planning process. This includes assessing risks from climate variability and developing
appropriate mitigation and adaptation strategies. For example, in our construction we use either a
100-year minimum or 500-year flood elevation as the basis for design, depending on the criticality of
the asset and specific application.
When we build new facilities, we consider climate variability, raising critical equipment well above
historic flood levels and designing for more frequent and intense weather events to strengthen their
resiliency. We have committed approximately $1.5 billion or more annually to upgrade and renew
water and wastewater treatment plants, distribution and transmission pipes, pumping stations and
other essential facilities. Approximately 8% of our capital investment is dedicated to resiliency and
hardening of our assets.
Disaster Planning
We invest in the resiliency of our systems and in the communities we serve. Infrastructure that is in
poor condition or designed for historical environmental conditions is more susceptible to the impacts
of extreme weather events, especially flooding and droughts, which can result in contamination or loss
of service. Challenging weather conditions, and thus the related risks, are predicted to continue and
escalate. American Water’s approach to disaster planning, which addresses risks through
redundancies and strategic planning, is vital to continually meet all customers’ basic needs for clean,
safe and reliable water.
Increased climate variability including intense storms and winds can lead to power outages that have
the potential to affect services if appropriate preparations are not taken. We must be prepared for
these events by ensuring that our most critical facilities can operate for an extended period on stand35
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alone power generation sources, such as gas-powered generators and/or solar panels. We are proud
to have backup generation in place for over 80% of our customers. Additionally, our emergency
response plans focus on strategies to mitigate the potential impact from extreme weather and climate
variability to improve the reliability of our systems for the benefit of our customers.
American Water’s investment approach provides many opportunities to increase climate resilience in
the communities served by Chester Water Authority by implementing mitigation and adaption
strategies. As climate models and forecasts continue to improve, we are constantly evaluating risks to
our operations and implementing new design standards into our engineering processes to make assets
more resilient.
Capital Investment Planning
American Water has a robust process in place to develop strategic capital investment plans, which
includes making our assets and operations more resilient to climate variability and other threats from
our changing world. Our resiliency planning strategy is not limited to our capital investment plans – it
is also integrated into our asset management, emergency response planning, capacity development
and other decision-making processes.
American Water will continue to prioritize and invest in our resiliency and asset hardening efforts. This
forward-thinking philosophy will extend to our partnership with Chester Water Authority because we
see the readiness of our systems as critical to addressing weather challenges and climate variability
impacts on our life-sustaining services.
In 2018 alone, our completed resiliency projects included:
•

$37 million flood protection project at the Raritan-Millstone plant in Bridgewater, NJ

•

$45 million water supply pipeline project to reduce the risk of water scarcity in Monterey, CA

•

$13.4 million emergency generator at the central water treatment plant in St. Louis, MO,
allowing us to treat over 120 million gallons of water each day

These projects manage water supply, a finite resource, and safeguard customers’ long-term needs. In
some regions, concerns about long-term water scarcity and water quality are increasing stakeholder
expectations for American Water to protect this valuable resource and ensure access to clean, safe
water into the future. The risks posed by climate change increase pressure to plan for and address
Water Supply Resilience.
Below are recent significant examples that demonstrate resiliency projects:
•

Flooding Resiliency in Iowa
Recognizing that flood levels along the Mississippi River continue to set new and dangerous
records, American Water’s team in Iowa implemented a resiliency plan to minimize disruption
when natural disasters occur.
Resiliency came in the form of a permanent $11.8 million, 2,200-foot-long floodwall
established in 2013 by a partnership between Iowa American Water, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and the City of Davenport. It was designed to protect the water treatment plant to a
river stage of 31.4 feet above mean sea level (AMSL).
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As waters rose during the spring of 2019, the floodwall closed when the river level rose to 20
feet and eventually reached a record-setting 22.7 feet AMSL. Additionally, due to heavy rainfall,
the river crested for a second time one month later at 21.7 feet AMSL.
These were the first major flood event to test the wall since its completion. During these
flooding events, we kept our treatment facility protected and in service, with water flowing to
our 55,000 customers.
•

Storm Preparedness and Restoration in New Jersey
When Superstorm Sandy began tracking for landfall on the east coast in 2012, New Jersey
American Water took immediate, proactive action to prepare for the storm and lined up
resources to remedy potential damage. These efforts included:
•

Activating our Emergency Operations Center, which was staffed 24 hours per day

•

Centrally coordinating local preparedness activities

•

Managing procurement of resources (fuel, generators, pumps, contractors, etc.)

•

Communicating and coordinating with state and county Emergency Management
agencies

•

Leveraging all available communications channels to keep customers informed
with the latest information

A 13-mile coastal area in Ocean County -- known as the Barrier Island area -- was most impacted
by this treacherous storm. A team of New Jersey American Water employees navigated the
hazardous areas with vigilance, leveraging Global Positioning Systems (GPS) technology to locate
and restore service to customers as quickly as possible, prioritizing efforts to support fire
protection, water quality and water service. The team continued to support the area’s recovery
and rebuilding effort, which spanned over two years due to the extent of the storm damage and
the rebuilding efforts.
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Appendix 1.
Letter of Support
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Appendix 2.
Financial Statements, as of and for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
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Pennsylvania-American Water Company
(A wholly-owned subsidiary of
American Water Works Company, Inc.)
Financial Statements
As of and for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017

Report of Independent Auditors

To the Board of Directors of
Pennsylvania-American Water Company
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Pennsylvania-American Water Company,
which comprise the balance sheets as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, and the related statements of
income, of cash flows and of changes in common stockholder’s equity for the years then ended.
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this
includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on our audits. We
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgment, including
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the
Company's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such
opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Pennsylvania-American Water Company as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, and
the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

April 12, 2019

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Two Commerce Square, Suite 1800, 2001 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103
T: (267) 330 3000, F: (267) 330 3300, www.pwc.com/us

PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
Balance Sheets
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)
Assets

Property, plant and equipment, net
Utility plant - at original cost, net of accumulated depreciation
Utility plant acquisition adjustments
Non-utility property, net of accumulated depreciation
Total property, plant and equipment
Current assets
Cash
Accounts receivable
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Unbilled utility revenues
Accounts receivable - affiliated company
State income tax receivable
Materials and supplies
Other
Total current assets
Regulatory and other long-term assets
Regulatory assets
Goodwill
Prepaid pension expense
Other
Total regulatory and other long-term assets
Total assets

2018

2017

$ 4,563,051
12,584
248
4,575,883

$ 4,308,808
12,949
255
4,322,012

4,766
68,251
(13,389)
34,994
9,878
6,604
9,334
3,809
124,247

111,051
76,124
10,460
1,251
198,886
$ 4,899,016

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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3,583
64,274
(11,885)
36,659
—
1,481
9,321
3,850
107,283

97,443
76,064
14,548
417
188,472
$ 4,617,767

PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
Balance Sheets
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)
Capitalization and Liabilities

Capitalization
Common stockholder's equity
Long-term debt, excluding current portion
Long-term debt, excluding current portion
Redeemable preferred stock at redemption value
Total capitalization
Current liabilities
Notes payable - affiliated company
Current portion long-term debt
Accounts payable
Accounts payable - affiliated company
Federal income tax payable - affiliated company
Accrued taxes
Accrued interest
Refunds due to customers
Other
Total current liabilities
Regulatory and other long-term liabilities
Regulatory liabilities
Advances for construction
Deferred income taxes, net
Deferred investment tax credits
Accrued postretirement benefit expense
Other tax liabilities
Other
Total regulatory and other long-term liabilities
Contributions in aid of construction
Commitments and contingencies (see Note 16)
Total capitalization and liabilities

2018

2017

$ 1,852,195

$ 1,604,607

1,556,795
3,874
3,412,864

1,251,741
5,252
2,861,600

77,958
6,738
95,452
13,941
—
2,783
20,029
2,339
29,903
249,143

321,689
117,443
86,106
10,481
8,623
—
16,277
2,271
29,077
591,967

356,091
62,814
571,216
4,672
3,357
39,030
449
1,037,629
199,380
—
$ 4,899,016

329,940
67,898
532,362
4,905
6,397
28,669
642
970,813
193,387
—
$ 4,617,767

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
Statements of Income
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)

Operating revenues

$

2018
689,215

$

2017
661,088

Operating expenses (income)
Operation and maintenance
Depreciation
Amortization
General taxes
Gain on asset dispositions and purchases
Total operating expenses, net
Operating income

216,812
112,496
12,069
12,846
(19)
354,204
335,011

192,130
102,896
11,947
9,936
(4,843)
312,066
349,022

Other income (expenses)
Interest on long-term debt
Interest on short-term debt - affiliated company
Allowance for other funds used during construction
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction
Amortization of debt issuance costs
Non-operating benefit costs, net
Other, net
Total other expenses
Income before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net income

(72,205)
(5,760)
2,701
3,522
(1,548)
4,113
(453)
(69,630)
265,381
76,309
189,072

(67,083)
(4,171)
—
1,053
(1,264)
(2,993)
(419)
(74,877)
274,145
113,441
160,704

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
Statements of Cash Flows
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)
2018
Cash flows from operating activities
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net cash flows provided by operating activities
Depreciation and amortization
Amortization of debt issuance costs
Provision for deferred income taxes
Amortization of deferred investment tax credits
Provision for losses on accounts receivable
Allowance for other funds used during construction
Gain on asset dispositions and acquisitions
Pension and non-pension postretirement benefits
Other, net
Changes in assets and liabilities
Accounts receivable and unbilled revenues
Accounts receivable - affiliated company
Federal income tax from affiliated company
State income taxes
Other current assets
Pension and non-pension postretirement benefit contributions
Accounts payable
Accounts payable - affiliated company
Accrued interest
Accrued taxes
Other current liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities

$

Cash flows from investing activities
Capital expenditures
Acquisitions
Removal costs from property, plant and equipment retirements, net
Proceeds from the disposition of property, plant and equipment
Net cash used in investing activities

2017

189,072

$

160,704

124,565
1,548
47,852
(234)
10,222
(2,701)
(19)
4,068
21,954

114,843
1,264
67,934
(234)
6,351
—
(4,843)
11,614
(7,823)

(10,729)
(9,878)
(817)
(5,123)
28
(3,820)
(5,181)
6,268
3,752
2,783
1,703
375,313

(10,983)
—
(4,067)
(3,336)
5,366
(8,240)
9,486
4,628
3,861
—
(9,704)
336,821

(349,674)
—
(16,333)
—
(366,007)

(308,463)
(159,839)
(15,020)
1,886
(481,436)

1,059
426,948
(5,585)
(228,195)
(5,359)
(7,180)
(243,731)

7,049
341,426
(38,392)
(91,410)
(3,318)
(10,016)
(66,825)

$

(395)
125,000
(1,200)
(116,489)
145,430
815
2,767
3,582

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt - affiliated company
Repayment of long-term debt
Repayment of long-term debt - affiliated company
Debt issuance costs
Make-whole premium on early debt retirement
Net repayments of notes payables - affiliated company
Advances and contributions, net of refunds
of $4,808 in 2018 and $4,038 in 2017
Capital contributions
Redemption of preferred stock
Dividends paid
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities
Net increase in cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year

$

(3,000)
196,000
(1,200)
(137,879)
(8,122)
1,184
3,582
4,766

Cash paid (received) during the year for
Interest, net of capitalized amount
Income taxes

$
$

62,688
(2,472)

$
$

62,824
(22,141)

Non-cash investing activity
Capital expenditures acquired on account but unpaid as of year end

$

65,085

$

49,577

Non-cash financing activity
Capital contributions by stockholder (see Note 12)

$

395

$

319

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
Statements of Changes in Common Stockholder’s Equity
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)

Balance at December 31, 2016
Net income
Capital contributions
Cumulative effect of change
in accounting principle
Dividends
Balance at December 31, 2017
Net income
Capital contributions
Dividends
Balance at December 31, 2018

Common Stock
Shares
Par Value
3,910,343 $
21,507

Paid-in
Capital
$ 870,246

Retained
Earnings
$ 542,943
160,704

125,319

3,910,343
—
—
—
3,910,343

$

$

21,507
—
—
—
21,507

$

995,565
—
196,395
—
$ 1,191,960

Total
$ 1,434,696
160,704
125,319

377
377
(116,489)
(116,489)
$ 587,535 $ 1,604,607
189,072
189,072
—
196,395
(137,879)
(137,879)
$ 638,728 $ 1,852,195

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)
Note 1: Organization and Operation
Pennsylvania-American Water Company (the “Company”) provides water and wastewater service in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. As a public utility operating in Pennsylvania, the Company functions under rules
and regulations prescribed by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (the “Commission”). The Company
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of American Water Works Company, Inc. (“AWW”).
Note 2: Significant Accounting Policies
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States (“GAAP”) requires management to make estimates, assumptions and judgements that affect the
Company's financial condition, results of operations and cash flows. Actual results could differ from these estimates,
judgements and assumptions. The Company considers its critical accounting estimates to include: the application
of regulatory accounting principles and the related determination and estimation of regulatory assets and liabilities;
assumptions used in impairment testing of goodwill and other long-lived assets, including regulatory assets; revenue
recognition and the estimates used in the calculation of unbilled revenue; accounting for income taxes and the
recently enacted Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the "TCJA"); benefit plan assumptions; and the judgements and estimates
used in the determining loss contingencies. The Company’s critical accounting estimates that are particularly
sensitive to change in the near term are amounts reported for regulatory assets and liabilities, goodwill, income
taxes, benefit plan assumptions and contingency-related obligations.
Regulation
The Commission generally authorizes revenue at levels intended to recover the estimated costs of providing
service, plus a return on net investments, or rate base. The Commission may also approve accounting treatments,
long-term financing programs and cost of capital, capital expenditures, O&M expenses, taxes, transactions and
affiliate relationships, reorganizations and mergers, and acquisitions, along with imposing certain penalties or
granting certain incentives. Due to timing and other differences in the collection of utility revenue, an incurred
cost that would otherwise be charged as an expense could be deferred as a regulatory asset if it is probable that
such cost is recoverable through future rates. Conversely, GAAP requires the creation of a regulatory liability for
amounts collected in rates to recover costs expected to be incurred in the future, or amounts collected in excess of
costs incurred and refundable to customers.
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment consist primarily of utility plant. Additions to utility plant and replacement
of retirement units of utility plant are capitalized and include costs such as materials, direct labor, payroll taxes
and benefits, indirect items such as engineering and supervision, transportation and an allowance for funds used
during construction (“AFUDC”). Costs for repair, maintenance and minor replacements are charged to O&M
expense as incurred.
The cost of property, plant and equipment is depreciated using the straight-line average remaining life group
method. The Company records depreciation in conformity with amounts approved by the Commission after
regulatory review of the information the Company submits to support its estimates of the assets’ remaining useful
lives.
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December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)
When units of property, plant and equipment are replaced, retired or abandoned, the recorded value is
credited against the asset and charged to accumulated depreciation. To the extent the Company recovers cost of
removal or other retirement costs through rates after the retirement costs are incurred, a regulatory asset is recorded.
In some cases, the Company recovers retirement costs through rates during the life of the associated asset and
before the costs are incurred. These amounts result in a regulatory liability being reported based on the amounts
previously recovered through customer rates, until the costs to retire those assets are incurred.
The costs incurred to acquire and internally develop computer software for internal use are capitalized as
a unit of property. The carrying value of these costs amounted to $56,388 and $63,609 as of December 31, 2018
and 2017, respectively.
Nonutility property consists primarily of buildings and equipment utilized by the Company for internal
operations. This property is stated at cost, net of accumulated depreciation, which is calculated using the straightline method over the useful lives of the assets.
Cash
Substantially all of the Company’s cash is invested in interest-bearing accounts.
Accounts Receivable
The majority of the Company’s accounts receivable is due from utility customers and represents amounts
billed to the Company’s customers on a cycle basis. Credit is extended based on the guidelines of the Commission
and collateral is generally not required.
Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts
Allowance for uncollectible accounts is maintained for estimated probable losses resulting from the
Company’s inability to collect receivables from customers. Accounts that are outstanding longer than the payment
terms are considered past due. A number of factors are considered in determining the allowance for uncollectible
accounts, including the length of time receivables are past due and previous loss history. The Company generally
writes off accounts when they become uncollectible or are over a certain number of days outstanding.
Unbilled Revenues
Unbilled revenues are accrued when service has been provided but has not been billed to customers.
Materials and Supplies
Materials and supplies are stated at the lower of cost or net realizable value. Cost is determined using the
average cost method.
Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price paid over the estimated fair value of the assets acquired
and liabilities assumed in the acquisition of a business. The Company has recorded $76,124 and $76,064 of
goodwill at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively. Goodwill is not amortized, but is tested for impairment at
least annually or on an interim basis if an event occurs or circumstances change that would more likely than not
reduce the fair value of a reporting unit below its carrying value.
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December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Dollars in thousands)
The Company’s annual impairment testing is performed as of November 30 of each year, in conjunction
with the completion of the Company’s annual business plan. The Company assesses qualitative factors to determine
whether quantitative testing is necessary. If it is determined, based upon qualitative factors, that the estimated fair
value of a reporting unit is more likely than not, greater than its carrying value, no further testing is required. If
the Company bypasses the qualitative assessment, or performs the qualitative assessment and determines that the
estimated fair value of a reporting unit is more likely than not, less than its carrying value, a quantitative, fair valuebased test is performed. This quantitative testing compares the estimated fair value of the reporting unit to its
respective net carrying value, including goodwill, on the measurement date. An impairment loss will be recognized
in the amount equal to the excess of the reporting unit’s carrying value compared to its estimated fair value, limited
to the total amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit.
Application of the goodwill impairment test requires management judgment, including the identification
of reporting units and determining the fair value of the reporting unit. Management estimates fair value using a
combination of a discounted cash flow analysis and market multiples analysis. Significant assumptions used in
these fair value analyses include, but are not limited to, forecasts of future operating results, discount and growth
rates, capital expenditures, tax rates, working capital, weighted average cost of capital and projected terminal
values.
Advances for Construction and Contributions in Aid of Construction
The Company may receive advances for construction (“advances”) and contributions in aid of construction
(“contributions”) from customers, home builders, real estate developers and others to fund construction necessary
to extend service to new areas. Advances are refundable for limited periods of time as new customers begin to
receive service or other contractual obligations are fulfilled.
Advances that are no longer refundable are reclassified to contributions. Contributions are permanent
collections of plant assets or cash for a particular construction project. For rate-making purposes, the amount of
such contributions generally serves as a rate base reduction since the contributions represents non-investor supplied
funds.
The Company depreciates utility plant funded by contributions and amortizes its contributions balance as
a reduction to depreciation expense, producing a result which is functionally equivalent to reducing the original
cost of the utility plant for the contributions. Amortization of contributions in aid of construction was $4,576 and
$4,529 for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively. For the years ended December 31, 2018
and 2017, non-cash advances and contributions received were $7,441 and $5,221, respectively.
Revenue Recognition
On January 1, 2018, the Company adopted Accounting Standards Codification Topic 606, Revenue From
Contracts With Customers, and all related amendments (collectively, “ASC 606”), using the modified retrospective
approach, applied to contracts which were not completed as of January 1, 2018. Under this approach, periods prior
to the adoption date have not been restated and continue to be reported under the accounting standards in effect
for those periods.
Under ASC 606, a performance obligation is a promise within a contract to transfer a distinct good or
service, or a series of distinct goods and services, to a customer. Revenue is recognized when performance
9
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obligations are satisfied and the customer obtains control of promised goods or services. The amount of revenue
recognized reflects the consideration to which the Company expects to be entitled to receive in exchange for goods
or services. Under ASC 606, a contract’s transaction price is allocated to each distinct performance obligation. To
determine revenue recognition for arrangements that the Company determines are within the scope of ASC 606,
the Company performs the following five steps: (i) identifies the contracts with a customer; (ii) identifies the
performance obligations within the contract, including whether any performance obligations are distinct and capable
of being distinct in the context of the contract; (iii) determines the transaction price; (iv) allocates the transaction
price to the performance obligations in the contract; and (v) recognizes revenue when, or as, the Company satisfies
each performance obligation.
Revenue is generated primarily from water and wastewater services delivered to customers. These contracts
contain a single performance obligation, the delivery of water and/or wastewater services, as the promise to transfer
the individual good or service is not separately identifiable from other promises within the contracts and, therefore,
is not distinct. Customer payments for contracts are generally due within 30 days of billing. Revenues are recognized
over time, as services are provided. There are generally no significant financing components or variable
consideration. Revenues include amounts billed to customers on a cycle basis and unbilled amounts calculated
based on estimated usage from the date of the meter reading associated with the latest customer bill, to the end of
the accounting period. The amounts that the Company has a right to invoice are determined by each customer’s
actual usage, an indicator that the invoice amount corresponds directly to the value transferred to the customer.
Income Taxes
AWW and its subsidiaries participate in a consolidated federal income tax return for U.S. tax purposes.
Members of the consolidated group are charged with the amount of federal income tax expense determined as if
they filed separate returns. Federal income tax expense for financial reporting purposes is provided on a separate
return basis.
Certain income and expense items are accounted for in different time periods for financial reporting than
for income tax reporting purposes. The Company provides deferred income taxes on the difference between the
tax basis of assets and liabilities and the amounts at which they are carried in the financial statements. These
deferred income taxes are based on the enacted tax rates expected to be in effect when these temporary differences
are projected to reverse. In addition, regulatory assets and liabilities are recognized for the effect on revenues
expected to be realized as the tax effects of temporary differences, previously flowed through to customers, reverse.
Investment tax credits have been deferred and are being amortized to income over the average estimated
service lives of the related assets.
Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (“AFUDC”)
AFUDC is a non-cash credit to income with a corresponding charge to utility plant that represents the cost
of borrowed funds or a return on equity funds devoted to plant under construction. AFUDC is recorded to the extent
permitted by the Commission.
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New Accounting Standards
The following accounting standards were adopted by the Company in 2018:
Revenue from Contracts with Customers
In May 2014, the FASB issued a new revenue recognition standard that replaced existing revenue
recognition guidance in GAAP, including most industry-specific guidance. The core principle of the new guidance
is that an entity will recognize revenue for the transfer of goods or services to customers equal to the amount that
it expects to be entitled to receive for those goods or services. The guidance also requires additional disclosures
about the nature, timing and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows arising from customer contracts, including
significant judgments and changes in judgments. The new standard was effective January 1, 2018 for the Company
and has been early adopted on a modified retrospective basis. The adoption had no material impact to the financial
statements as there are no material changes to the timing or recognition of revenue.
Clarifying the Definition of a Business
In January 2017, the FASB issued guidance that clarifies the definition of a business with the objective of
assisting entities with evaluating whether transactions should be accounted for as acquisitions, or disposals, of
assets or businesses. The company early adopted the new standard effective January 1, 2018. The effect on the
Company’s financial statements will be dependent on the acquisitions that close subsequent to adoption.
Presentation of Net Periodic Pension Cost and Net Periodic Postretirement Benefit Cost
In March 2017, the FASB issued guidance that updates the authoritative guidance which requires the service
cost component of net periodic benefit cost to be presented in the same income statement line item(s) as other
employee compensation costs arising from services rendered during the period. The remaining components of net
period benefit cost are required to be presented separately from the service cost component in an income statement
line item outside of operating income. Also, the guidance only allows for the service cost component to be eligible
for capitalization. The updated guidance does not impact the accounting for net periodic benefit costs as regulatory
assets or liabilities. The Company early adopted the new standard effective January 1, 2018. The Company
presented in the current period, and reclassified in the prior periods, net periodic benefit costs, other than the service
cost component, in non-operating benefit costs, net on the Statements of Income.
Simplification of Goodwill Testing Impairment
In January 2017, the FASB issued guidance that updates the authoritative guidance which simplifies the
subsequent measurement of goodwill by eliminating Step 2 from the goodwill impairment test. Under the
amendments in the update, an entity should perform its annual or interim goodwill impairment test by comparing
the fair value of a reporting unit with its carrying amount. An impairment charge should be recognized for the
amount by which the carrying value exceeds the reporting unit's fair value, however, the loss recognized should
not exceed the total amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit. An entity still has the option to perform
the qualitative assessment for a reporting unit to determine if the quantitative impairment test is necessary. The
Company early adopted the new standard effective August 31, 2018.
Cloud Computing Service Arrangements
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In August 2018, the FASB Updated the accounting and disclosure guidance for cloud computing
arrangements that are service contracts. Under this guidance, implementation costs incurred in cloud computing
arrangements and in developing or obtaining internal-use software follow the same capitalization requirements.
The accounting for the service element of the arrangement remains unchanged. The Company early adopted the
new standard effective September 30, 2018. The adoption had no material impact on the Financial Statements.
The following recently issued accounting standards have not yet been adopted by the Company at December
31, 2018:
Accounting for Leases
In December 2018, the FASB updated the accounting and disclosure guidance for leasing arrangements.
Under this guidance, a lessee will be required to recognize the following for all leases, excluding short-term leases,
at the commencement date: (i) a lease liability, which is a lessee’s obligation to make lease payments arising from
a lease, measured on a discounted basis; and (ii) a right-of-use asset, which is an asset that represents the lessee’s
right to use, or control the use of, a specified asset for the lease term. Under the guidance, lessor accounting is
largely unchanged. A package of optional transition practical expedients allows an entity not to reassess under the
new guidance: (i) whether any existing contracts are or contain leases; (ii) lease classification; and (iii) initial direct
costs. Additional optional transition practical expedients are available which allow an entity not to evaluate existing
land easements if the easements were not previously accounted for as leases, and to apply the new lease standard
at the adoption date and recognize a cumulative-effect adjustment in the opening balance of retained earnings in
the period of adoption. This guidance is effective January 1, 2020 for the Company. The Company plans to early
adopt January 1, 2019 on a modified retrospective basis. The Company is currently evaluating the effect on its
financial statements.
Measurement of Credit Losses
In June 2016, the FASB issued guidance that updates the accounting guidance on reporting credit losses
for financial assets held at amortized cost basis and available-for-sale debt securities. Under this guidance, expected
credit losses are required to be measured based on historical experience, current conditions and reasonable and
supportable forecasts that affect the collectability of the reported amount of financial assets. Also, this guidance
requires that credit losses on available-for-sale debt securities be presented as an allowance rather than as a direct
write-down. The new standard is effective January 1, 2021 for the Company. Early adoption is permitted, but not
before January 1, 2019 for the Company. The Company is currently evaluating the impact on the financial
statements, as well as the timing of adoption.
Disclosure Requirements for Fair Value Measurement
In August 2018, the FASB updated the disclosure requirements for fair value measurement. The guidance
removes the requirements to disclose transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 measurements, the timing of transfers
between levels, and the valuation processes for Level 3 measurements. Disclosure of transfers into and out of Level
3 measurements will be required. The guidance adds disclosure requirements for the change in unrealized gains
and losses in other comprehensive income for recurring Level 3 measurements, as well as the range and weighted
average of significant unobservable inputs used to develop Level 3 measurements. The new standard is effective
January 1, 2020 for the Company. Early adoption is permitted. The Company is currently evaluating the impact
on the financial statements, as well as the timing of adoption.
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Note 3: Disaggregated Revenues
The following table provides operating revenues disaggregated for the year ended December 31, 2018:
Revenues from
Contracts with
Customers
Water services:
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Fire service
Public and other
Sales for resale
Total water services
Wastewater services:
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Public and other
Total wastewater services
Miscellaneous utility charges
Lease contract revenue
Other
Total operating revenues
(a)

$

399,378
152,469
28,657
12,199
19,361
2,264
614,328
33,540
13,391
1,701
11,186
59,818
12,836
—
—
686,982

$

Other Revenues
Not from Contracts
with Customers (a)

Total Operating
Revenues

$

$

$

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1,542
691
2,233

$

399,378
152,469
28,657
12,199
19,361
2,264
614,328
33,540
13,391
1,701
11,186
59,818
12,836
1,542
691
689,215

Includes revenues associated with lease contracts and intercompany rent which are outside the scope of
ASC 606 and accounted for under other existing GAAP.

Note 4: Acquisitions
The Company had no acquisitions during 2018.
In 2017, the Company completed an acquisition of one wastewater system for an aggregate purchase price
of $159,801. The acquired operations provided services to approximately 22,000 customers at the time of the
acquisition. The purchase was accounted for as a business acquisition, and the difference between the purchase
price and the fair value of assets acquired, less assumed liabilities, was recorded as goodwill at the date of the
acquisitions. Assets acquired, principally utility plant, totaled $158,000, including $795 of goodwill and $1,006
of estimated unbilled revenues. During 2018 the Company re-evaluated the amount of estimated unbilled revenue
acquired based upon the actual billings rendered to customers. As a result, Goodwill was increased to $855 and
unbilled revenue was lowered to $821. Subject to the terms of the purchase contract, the Company received
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proceeds of $125 from the seller due to the actual billings being less than the amount of unbilled revenue estimated
at the closing date.
Note 5: Utility Plant
The components of utility plant by category at December 31 were as follows:
Range of
Remaining
Useful Life
Utility Plant:
Land and other non-depreciable assets
Sources of supply
Treatment and pumping
Transmission and distribution
Services, meters and fire hydrants
General structures and equipment
Wastewater
Construction work in progress

—
37 to 85 Years
25 to 57 Years
19 to 149 Years
18 to 59 Years
5 to 47 Years
8 to 86 Years
—

Less: Accumulated depreciation
Utility Plant - at original cost, net

2018
$

$

2017

31,060 $
225,862
753,155
2,892,638
865,535
324,885
846,355
54,515
5,994,005
(1,430,954)
4,563,051 $

31,443
212,389
653,481
2,736,563
846,821
282,582
828,444
115,560
5,707,283
(1,398,475)
4,308,808

The provision for depreciation expressed as a percentage of the aggregate average depreciable asset balances
was 2.60% and 2.58% in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
Note 6: Regulatory Assets and Liabilities
Regulatory Assets
Regulatory assets represent costs that are expected to be fully recovered from customers in future rates.
Except for cost of removal, regulatory assets are excluded from the Company’s rate base and generally do not earn
a return.
The components of regulatory assets at December 31 were as follows:
Cost of removal
Debt and preferred stock expense
Make-whole premium
Other
Total regulatory assets

$

$

14

2018
70,788
15,914
15,621
8,728
111,051

$

$

2017
65,558
13,090
9,682
9,113
97,443

PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
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(Dollars in thousands)
Cost of removal represents retirement costs expected to be recovered through future customer rates during
the lives of the associated assets.
Debt expense is amortized over the lives of the respective issues. Call premiums on the redemption of
long-term debt, as well as unamortized debt expense, are deferred and amortized to the extent they will be recovered
through future service rates. Expenses of preferred stock issues without sinking fund provisions are amortized
over 30 years from the date of issue, whereas expenses of issues with sinking fund provisions are charged to
operations as shares are retired.
In 2018, as a result of the Company’s prepayment of the 2.20% Series E Senior Notes due in 2019 ("Series
E Senior Notes") and 5.77% Series F Senior Notes due in 2022 ("Series F Senior Notes") and payment of a makewhole premium to the holders thereof $7,180, the Company recorded a regulatory asset that the Company believes
is probable of recovery in future rates. Approximately $239 of the early debt extinguishment costs allocable to the
Company was amortized in 2018.
In 2017, as a result of the Company’s prepayment of the 5.62% Series C Senior Notes due in 2018 ("Series
C Senior Notes”) and 5.77% Series D Senior Notes due in 2021 (“Series D Senior Notes”) and payment of a makewhole premium amount to the holders thereof of $10,016, the Company recorded a regulatory asset that the
Company believes is probable of recovery in future rates. Approximately $1,002 and $334 of the early debt
extinguishment costs allocable to the Company was amortized in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
Other regulatory assets are comprised principally of purchase premiums recoverable through rates, deferred
vacation pay and deferred rate case expense.
Regulatory Liabilities
Regulatory liabilities represent amounts that are expected to be refunded to customers in future rates, items
deferred pending Commission guidance, or amounts recovered from customers in advance of incurring the costs.
The components of regulatory liabilities at December 31 were as follows:
Income taxes recoverable through rates
Pension expense
Gain on acquisitions
Total regulatory liabilities

$

$

2018
337,948
17,626
517
356,091

$

$

2017
309,711
19,584
645
329,940

Income taxes recoverable through rates relate to deferred taxes that will likely be refunded to the Company’s
customers. On December 22, 2017, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the “TCJA”) was signed into law, which, among
other things, enacted significant and complex changes to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, including a reduction
in the maximum U.S. federal corporate income tax rate from 35% to 21% as of January 1, 2018. The TCJA created
significant excess deferred taxes that the Company believes should be refunded to customers. In addition, the
Company has recorded a $22,363 reserve against previously billed revenue as it generally expects its regulated
customers to benefit from the tax savings resulting from the TCJA. The Company believes it is probable these
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amounts will be refunded to customers through future rates, and as such, the amounts are recorded to a regulatory
liability.
Pension costs that are less than amounts recovered in rates are deferred as a regulatory liability.
Gains on acquisitions are deferred pending regulatory approval. Upon receipt of an order, gains are released
to income, amortized to income over time or are subject to customer sharing, per the direction of the Commission.
Note 7: Long-Term Debt
The components of long-term debt at December 31 were as follows:

Mortgage bonds
Government loans
Notes payable to affiliated company
Cumulative preferred stock with
mandatory redemption requirements
Long-term debt
Less: Unamortized debt premium, net
Less: Current portion
Total long-term debt

Rate

Weighted
Average
Rate

Maturity
Date

5.50% - 9.69%
1.00% - 3.24%
2.95% - 5.77%

6.98%
1.92%
3.97%

2021 - 2039
2019 - 2041
2021 - 2048

$

8.49% - 9.75%

8.58%

2019 - 2036

5,252
6,452
1,569,047
1,376,021
(1,585)
(1,640)
(117,443)
(6,738)
$ 1,560,669 $ 1,256,993

2018
401,165
61,706
1,100,924

2017
$

401,165
66,233
902,171

The general mortgage bonds are issued in series. No bonds senior to the general mortgage bonds may be
issued so long as the general mortgage bonds are outstanding. Based on the calculation methodology specified by
the debt agreements, the amount of bonds authorized is limited, as long-term debt cannot exceed 65% of total
capitalization, and adjusted net income of the Company must be equal to or greater than 1.5 times the aggregate
annual interest charges on all long-term debt of the Company. At December 31, 2018, long-term debt was 46% of
total capitalization and net income excluding gains or losses on property sales, amortization of debt issuance costs,
interest on long-term debt, and provision for income taxes was 4.87 times the aggregate annual interest charges
on all long-term debt. Mortgage bonds are collateralized by utility plant.
The general mortgage bond indentures contain clauses restricting the declaration of common stock dividends
and other distributions on capital stock if common stockholder’s equity falls below a specified amount. There were
no restrictions at December 31, 2018 and 2017.
During 2017, the Company paid down mortgage bond debt of $33,000 at a rate of 7.08%.
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania offers water facility loans through the Pennsylvania Infrastructure
Investment Authority (“Pennvest”). These low-interest government loans cover the design, engineering, and
construction of public and private owned drinking water treatment, storage and distribution facilities. The water
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facility loans are available to communities or private firms. The loan disbursements are based upon reimbursable
expenditures for a specific approved project. The existing Pennvest loans are secured primarily through a lien on
Company revenues, subordinate to the Company's mortgage indenture. The Company makes monthly payments
of principal and interest on these water facility loans.
During 2018, the Company issued $1,059 of Pennvest debt at a rate of 1.00% due in 2032. During 2017,
the Company issued $7,049 of Pennvest debt at rates ranging between 1.00% and 1.44% due in 2036 and 2037.
The proceeds were used to fund certain capital improvement projects.
During 2018, the Company paid down $5,586 of Pennvest debt at rates ranging from 1.00% to 3.24% due
between 2018 and 2041. During 2017, the Company paid down $5,392 of Pennvest debt at rates ranging from
1.00% to 3.24%, due between 2018 and 2041.
The long-term notes payable to affiliated company are unsecured and were issued to American Water Capital
Corporation (“AWCC”), a subsidiary of AWW, for the principal amount. AWCC provided the funding for these
notes by issuing senior notes to institutional investors at an amount equal to the principal amount.
In 2018, the Company issued $74,739 of long term notes payable to AWCC at a rate of 3.75% due in 2028
and $227,489 of long term notes payable to AWCC at a rate of 4.20% due in 2048 and $124,720 of long term notes
payable to AWCC at a rate of 3.75% due in 2028. In 2018, the Company used proceeds from the offering to: (i)
prepay $37,540 of its outstanding 2.20% Series E Senior Notes due March 29, 2019 and $80,000 of its outstanding
5.77% Series F Senior Notes due March 29, 2022; (ii) repay $110,655 of its outstanding 5.62% and 6.25% Senior
Notes due 2018 at maturity; (iii) repay short-term debt; and (iv) for general corporate purposes.
In 2017, the Company issued $101,426 of long term notes payable to AWCC at a rate of 2.95% due in 2027
and $240,000 of long term notes payable to AWCC at a rate of 3.75% due in 2047. In 2017, the Company used
proceeds from the offering to: (i) prepay $36,245 of its outstanding Series C Senior Notes and $55,165 of outstanding
Series D Senior Notes; (ii) repay short-term debt; and (iii) for general corporate purposes.
In 2018, the Company made a prepayment of Series E and F Senior Notes and paid a make-whole premium
to the holders. As a result, the Company recorded a regulatory asset for $7,180 for early debt extinguishment costs
and amortized $239 of those costs in 2018.
In 2017, the Company made a prepayment of the Series C and D Senior Notes and paid a make-whole
premium to the holders. As a result, the Company recorded a regulatory asset for $10,016 for early debt
extinguishment costs and amortized $1,002 and $334 of those costs in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
Maturities of long-term debt, including sinking fund payments, will amount to $6,738 in 2019, $6,355 in
2020, $71,567 in 2021, $17,386 in 2022, $3,722 in 2023 and $1,463,279 thereafter.
The 9.75% series and the 9.35% series preferred stock with mandatory redemption requirements provide
for annual sinking fund payments at the option of the holder, and do not contain call premiums. The 8.49% series
provides for annual sinking fund payments of $1,200 and contains provisions for redemption at various prices on
30 day notice, at the option of the Company.
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Note 8: Short-Term Debt
The Company maintained a line of credit through AWCC of $400,000 at December 31, 2018 and 2017.
The Company may borrow from, or invest in, the line of credit. No compensating balances are required under the
agreements. Funds were primarily used for short-term operating needs. There were $77,958 and $321,689 of
outstanding borrowings at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively. The weighted average annual interest rate
on these borrowings was 2.38% and 1.27% in 2018 and 2017, respectively. Short-term debt is presented as notes
payable-affiliated company in the accompanying balance sheets at December 31, 2018 and 2017.
At December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company had $5,092 and $4,125 outstanding stand-by letters of
credit, respectively. If drawn, the stand-by letters of credit would reduce the available borrowings under the
Company’s AWCC credit line.
Note 9: General Taxes
Components of general taxes for the years presented in the Statements of Income were as follows:
Property
Payroll
Public Utility Commission assessment
Total general taxes

$

$

2018
4,769
4,497
3,580
12,846

$

$

2017
2,667
4,167
3,102
9,936

Note 10: Income Taxes
Components of income tax expense for the years presented in the statements of income were as follows:
2018
State income taxes:
Current
Deferred

$
$

Federal income taxes:
Current
Deferred
Amortization of deferred investment tax credits
Total income taxes

$

$

12,378
12,403
24,781

2017
$
$

16,313 $
35,449
(234)
76,309 $

12,130
12,772
24,902
33,611
55,162
(234)
113,441

On December 22, 2017, President Trump signed into law the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the “TCJA”).
Substantially all of the provisions of the TCJA are effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 2017.
The TCJA includes significant changes to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), including
amendments which significantly change the taxation of regulated public utilities. The significant changes that
impact the Company included in the TCJA are reductions in the corporate federal income tax rate from 35% to
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21%, and several technical provisions including, among others, limiting the utilization of net operating losses
(“NOLs”) arising after December 31, 2017 to 80% of taxable income with an indefinite carryforward.
Changes in the Code from the TCJA had a material impact on our financial statements in 2017 and 2018.
Under GAAP, specifically Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) Topic 740, Income Taxes, the tax effects
of changes in tax laws must be recognized in the period in which the law is enacted. ASC 740 also requires deferred
income tax assets and liabilities to be measured at the enacted tax rate expected to apply when temporary differences
are to be realized or settled. Thus, at the date of enactment, the Company’s deferred income taxes were re-measured
based upon the new tax rate. For the Company’s regulated entities, substantially all of the change in deferred
income taxes are recorded as either an offset to a regulatory asset or liability because changes are expected to be
recovered by or refunded to customers. With respect to excess accumulated deferred income taxes, regulators have
considered the issue and have agreed with our overall timeline of passing the excess back to customers beginning
no earlier than 2019, when the Company is able to produce the normalization schedule using the average rate
assumption (ARAM) method.
The staff of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) has recognized the complexity of
reflecting the impacts of the TCJA, and on December 22, 2017 issued guidance in Staff Accounting Bulletin 118
(“SAB 118”) which clarifies accounting for income taxes under ASC 740 if information is not yet available or
complete and provides for up to a one year period in which to complete the required analyses and accounting.
SAB 118 describes three scenarios or buckets associated with a company’s status of accounting for income tax
reform: (1) a company is complete with its accounting for certain effects of tax reform, (2) a company is able to
determine a reasonable estimate for certain effects of tax reform and records that estimate as a provisional amount,
or (3) a company is not able to determine a reasonable estimate and therefore continues to apply ASC 740, based
on the provisions of the tax laws that were in effect immediately prior to the TCJA being enacted. The Company
has made an accounting policy election to apply the guidance under SEC's SAB 118 as allowed by FASB for nonpublic entities and made a reasonable estimate for the measurement and accounting of certain effects of the TCJA
which have been reflected in the December 31, 2017 financial statements.
Based on SAB 118, the Company has made a reasonable estimate for the measurement and accounting of
certain effects of the TCJA which have been reflected in the December 31, 2017 financial statements. The total
re-measurement exclusive of ASC 740 amounts resulting from the gross-up is $318,604. Of that amount $318,739
was recorded to a regulatory liability. The re-measurement of deferred income taxes at the new federal tax rate
increased the 2017 deferred income tax provision by $130 for the year ending December 31, 2017. During 2018,
the Company continued to refine its estimates made during 2017 based on the new guidance. As a result, the
Company has recorded approximately $682 of an income tax expense. As of December 31, 2018, the Company
has completed its analysis of the estimated impact of the TCJA on its federal and state income taxes based on
information available to date. These estimates may be revised in the future for changes in the income tax laws,
additional regulatory guidance, changes to forecasted financial conditions, and the tax return filings with the tax
authorities.
There are several proposed regulations issued during 2018 providing guidance and clarifications to the
TCJA. On March 23, 2018, President Trump signed the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2018 (the “CAA”).
The CAA corrects and clarifies some aspects of the TCJA related to bonus depreciation eligibility. Specifically,
property that was acquired, or the construction began, prior to September 27, 2017, is eligible for bonus depreciation.
This clarification allowed the Company to benefit from additional bonus depreciation deductions on the 2017 tax
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return. On November 26, 2018, the U.S. Department of the Treasury released proposed regulations concerning
interest expense limitation rules. The TCJA revised and broadened the existing interest expense limitation
regulations. The Company has considered all the rules set forth in the proposed regulation including allocated
interest expense and interest income based on the relative amounts of the Company’s adjusted basis in the assets
used in its excepted and non-excepted trades or business, or our Regulated Businesses and Market-Based
Businesses. Based on our interpretation of the new guidance, the Company reasonably believes the deductibility
of its interest expense will not be limited under the new regulations.
The primary components of the net deferred tax liability of $571,216 and $532,362 at December 31, 2018
and 2017 include basis differences in utility plant, partially offset by advances and contributions and net operating
losses ("NOLs").
No valuation allowances were required on deferred tax assets at December 31, 2018 and 2017, as
management believes it is more likely than not that deferred tax assets will be realized.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company had state net operating loss carryforward of $0 and
$18,702, respectively.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company's reserve for uncertain tax positions is $46,756 and
$47,276, respectively, excluding accrued interest and penalties of $1,388 and $988, respectively. The Company
does not expect a material change in this estimate in the next twelve months. The reserve could increase or decrease
for such things as the expiration of statutes of limitations, audit settlement, and tax examination activities.
The Company recognizes interest and penalties related to income tax matters in income tax expense. The
Company recognized interest expense of $402 and $358 for 2018 and 2017, respectively.
The Company files income tax returns in the United States federal and state jurisdictions. With few
exceptions, the Company is no longer subject to U.S. federal examinations by tax authorities for years before 2015.
Note 11: Employee Benefit Plans
Savings Plan for Employees
The Company maintains a 401(k) Savings Plan, sponsored by AWW, allowing employees to save for
retirement on a tax-deferred basis. Employees can make contributions that are invested at their direction in one or
more funds. The Company makes matching contributions that are based on a percentage of an employee's
contribution, subject to certain limitations. Due to the Company’s discontinuing new entrants into the defined
benefit pension plan, on January 1, 2006 the Company began providing an additional 5.25% of base pay as a
defined contribution benefit for union employees hired on or after January 1, 2001 and for non-union employees
hired on or after January 1, 2006. The Company expensed contributions to the plans of $2,991 and $2,657 for
2018 and 2017, respectively. All of the Company’s contributions are invested in one or more funds at the direction
of the employee.
Pension Benefits
The Company participates in a Company-funded defined benefit pension plan, sponsored by AWW, covering
eligible employees hired before January 1, 2006. Benefits under the plan are based on an employee's years of
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service and compensation. The pension plan was closed for most employees hired on or after January 1, 2006.
Union employees hired on or after January 1, 2001 had their accrued benefit frozen and will be able to receive this
benefit as a lump sum upon termination or retirement. Pension cost of the Company is based on an allocation from
AWW of the total cost related to the plan. The allocation is based upon the Company’s participants’ pensionable
earnings as a percentage of AWW’s total plan pensionable earnings. Information regarding accumulated and
projected benefit obligations is not prepared at the subsidiary level. The Company was allocated costs of $7,909
and $10,226 in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
AWW's funding practice is to contribute at least the greater of the minimum amount required by the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 or the normal cost. Further, AWW will consider additional
contributions if needed to avoid “at risk” status and benefit restrictions under the Pension Protection Act of 2006.
AWW may also consider increased contributions based on other financial requirements and the plan's funded
position. The Company’s pension contributions are based on an allocation from AWW of the total contributions
related to the plan. Contributions are allocated to the Company from AWW based upon the Company’s participants’
pensionable earnings as a percentage of AWW’s total plan pensionable earnings. The Company made contributions
of $3,820 and $6,852 in 2018 and 2017, respectively. The Company expects to contribute $5,307 to the AWW
plan in 2019.
Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions
The Company participates in a Company-funded plan, sponsored by AWW that provides varying levels of
medical and life insurance to eligible retirees. The retiree welfare plans are closed for union employees hired on
or after January 1, 2006, and for non-union employees hired on or after January 1, 2002.
Costs of the Company are based on an allocation from AWW of the total cost related to the plan. The
allocation is based upon the Company’s covered participants as a percentage of AWW’s total plan covered
participants. Information regarding accumulated and projected benefit obligations is not prepared at the subsidiary
level. The Company was allocated a benefit of $3,841 and costs of $1,388 in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
The Company made contributions to trust funds established for these postretirement benefits of $0 and
$1,388 in 2018 and 2017, respectively. No contribution to the plan is required in 2019.
Note 12: Stock-Based Compensation
Stock Options and Restricted Stock Units
In 2018 and 2017, AWW granted restricted stock units, both with and without performance conditions and
certain market thresholds to certain employees of the Company under the AWW 2017 Omnibus Equity
Compensation Plan (“Omnibus Plan”). The restricted stock units without performance conditions vest ratably
over the three-year service period beginning January 1 of the year of the grant. The restricted stock units with
performance conditions and separately, market thresholds, vest ratably over the three-year performance period
beginning January 1 of each year (the “Performance Period”). Distribution of the performance shares is contingent
upon the achievement of internal performance measures and, separately, certain market thresholds over the
Performance Period. The non-qualified stock options vest ratably over a three-year service period beginning
January 1 of the year of the grant.
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The grant date fair value of restricted stock units that vest ratably and have market and/or performance
conditions are amortized through expense over the requisite service period using the graded-vesting method.
Restricted stock units without performance conditions and non-qualified stock options are amortized through
expense over the requisite service period using the straight-line method.
The Company's share based compensation plan cost is based on the total costs of the Company's employees
and an allocation of costs from employees of American Water Service Company, Inc. who participate in the AWW
Omnibus Plan. The Company recorded compensation expense of $276 and $216 included in operation and
maintenance expense for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively. As the Company does not
reimburse the cost of the awards to AWW, the offsetting entry to paid-in-capital is a capital contribution from
AWW.
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
Under AWW’s Nonqualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (“ESPP”), the Company’s employees can use
payroll deductions to acquire AWW common stock at a discount. Prior to February 5, 2019, the purchase price of
common stock acquired under ESPP was the lesser of 90% of the fair market value of either the beginning or the
end of each three-month purchase period. On July 27, 2018, the ESPP was amended, effective February 5, 2019,
to permit employee participants to acquire Company common stock at 85% of the fair market value of the common
stock at the end of the purchase period. AWW’s ESPP is considered compensatory. The Company’s costs are
based on an allocation from AWW of the total cost for the Company’s employees in the plan. Compensation costs
of $119 and $103 were included in operation and maintenance expense for the years ended December 31, 2018
and 2017, respectively. As the Company does not reimburse the cost of the awards to AWW, the compensation
cost is recorded as a capital contribution from AWW.
Note 13: Related Party Transactions
American Water Works Service Company, Inc. (“AWWS”), a subsidiary of AWW, provides certain
management services to the Company (administration, accounting, data processing, engineering, etc.) and other
operating water companies in the AWW system, on an at-cost, not-for-profit basis in accordance with a management
and service agreement.
Purchases of such services by the Company were accounted for as follows:
2018
Included in operation and maintenance expense
as a charge against income
Capitalized primarily in utility plant

$
$

42,910 $
18,148
61,058 $

2017
39,949
12,531
52,480

AWWS leases space in office buildings owned by the Company. Rent received under the terms of the
leases was $890 and $885 in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
The Company provides billing and collection services to a subsidiary of American Water Enterprises
(“AWE”), which is a subsidiary of AWW and AWE offers customer protection plans that provide water line, sewer
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line and in-home protection. The Company recorded revenue of $691 in 2018 and $638 in 2017 related to the
billing and collection services.
The Company maintains a line of credit through AWCC. The Company also participates in AWCC’s
centralized treasury function, whereby the Company transfers its cash to AWCC and the Company’s checks are
issued out of AWCC. Under this arrangement, available cash is used to pay-down the line of credit and issued
checks increase the Company’s line of credit balance. The Company paid AWCC fees of $2,037 in 2018 and $899
in 2017, and recorded interest expense on short-term borrowings of $5,760 in 2018 and $4,171 in 2017. Interest
expense on long-term debt with AWCC amounted to $40,280 and $34,943 in 2018 and 2017, respectively. Accrued
interest expense included amounts due to AWCC of $12,539 and $8,758 for 2018 and 2017, respectively.
The Company received capital contributions in the form of cash of $196,000 and $125,000 from AWW in
2018 and 2017, respectively. The Company also received non-cash capital contributions of $395 and $319 from
AWW in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
The Company pays dividends to AWW on a quarterly basis. The amount of the dividend is based on a
percentage of net income adjusted for certain items.
The Company has three board members that have relationships with three vendors used by the Company.
The aggregate expenditures to these vendors totaled $1,071 and $1,267 during the years ended December 31, 2018
and 2017, respectively.
Note 14: Fair Values of Financial Instruments
Fair Value Measurements
To increase consistency and comparability in fair value measurements, FASB guidance establishes a fair
value hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value into three levels as
follows:
•

Level 1 - Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the
Company has the ability to access as of the reporting date. Financial assets and liabilities utilizing
Level 1 inputs include active exchange-trade equity securities, exchange-based derivatives, mutual
funds, and money market funds.

•

Level 2 - Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are directly observable for the
asset or liability or indirectly observable through corroboration with observable market data. Financial
assets and liabilities utilizing Level 2 inputs include fixed income securities, non-exchanged-based
derivatives, commingled investment funds not subject to purchase, and sale restrictions and fair-value
hedges.

•

Level 3 - Unobservable inputs, such as internally-developed pricing models for the asset or liability
due to little or no market activity for the asset or liability. Financial assets and liabilities utilizing
Level 3 inputs include infrequently-traded non-exchange-based derivatives and commingled
investment funds subject to purchase and sale restrictions.
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The following methods and assumptions were used by the Company in estimating its fair value disclosures
for financial instruments:
Current assets and current liabilities: The carrying amounts reported in the balance sheets for current
assets and current liabilities approximate their fair values.
Preferred stock with mandatory redemption requirements and long-term debt: The fair values of the
Company's long-term debt are determined by a valuation model which is based on a conventional discounted cash
flow methodology and utilizes assumptions of current market rates. As the majority of the Company’s debts do
not trade in active markets, the Company calculated a base yield curve using a risk-free rate (a U.S. Treasury
securities yield curve) plus a credit spread that is based on the following two factors: an average of AWCC’s own
publicly-traded debt securities and the current market rates for U.S. Utility debt securities based on an internal
quantitative credit assessment of the Company. The Company used these yield curve assumptions to derive a base
yield for Level 2 and Level 3 securities. Additionally, the Company adjusted the base yield for specific features
of the debt securities including call features, coupon tax treatment and collateral for the Level 3 instruments.
The carrying amounts and fair values of the financial instruments at December 31 were as follows:
At Fair Value as of December 31, 2018
Preferred stock with mandatory
redemption requirements,
including current portion
Long-term debt, including
current portion

Carrying
Amount
$

Level 1

Level 2

5,252

—

1,562,155

—

$

Level 3

—

$

1,072,846

5,740

Total

$

529,329

5,740
1,602,175

At Fair Value as of December 31, 2017
Carrying
Amount
Preferred stock with mandatory
redemption requirements,
including current portion
Long-term debt, including
current portion

$

Level 1

Level 2

6,452

—

1,367,984

—

$

Level 3

—
952,322

$

9,216
562,752

Total

$

9,216
1,515,074

Recurring Fair Value Measurements
The Company had immaterial amounts of assets and liabilities measured and recorded at fair value on a
recurring basis as of December 31, 2018 and 2017.
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Note 15: Leases
The Company has entered into operating leases involving certain facilities and equipment. Rental expenses
under operating leases were $977 and $983 in 2018 and 2017, respectively. The operating leases have various
expiration dates.
At December 31, 2018, the minimum annual future rental commitments under operating leases that have
initial or remaining non-cancelable lease terms in excess of one year are $289 in 2019, $186 in year 2020, $126
in year 2021, $20 in year 2022, $2 in year 2023, and $0 thereafter.
Note 16: Commitments and Contingencies
Commitments have been made in connection with certain construction programs. The estimated capital
expenditures required under legally binding contracts amounted to $51,016 at December 31, 2018.
The Company maintains agreements with other water purveyors for the purchase of water to supplement
its water supply. The Company purchased $2,809 and $2,473 of water under these agreements during 2018 and
2017, respectively. Certain agreements stipulate the purchase of minimum quantities of water through various
dates. The annual future commitments related to the minimum quantities of water purchased under these agreements
are $1,833 in 2019, $1,849 in 2020, $1,840 in 2021, $1,806 in 2022, $1,806 in 2023, and $32,793 thereafter.
The Company maintains agreements with third party energy suppliers to purchase minimum quantities of
energy. The Company paid $11,723 and $2,631 under these agreements during 2018 and 2017, respectively. The
annual future commitments related to minimum quantities of energy purchased under these agreements are $10,891
in 2019, $8,423 in 2020, $8,423 in 2021, and none thereafter.
The Company has a commitment with Chester County Water Resources Authority for the Company’s share
of operation and maintenance costs of a dam. The Company paid $35 and $39 under this agreement during 2018
and 2017, respectively. The annual future commitments under this agreement are $38 in 2019 through 2023, and
$766 thereafter.
The Company has various other agreements with commitments. The Company paid $10 and $9 under
these agreements during 2018 and 2017, respectively. The annual future commitment under these agreements are
$9 in 2019 through 2021, and none thereafter.
The Company is routinely involved in legal actions incident to the normal conduct of its business. At
December 31, 2018 the Company has accrued $280 as probable costs and it is reasonably possible that additional
losses could range up to $1,270. For certain matters, the Company is unable to estimate possible losses. The
Company believes that damages or settlements, if any, recovered by plaintiffs in such claims or actions, will not
have a material adverse effect on the Company’s financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
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Note 17: Subsequent Events
The Company performed an evaluation of subsequent events for the accompanying financial statements
through April 12, 2019, the date this report was issued and determined that the following circumstances warranted
disclosure in the financial statements as of December 31, 2018.
On March 6, 2019, the Company completed the acquisition of the Sadsbury Township wastewater system
for an aggregate purchase price of $8,600. The acquired operations provides services to approximately 1,100
(unaudited) customers at the time of the acquisition.
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2020 ENVIRONMENTAL
GRANT PROGRAM
American Water’s environmental grants support
innovative, community-based environmental projects
that improve, restore and/or protect watersheds and
community water supplies through partnerships.

Water sustains and supports all life on earth. With an
American Water Environmental Grant, your community
or community-based organization can lend the water
supply or watershed a helping hand by working
to improve, restore or protect it.

With a history dating back to 1886, American Water is the largest and most
geographically diverse U.S. publicly traded water and wastewater utility
company. The company employs more than 7,100 dedicated professionals
who provide regulated and market-based drinking water, wastewater and other
related services to more than 14 million people in 46 states. Because of the
role we play in delivering a precious natural resource that is so vital to life, we
understand the importance of protecting our nation’s rivers and watersheds.
Surface water (rivers, lakes and streams) is the source of nearly 80 percent of
our nation’s water use, with the remainder supplied by groundwater sources. Our
rivers and groundwater support public health and economic development, and
also help to sustain the environment and wildlife. For example, our wetlands
provide a valuable habitat for wildlife, naturally cleanse and filter water, and help
reduce flooding.
Every individual and community has the ability to positively impact our source
water and watersheds, and opportunities exist to improve, restore and protect
these valuable natural resources. American Water’s Environmental Grant Program
will help to improve the sustainability of our water resources.

WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING

™

American Water Works Company, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, is referred to as American Water. “American Water” and the star logo are the registered
trademarks of American Water Works Company, Inc. All rights reserved.								
01-2020

WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING™

WHAT YOUR APPLICATION
MUST INCLUDE
DEADLINES

Applications must include the following:

MARCH 31
Application deadline.

APRIL 30
Applications will be judged/
evaluated by local state
subsidiaries, and all
applicants will be notified.

DECEMBER 15
Grant recipient’s report
on project results due to
American Water.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
Project activities and outcomes should address a watershed or source water protection*
need in the local community within American Water service areas. Source water
protection projects are activities that result in the protection or improvement of the
community’s public drinking water supplies. Watershed protection projects should
focus on activities that improve, restore or protect one or more watersheds.

ELIGIBLE PROJECTS MUST MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
Please contact your local
coordinator or visit us at
www.amwater.com

•
•
•
•
•

be completed between May 1, 2020 and November 30, 2020
be a new or innovative program for the community, or serve as a significant
expansion to an existing program
be carried out by a formal or informal partnership between two or more
organizations
provide evidence of sustainability (continue existence after the American Water
grant monies are utilized)
be located within an American Water service area.

EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watershed Cleanup
Reforestation Efforts
Biodiversity Projects (habitat restoration, wildlife protection)
Streamside Buffer Restoration Projects
Wellhead Protection Initiatives
Hazardous Waste Collection Efforts
Surface or Groundwater Protection Education (i.e., designing and providing
workshops for citizens and local officials)

PROJECTS THAT DO NOT QUALIFY
Pipeline or main extension projects, land or major equipment acquisition, entertainment,
food/beverages, lobbying (attempting to influence local, state or national legislation),
interest payments or personal articles, such as clothing. Grant money cannot be used
for salaries, wages or personal compensation.

GRANT SELECTION CRITERIA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarity of project goals and projected impact.
Innovation and strength of project design.
Nature and strength of collaboration with other community and/or municipal
organizations.
Likelihood of project’s sustainability after the American Water funding ends.
Evidence of community engagement.
Plan for assessing the project’s impact and capacity to measure project outcomes.
Assessment of budget as reasonable and cost-efficient.
Maximum grant amount: $10,000.

* A watershed is the land that water flows across or under on its way to a stream, river or lake.

1. GRANT COVER PAGE
Please use the Grant Application Cover Page
provided as your cover sheet. For the project
description, summarize the project’s expected
(measurable) outcomes in no more than two or three
sentences.
2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Your project description (not to exceed four pages,
typed in 12-point font) should include:
Project Need and Objectives
• Description of the issue the project will address,
including the target population and number of
people that would benefit
• Specific objectives and measurable outcomes
anticipated
• Timetable, including major milestones, tasks
and anticipated completion dates
Community Involvement
• List of partnering organizations and summary of
their involvement/contributions to the project.
NOTE: There must be at least two partners
involved (including the lead organization
applying). Examples of partners could be
municipalities, local environmental groups,
conservation districts and schools.
• Plans to engage the community in the project
Sustainability
• Anticipated long-term benefits from the program
beyond the time of the grant
• Description of how the project will
provide environmental sustainability
• Strategies for long-term funding and future
viability

PROJECT EVALUATION AND
MONITORING
All applicants are expected to include specific,
measurable goals for projects in their proposals. At the
conclusion of the grant project, the lead organization
must provide a written report on the project results/
impact. This report shall be submitted no later than
December 15, 2020. The reports need to be signed by
the chief officer from the lead organization. In addition
to the narrative, project reports should include:
•
•
•
•

Collateral or promotional materials produced for the
project, including publications, brochures, videos or
other public educational materials
A financial report at the conclusion of the project
Copies of articles and media clippings written
about the grant project
Before-and-after photos, if possible

All grant monies are made possible and are fully funded
by American Water’s state subsidiaries. American Water
is proud to administer this program on their behalf.

HOW TO APPLY
Proposals should be postmarked by March 31, 2020
and mailed or emailed to your local coordinator
referenced in the cover letter accompanying this
brochure.

GRANT PAYMENT PROCESS
•
•
•
•

Maximum grant amount: $10,000.
A payment schedule will be agreed upon with grant
recipient.
Ten percent (10%) of the total grant amount may be
retained until the final report has been submitted
and accepted by American Water.
A financial report will also be required at the
conclusion of the project.

3. BUDGET SUMMARY
Complete the Budget Summary Worksheet
(provided). Be as specific as possible about
anticipated costs. Grant awards will
4. SUPPORTING MATERIALS
Please attach the following, if applicable.
• List of American Water employees that serve on
your organization’s Board of Directors
• Annual reports, media kits, brochures, photos,
press releases, news clippings, etc. that
reference your project

COMMUNITY. ONE MORE WAY
WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING.
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WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING™

Providing safe and
reliable water is
American Water’s
business. We are
recognized as an
industry leader and
work cooperatively
with the U.S.
Environmental
Protection
Agency so that
implementation of
existing drinking
water standards
and development
of new regulations
will produce
benefits for our
customers.

CYANOTOXINS
WHAT ARE CYANOTOXINS AND
HOW DO THEY OCCUR?

American Water is using
the latest in ultrasonic
technology to proactively
manage algal blooms
in lakes to prevent the
development and release of
cyanotoxins. We have plans
in place to monitor, analyze
and treat our water, as well
as communications plans to
inform our stakeholders.

“Cyanotoxin” is a generic term for a number
of toxic compounds that are naturally
produced by a group of microorganisms
called cyanobacteria. Cyanobacteria are
also known as blue-green algae. They are
not actually algae, but their appearance in
the environment is very similar to algae.
Concerns can arise if the concentration
of cyanotoxin compounds reaches a high
enough level where the compounds can
harm fish, animals or even humans. High
concentrations of cyanotoxins can occur
when conditions—such as an abundance of
nutrients and warm water—make it easy for
cyanobacteria to thrive. When this occurs,
they may form “harmful” algal blooms
(HABs). HABs can have negative impacts on
the ecosystem, human and animal health,
recreational activities and the economy.
Ingesting water or fish that contain elevated
levels of cyanotoxin may pose a risk to the
nervous system, kidneys, liver and other
systems in the human body.

Lauren Weinrich
Principal Scientist,
Water Research and Development

•

Toledo, Ohio: In 2014, the cyanotoxin
microcystin was detected and led to a
Do Not Drink order affecting 400,000
drinking water customers.

•

Ohio River: In 2015, there was a
recreational public health advisory
issued because microcystin was
detected which affected Indiana,
Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia.

•

Florida: In 2016, a widespread HAB
occurred in Florida that affected rivers
and beaches along Lake Okeechobee,
the Caloosahatchee River, and St.
Lucie Canal and dramatically decreased
tourism.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES I MAY
HAVE HEARD ABOUT?
HABs have increasingly received national
attention because of risks to public health
and the environment, including widespread
fish kills or harm to wildlife, pets or people
that have come into contact with or
ingested water containing elevated levels of
cyanotoxins. Recent events include:

LEADERSHIP
American Water has helped lead the water
industry in several key areas related to
06-2019

HABs, including identifying and
evaluating technologies to detect
and control algal blooms, as
well as technologies to remove
cyanotoxins during water treatment.
For example, American Water
evaluated an innovative ultrasonic
emmission device as an alternative
to chemical control strategies for
HABs in reservoirs. The research
was published in the Journal of the
American Water Works Association
in a paper, entitled “Ultrasonic
Treatment of Algae in a New Jersey
Reservoir” (https://doi.org/10.5942/
jawwa.2015.107.0149). American
Water continues to use this
technology in reservoirs in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

•

American Water has also put in place
Cyanotoxin Action Plans at each of its
utilities that include:

•

•

•
•

Triggers for performing monitoring
that includes source water
indicators and potential system
effects of HAB occurrences
Monitoring process frameworks
and decision trees for screening
water samples for cyanotoxins.
Treatment strategies that cover
best available technology specific

to the site, which may include one
or more of the following: Algicide
permits for chemical treatment
of reservoirs, sonic/ultrasound
units, powdered activated carbon,
peroxidation, granular activated
carbon filter media, biologically
active filtration, and dissolved air
flotation.
Communication strategies with
the state regulatory agency and
public notification.

EXPERTISE & ABILITY
Our Central Laboratory, located in
Belleville, IL is an EPA accredited lab
with high throughput, fast turnaround
time, and expanded capability for
Taste and Odor compounds and
Cyanotoxins.

•

•

Accredited to measure
cyanotoxins through EPA methods
544, 545, and 546 from the
Unregulated Contaminant
Monitoring Rule 4 program.
Can measure up to 100 samples
per week for EPA methods 545
and 546 with a turnaround time
of 5 days.
Capability includes using enzymelinked immunosorbent assay

•
•

(ELISA) cyanotoxin screening
through EPA method 546, and
liquid chromatography tandem
mass spectrometry methods
(LC/MS/MS) for both direct
injection (EPA 545) and extraction
to speciate individual microcystins
(EPA method 544).
In-house microscopy and algal
speciation capabilities.
External collaborations for staying
at the forefront of regulatory and
monitoring strategies:
• American Water staff are
members of the technical
advisory workgroup for
SDWA Processes and
New Contaminants of the
American Water Works
Association, which is charged
with review and monitoring
of Federal guidance on
cyanotoxins and HABs.
• Coordination with EPA
monitoring studies at the
state level.
• Contracting limnologists
and ecological toxicologists
to understand and mitigate
algae growth in our
reservoirs.

HOW AMERICAN WATER HAS CONTRIBUTED
TO THE BODY OF SCIENCE ON CYANOTOXINS
American Water scientists participated in the AWWA Technical Advisory Workgroup on cyanotoxins to
update the Cyanotox tool available to utilities through the AWWA website. The tool predicts the effectiveness of
cyanotoxin removal by selected preoxidants.
American Water partners with other academic and industry leaders to investigate remote sensing, monitoring and
treatment techniques for HABs and Taste & Odor (T&O) events.
•

Missouri American Water was one of four utilities that contributed to the Water Research Foundation project
“Sources and Fate of Taste and Odor Causing Compounds in the Missouri River,” which was focused on
gathering knowledge on the T&O-causing compounds found in four water systems on the Lower Missouri River.
The primary project deliverable is an early warning monitoring system that will help utilities in the region to:
•
•
•

predict the potential for an algal bloom;
prepare for T&O challenges; and
manage operations to mitigate these challenges.

The project will also identify the necessary components of a regional communication network for watershed
stakeholders to share information and data.
•

American Water has partnered with other utilities and consulting agencies on the Water Research Foundation
project entitled “Utility Responses to Cyanobacterial/Cyanotoxin Events; Case Studies and Lessons Learned.”
This project will provide much needed information to effectively manage HABs and cyanotoxin events by
establishing streamlined recommendations for monitoring, treatment and communications between water
utilities, customers and other stakeholders (e.g., public health and regulatory agencies).
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WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING™

Assisting
low-income
customers for
decades

H2O HELP TO OTHERS™
WATER SERVICE ASSISTANCE
For more than 25 years, Pennsylvania American Water has
been assisting low-income customers who qualify through
its H2O Help to Others Program™. The program offers three
main services:
•
•
•

Grants of up to $500 per year
An 85 percent discount on the monthly water service charge
Water-saving devices and education

WASTEWATER SERVICE ASSISTANCE
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
Pennsylvania American
Water’s H2O Help to
Others Program™
is administered by the
Dollar Energy Fund, an
independent, non-profit
organization established to
help those in need.
For more information about
the program and additional
qualification
requirements, contact:

DOLLAR ENERGY
FUND
1-888-282-6816
02-2020

•
•

Grants of up to $500 per year
A 20 percent discount on the total wastewater charges

ABOUT THE PROGRAMS
Grant Programs
During the 2018-19 program year, Pennsylvania American Water provided $501,378
in water and wastewater assistance grants to 1,860 households. Grants are funded
through a corporate donation ($310,000 per year) and customer and employee
donations. To qualify for a grant, customers must have annual household incomes at
or below 200 percent of the Federal Poverty guidelines (see chart) and applicants must
have made a sincere effort to pay their bill.
Discount Programs
To qualify for the water and/or wastewater discount program, customers must have
annual incomes at or below 150 percent of the Federal Poverty guidelines (see chart).

SERVICE. ONE MORE WAY WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING.

ASSIST A FAMILY IN NEED
H2O HELP TO OTHERS™ PROGRAM

Water-Saving Devices and Education

PLEDGE FORM

Customers who qualify for the H2O Help to Others Program™
may also qualify to receive a water-saving kit that includes a lowflow shower head, faucet aerators, toilet tank diverter and nontoxic leak-detecting dye tablets. Also included is an educational
booklet that explains how to install the devices and provides
helpful tips on how to save water inside and outside the home,
so customers can take an active part in reducing their water bill
through wise water use.

MONTHLY INCOME GUIDELINES
Number of
Persons in
Household

GRANT PROGRAM
Total Combined
Monthly Income

DISCOUNT PROGRAM
Total Combined
Monthly Income

1

$2,127

$1,595

2

$2,873

$2,155

3

$3,620

$2,715

4

$4,367

$3,275

5

$5,113

$3,835

6

$5,765

$4,395

7

$6,607

$4,955

8

$7,353

$5,515

For each
additional
person

$747

$560

WANT TO LEND A HAND?
If you wish to contribute to the program, you can do so by
adding a donation to your monthly Pennsylvania American Water
bill. You can be assured that 100 percent of your donation and
our matching funds go directly to qualifying customers. Our
company assumes all administrative costs for this program,
so that every penny you donate goes directly to this worthwhile
cause.

LEARN MORE ONLINE
•

•

Pennsylvania American Water: pennsylvaniaamwater.com
Under Customer Service & Billing, select Low Income
Program.
Dollar Energy Fund: www.dollarenergy.org

For the latest news about Pennsylvania American Water, check us
out on Facebook at www.facebook.com/pennsylvaniaamwater and
follow us on Twitter at Twitter.com/paamwater.

Yes, I would like to assist an individual or family
in need.

¨ I would like to make a one-time donation of
$ ___________

¨ I would like to donate a regular amount
each month. Please add this amount to my
monthly water bill:
$25

$10

$5

$1

Other $_______

__________________________________________
Name (please print)
__________________________________________
Account Number
__________________________________________
Address
__________________________________________
City
__________________________________________
State
Zip
__________________________________________
Signature
__________________________________________
Date

Please complete, detach and return this form
with your next Pennsylvania American Water bill
payment. You can also send a donation directly
to the Dollar Energy Fund at:
Dollar Energy Fund
P.O. Box 42329
Pittsburgh, PA 15203.
Please write “H2O Program Donation - PA” on
the memo portion of your check.
For more information, call 1-888-282-6816.

WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING™

Décadas de
asistencia a
clientes de
bajos ingresos

H2O HELP TO OTHERS™

[PROGRAMA DE AYUDA CON EL AGUA PARA EL PÚBLICO]

ASISTENCIA PARA SERVICIOS DE
AGUA POTABLE
Pennsylvania American Water lleva más de dos décadas
asistiendo a clientes de bajos ingresos que son elegibles a
través de su programa H2O Help to Others Program™. El programa ofrece tres servicios
principales:
•
•
•

Subvenciones de hasta $500 al año
Un 85 por ciento de descuento de los cargos por servicios mensuales de agua
Dispositivos y capacitación para ahorrar agua

PARA MAYOR
INFORMACIÓN

ASISTENCIA PARA SERVICIOS DE
AGUAS RESIDUALES

Dollar Energy Fund
administran el programa H2O
Help to Others Program™
de Pennsylvania American
Water y son organizaciones
independientes sin
fines de lucro creadas
para ayudar a personas
necesitadas.

•
•

Para mayor información sobre
el programa y para obtener
detalles adicionales sobre
los requisitos de elegibilidad,
comuníquese con:

DOLLAR ENERGY
FUND
1-888-282-6816
03-2019

Subvenciones de hasta $500 al año
Un 20 por ciento de descuento de los cargos por servicios de aguas residuales
mensuales

ACERCA DE LOS PROGRAMAS
Programas de subvenciones
Durante el período del programa de 2018-19, Pennsylvania American Water proporcionó cerca
de $501,378 en subvenciones de asistencia para servicios de agua potable y aguas residuales
a 1,860 hogares. Los fondos para las subvenciones se obtienen a través de contribuciones de
la empresa (hasta $310,000 al año) que se corresponden con las donaciones de clientes y
empleados. Para ser elegible para las subvenciones, los ingresos anuales del cliente tienen que
estar al nivel o por debajo del 200 por ciento del nivel de las pautas de pobreza establecidas por
el gobierno federal (refiérase a la siguiente tabla) y el solicitante tiene que haber hecho todo lo
posible por pagar la cuenta.

SERVICE. ONE MORE WAY WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING.

Programas de descuentos
Para ser elegible para los programas de descuentos para servicios de
agua potable y/o de aguas residuales, los clientes tienen que tener
ingresos anuales al nivel o por debajo del 150 por ciento del nivel de
las pautas de pobreza establecidas por el gobierno federal (refiérase a
la siguiente tabla).

Dispositivos y capacitación para ahorrar agua
Los clientes elegibles para el H2O Help to Others Program™ también
podrían ser elegibles para recibir un estuche para ahorrar agua
que contiene una ducha de caudal reducido, aireadores para grifos
y un dispositivo para ahorrar agua en el tanque del inodoro (toilet
tummy, en inglés). También contiene un folleto instructivo que explica
cómo instalar los dispositivos y ofrece consejos útiles para ahorrar
agua adentro y afuera de la casa, para que los clientes jueguen un
papel activo en la reducción de su cuenta del agua a través del uso
moderado del agua.

PAUTAS DE INGRESOS MENSUALES
Número de
personas en
el hogar
1

PROGRAMA DE
SUBVENCIONES

PROGRAMA DE
DESCUENTOS

Total de ingresos mensuales
combinados

Total de ingresos mensuales
combinados

$2,127

$1,595

2

$2,873

$2,155

3

$3,620

$2,715

4

$4,367

$3,275

5

$5,113

$3,835

6

$5,765

$4,395

7

$6,607

$4,955

8

$7,353

$5,515

Por cada
persona
adicional

$747

$560

¿DESEA CONTRIBUIR?
Si desea contribuir al programa, lo puede hacer a través de
donaciones en su factura mensual de Pennsylvania American
Water. Puede estar seguro que el 100 por ciento de sus
donaciones y nuestras contribuciones se usan directamente en
clientes elegibles. Nuestra empresa asume todos los costos
administrativos de este programa, por lo que cada centavo que
usted dona se usa directamente en esta noble causa.

LEARN MORE ONLINE
•
•

Pennsylvania American Water: pennsylvaniaamwater.com
Seleccione Programa de bajos ingresos en el menú de
Servicio al cliente.
Dollar Energy Fund: www.dollarenergy.org

Para las últimas noticias sobre Pennsylvania American Water, búsquenos en
Facebook en www.facebook.com/pennsylvaniaamwater y síganos en Twitter
en Twitter.com/paamwater.

AYUDA PARA FAMILIAS
NECESITADAS
Formulario de donación para el Programa H2O
Help to Others™
Sí, deseo ayudar a una persona o familia
necesitada.

¨ Deseo hacer una sola donación de
$ ___________

¨ Deseo hacer una donación regular todos
los meses. Añada la siguiente suma a mi
factura mensual del agua:
$25

$10

$5

$1

Otra $_______

__________________________________________
Nombre (en letra de molde)
__________________________________________
Número de cuenta
__________________________________________
Dirección
__________________________________________
Ciudad
__________________________________________
Estado
Código postal
__________________________________________
Firma
__________________________________________
Fecha
Le rogamos llene, recorte y envíe este
formulario con el pago de su próxima factura de
Pennsylvania American Water. También puede
enviar su donación directamente a Dollar Energy
Fund a:
Dollar Energy Fund
P.O. Box 42329
Pittsburgh, PA 15203.
Recuerde poner “H2O Program Donation - PA”
en la parte del memorándum de su cheque.
Para mayor información, llame al
1-888-282-6816.
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WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING™

2019 WINNERS
Katherine Bowser
Lincoln High School
(Lawrence County)
Ian Chaudhari
Peters Township High
School (Washington County)
Hannah Chop
Canon-McMillan High
School (Washington County)
Brandon Feltman
Milton Area High School
(Northumberland County)
Makayla Gallegos
Lewisburg Area High School
(Union County)
Addison George
Shenango High School
(Lawrence County)
Kevin Grodzki
Wyoming Valley West High
School (Luzerne County)
Henry Mongrain
Canon-McMIllan High
School (Washington County)
Joseph Power
Spring-Ford High School
(Montgomery County)
Gabriella Spadafora
Indiana Area Senior High
School (Indiana County)

STREAM OF LEARNING
Scholarship Program
At Pennsylvania American Water, we take measures today so that we can continue
to provide quality service for generations to come. One way we do this is by offering
scholarship assistance to help attract talented young people to our industry.
Through our Stream of Learning Scholarship Program, we offer $1,000 scholarships
to 10 outstanding students charting a course of study in fields critical to the water
and wastewater industry.

WHO CAN APPLY
To apply for a scholarship, students must:
• Live in a household that is served by Pennsylvania American Water.*
Note: Students may attend college outside of our service area.
• Plan to attend a two- or four-year college or technical school.
• Plan to study environmental science, biology, engineering or chemistry.
* Family members of Pennsylvania American Water employees are not eligible.

HOW TO APPLY
Submissions must include the following:
q Completed and signed application.
q Letter of recommendation from a teacher or community service leader, including
phone numbers.
q One-page essay on your career interests and how they benefit the water and/or
wastewater industry.
q Student’s official high school transcript. Applicant’s cumulative Quality Point
Average at the end of the first semester of the senior year must be 3.0 or greater.
q Copy of the student’s household water bill to verify eligibility.

DEADLINE TO APPLY - APRIL 3
Applications must be postmarked by April 3, 2020, and mailed to: Lorrie Page,
Pennsylvania American Water, 852 Wesley Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055. Winners
will be announced and scholarship presentations will be made in May 2020.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email: Pa.communityrelations@amwater.com

01-2020

COMMUNITY. ONE MORE WAY
WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING.

Stream of Learning

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
Name of Student: _______________________________________________ Date of Birth: _______________________________
Home Address: ________________________________________ City __________________________ State _____ Zip________
Guardian’s Name: _____________________________________ Guardian’s Phone: (_____) ______________________________
Guardian’s Email:______________________________________ Student’s Email________________________________________
School you are currently attending:_____________________________________________________________________________
School Address: _________________________________________City __________________________State _____ Zip _______
Grade Point Average: __________
To which colleges, universities have you applied:_________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please list the institution(s) where you have been accepted:_______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Which school do you plan to attend: ____________________________________________________________________________
Estimate yearly tuition: __________________ Intended Major: _____________________________________________________
List any extracurricular activities, volunteer or paid work, and hobbies in which you participate or have participated over the
past three years, noting any special awards you may have received (use reverse side if needed).
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
If there are any other circumstances pertaining to your application that you would like to discuss, please do so.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Names of parents or legal guardians:___________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE ATTACH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS TO THIS APPLICATION FORM:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A letter of reference (from teachers, community service leaders; please include phone numbers).
One-page essay describing your career interests and how they benefit the water or wastewater industries.
An official school transcript.
A copy of your household water bill to verify the student lives in a household served by Pennsylvania American Water.

Failure to enclose any of the above will cause application to be rejected. Please return this application to Pennsylvania
American Water by April 3, 2020.
RELEASE: I consent without compensation of any kind, to the use, for any lawful purpose, by Pennsylvania American
Water my name, any portraits, likeness, pictures, images, video and photographs of me provided by me or taken by or
on behalf of Pennsylvania American Water.
Applicant Name (print) _______________________________________________________________________________________
Applicant’s Signature: ___________________________________________________________Date_________________________
IF APPLICANT IS UNDER THE AGE OF 18: I, _____________________, am the parent/legal guardian of the individual
named above, and I have read the release and approve of its terms.
Parent/Guardian Name (print) _________________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature: ______________________________________________________Date_________________________
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WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING™

Since launching the
grant program in 2009,
Pennsylvania American
Water has contributed
more than $450,000
to help nearly 600
local fire departments
purchase emergency
gear, life-saving
equipment, training
materials and essential
firefighting apparatus.

FIREFIGHTING
SUPPORT GRANTS
Pennsylvania American Water is proud to partner with the men and women who
volunteer for and support our local fire departments. Thank you for your hard work,
dedication and invaluable service to provide fire protection to our communities.
To show our appreciation, Pennsylvania American Water created the Firefighting
Support Grant Program to benefit local fire departments.

FIRE PROTECTION GRANTS
Pennsylvania American Water Firefighting Support Grants provide financial assistance
to fire and emergency organizations serving communities in the company’s designated
service areas. Grants are awarded to cover the costs associated with purchasing
personal protective gear, communications equipment, firefighting tools, water handling
equipment, training and related activities/materials used to support community fire
protection. Reimbursement for specific fire training classes, including the cost of
training manuals and student workbooks, is eligible.
Individuals are not eligible to receive grants. Only uniformed professional and
volunteer fire departments serving Pennsylvania American Water’s service territory
are eligible to receive funding. Regional or county-wide applications are encouraged to
maximize the number of fire and emergency organizations that would benefit from the
grants. The maximum grant amount is $1,000.

DEADLINE TO APPLY: AUGUST 30, 2019
Applications must be received via email or mail by August 30, 2019.
• Mail: Lorrie Page, Pennsylvania American Water, 852 Wesley Drive,
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
• Email: lorrie.page@amwater.com
All applicants will be notified if their application is approved and the amount of
funding during the month of October.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact Lorrie Page at 717-550-1554 or lorrie.page@amwater.com.

pennsylvaniaamwater.com
06-2019

Firefighting Support Grant

APPLICATION
Name of Organization ________________________________________________________________________________________
Physical Address ________________________________________City _________________________State _____ Zip _________
Mailing Address _________________________________________City _________________________State _____ Zip_________
County _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contact Name_______________________________________Title____________________________________________________
Phone: (________) ______________________________ Email______________________________________________________
Are you part of Pennsylvania American Water’s Service Area?
For use by Pennsylvania American Water only:

Have you previously received this grant?

Southwest

No

Yes

No

Northwest

Central

Southeast

Northeast

Yes. What year(s)?________________________________________

Brief summary of organization and coverage area

What item(s) or equipment would the grant be used for?

Description of how these item(s) would benefit your organization.

Estimated cost(s) and budget information. Please attach a manufacturer cut sheet or quote. NOT TO EXCEED $1,000

Have you identified sources of additional funding?

Yes

No

If yes, please describe________________________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE ATTACH A COPY OF YOUR W-9 TAX ID FORM.
Please attach any other pertinent information.
SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION BY:
Mail: Lorrie Page, Pennsylvania American Water, 852 Wesley Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055.
Email: lorrie.page@amwater.com
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[TEMPLATE ASSET AGREEMENT – SUBJECT TO REVISION AND NEGOTIATION]
ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
_______________________________________________
AND
PENNSYLVANIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY

________________________, 2019

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
THIS ASSET PURCHASE Agreement (“Agreement”), dated as of the _____ day of
_______________ , 2019 by and between _____________________________(“Seller”) and PennsylvaniaAmerican Water Company, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, with a business address of 852 Wesley Drive, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 17055 (“PAWC”).
RECITALS
A.
Seller owns, maintains and operates a water system primarily in [___________
Township/Municipality/City, _______ County], Pennsylvania, identified with the Public Water Supply
identification number(s) [__________]] (the “System”);
B.
PAWC is a regulated public utility that furnishes water and wastewater services to the public
in various counties throughout Pennsylvania as reflected in PAWC’s duly-filed and effective tariff, as may be
amended from time to time upon application by the Company or as ordered by the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (“Tariff”); and
C.
Seller desires to sell, and PAWC desires to purchase the System, as well as substantially all
assets, properties and rights of Seller owned and used in connection with the System, upon the terms and
conditions set forth herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the recitals and the covenants, representations, warranties
and agreements herein contained, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties hereto agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1

THE TRANSACTION
1.1
Sale and Purchase of Assets. Subject to the terms, representations and conditions set forth in
this Agreement, PAWC shall purchase from Seller, and Seller shall sell, assign, transfer, grant, convey and
deliver to PAWC at Closing (hereinafter defined), the Assets. The term “Assets” means all of the assets,
properties and rights of Seller (whether tangible, intangible, real, personal or mixed) that are held or used in
connection with the System, as defined in Paragraph 1.2 hereafter. The Assets shall be sold free and clear of
all mortgages, liens, pledges, security interests, charges, claims, restrictions and encumbrances of any and all
nature (collectively, the “Encumbrances”).
1.2

Assets Further Defined.

The Assets shall, without limitation to the definition stated above, include the following:
(a)

the Assigned Contracts (as defined in Section 4.1(c));

(b)
all interests in real estate (excepting public streets and alley-ways), mains, pipes, pipelines,
manholes, facilities, meters, tanks, storage facilities, valves, hydrants, water system network and related
appurtenances, water sources and related treatment facilities, structures, improvements, fixtures, rights-ofway, rights, uses, franchises, licenses and easements owned by Seller and relating to the System, or in which
Seller has an interest, and all hereditaments, tenements and appurtenances belonging, appertaining or relating
thereto;

(c)
all machinery, equipment, tools, vehicles, associated materials for maintaining the plant, keys
and locks, leasehold improvements, goods, and other tangible personal property relating to the System owned
by Seller, or in which Seller has an interest;
(d)
all rights of Seller under any written or oral contract, easement, license, agreement, lease, plan,
instrument, registration, permit, certificate, or other authorization or approval of any nature, or other
document, commitment, arrangement, undertaking, practice or authorization, relating to the System except as
set forth in Paragraph 1.4 hereof;
(e)
all rights and choses in action of Seller arising out of occurrences before or after the Closing
relating to the Assets, including any rights of Seller under any warranties or insurance claims related to the
Assets; and
(f)
copies of all information, files, records, data, geographic information system data, plans,
contracts and recorded knowledge relating to the Assets, including customer and supplier lists and property
records, related to the foregoing.
1.3

Liabilities.

(a)
Except as explicitly provided in Section 1.3(b) below, PAWC shall not assume and shall not
be liable for any liabilities or obligations of Seller of any nature whatsoever (including any obligations related
to the Assets or operation of the System), whether express or implied, fixed or contingent, known or unknown
at the time of Closing. Except as explicitly provided in Section 1.3(b) below, all of Seller’s liabilities and
obligations, whether incurred in connection with the operation of the System, ownership of the Assets or
otherwise, shall remain the sole responsibility of, and shall be retained, paid, performed and discharged solely
by Seller. Without limiting the foregoing, Seller shall be and shall remain liable for all obligations and liabilities
relating to (i) employees of Seller (including those who worked on the System) and any employee benefits
related thereto (including any pension benefits), (ii) all taxes on the business of Seller, (iii) accounts payable of
the Seller, and (iv) failure to comply with any Environmental Laws or any Permits for the Assets or operation
of the System on or before the Closing Date.
(b)
All other liabilities and obligations of Seller shall remain the sole responsibility of Seller,
including all liabilities and obligations of Seller arising under or to be performed under the Collective
Bargaining Agreement and any liabilities or obligations with respect to any Compensation Plan that the Seller
maintains, contributes to, has an obligation to contribute to or otherwise has any liability with respect thereto,
and any withdrawal liability or funding obligation incurred by Buyer on or after the Closing with respect to
any multi-employer pension plan (the “Excluded Liabilities”).
1.4
Excluded Assets. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the
Assets shall not include any of the following:

(a)
Any and all connecting facilities (customer’s water lines) originating from Seller’s terminus
point of the water supply lines or mains at the curb-line or edge-of-road to and throughout the customer’s
property (the “Customer Service Lines”);
(b)
Any and all piping and fixtures internal to each individual customer’s structure (whether
residential, commercial, industrial or other types);
(c)
Seller’s cash on hand on the date of Closing, bank accounts, certificates of deposit, investments
and any monetary refunds or entitlements to which Seller is entitled as of the date of Closing and Seller’s

account receivables related to the System for services rendered through the close of business on the Closing
Date;
(d)
All rights of Seller under this Agreement and related Bill of Sale and Assignment of Contracts
Agreement as it pertains to the transfer and sale herein contemplated; and
(e)

the specific assets, properties and rights of Seller set forth on Schedule 1.4.

Accounts Receivable. Accounts receivable for water services related to the System rendered
through the close of business on the Closing Date shall be excluded assets as per Section 1.4, and accounts
receivable for water services related to the System rendered thereafter shall belong to PAWC.
1.5

1.6

Personnel Matters.

(a)
PAWC shall offer employment effective on the Closing Date, to all active Union and NonUnion Personnel set forth in Schedule 1.6(a) who are employed by Seller in operating the System as of the
Closing Date, subject to PAWC’s existing standard hiring policies and procedures applicable to new
employees, including but not limited to, a criminal background check and drug screening of all Union and
Non-Union Personnel, except with respect to benefits as otherwise provided in Section 1.6(c). The active
Union and Non-Union Personnel who accept such offer of employment and commence employment with
PAWC on the Closing Date, shall be referred to in this Agreement as the “Transferred Personnel.” For
purposes of clarity, nothing contained in this Article 7.4 shall be deemed to limit, restrict or prohibit PAWC
from interviewing the applicable Union and Non-Union Personnel for informational purposes only in
connection with the transfer of employment of the Union and Non-Union Personnel to PAWC as provided
in this Section 1.6.
(b)
Subject to the obligations of the Seller under applicable Law, Transferred Personnel who are
Non-Union Personnel, if any, shall be employees-at-will of PAWC. PAWC shall provide each of Transferred
Personnel who are non-Union Personnel compensation and benefits which are substantially comparable to
the compensation and benefits then provided to similarly situated employees of PAWC. Nothing in this
Agreement shall require PAWC to provide any particular form or type of employee benefit program, plan or
policy to any Transferred Personnel who are Non-Union Personnel as a result of the transaction contemplated
by this Agreement.
(c)
Seller shall make a payment to each Union Personnel equal to such Union Personnel’s accrued
but unused paid sick days and paid vacation days as of the Closing Date (collectively, the “Accrued PTO”).
The Accrued PTO shall be paid to the applicable Union Personnel through the Seller’s payroll system and
shall be included in the last payroll period that ends prior to the Closing Date.
(d)
Subject to the obligations of Seller under Law, PAWC’s rights and obligations set forth in
Section 1.6(i), and the PAWC’s applicable employee benefit plan documents, with respect to employee
benefit plans maintained by PAWC for the benefit of its employees (i.e., paid vacation leave, PAWC’s 401k
Savings Plan), effective as of the Closing, PAWC shall recognize the Transferred Personnel’s length of service
with the Seller as if such service were with PAWC for eligibility and vesting under PAWC’s employee benefit
plans and programs. PAWC’s pension plans and retiree medical plans are excluded from the foregoing
sentence.
(e)
Subject to the obligations of Seller under applicable Law and PAWC’s rights and obligations
under Section 1.6(i) with respect to Union Personnel, effective as of the Closing, the Transferred Personnel
who are Non-Union Personnel shall cease active participation in the Compensation Plans. Seller shall remain
liable for all eligible claims for benefits under the Compensation Plans that are incurred by the Non-Union

Personnel prior to the Closing Date. Subject to the obligations of Seller under the Seller’s Collective Bargaining
Agreement and applicable Law and PAWC’s rights and obligations under Section 1.6(i) with respect to Union
Personnel, Seller shall remain liable to make any contributions to the Compensation Plans related to, and/or
to fund any retirement benefits accrued by, the Transferred Personnel prior to Closing. For purposes of this
Agreement, the following claims shall be deemed to be incurred as follows: (i) life, accidental death and
dismemberment, short-term disability, and workers compensation insurance benefits, on the event giving rise
to such benefits, (ii) medical, vision, dental, and prescription drug benefits, on the date the applicable services,
materials or supplies were provided, (iii) long-term disability benefits, on the eligibility date determined by the
long-term disability insurance carrier for the plan in which the applicable Personnel participates.
(f)
This Section 1.6 shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of each of the Parties
to this Agreement, and nothing in this Section 1.6, express or implied, shall confer upon any other person
any rights or remedies of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Section 1.6. The Parties
acknowledge and agree that the terms set forth in this Section 1.6 shall not create any right in any Transferred
Personnel or any other person to any continued employment with PAWC or compensation or benefits of any
nature or kind whatsoever, and shall not be deemed to restrict PAWC in the exercise of its independent
business judgment in establishing or modifying any terms or conditions of the employment of the Transferred
Personnel. Nothing contained in this Section 1.6 shall constitute an amendment of, or an undertaking to
amend, Seller’s Collective Bargaining Agreement or any employee benefit plan, program or arrangement
maintained by PAWC or is intended to prevent PAWC from amending or terminating any such employee
benefit plan, program or arrangement in accordance with its terms.
(g)
Subject to applicable Law and PAWC’s rights and obligations set forth in Section 1.6(i) with
respect to Union Personnel, it is expressly understood that PAWC will not acquire any asset, or assume any
liability or obligation in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement relating to any of
the Compensation Plans, Seller’s benefit obligations, Seller’s Collective Bargaining Agreement or any
employment agreement. Seller shall be solely responsible for any liability, funding obligation, claim or expense
arising from the Compensation Plans, Seller’s benefit obligations, Seller’s Collective Bargaining Agreement or
any employment agreements, both prior to and after the Closing Date.
(h)
No later than the Closing Date, Seller shall transfer all records pertaining to the employment
of the Transferred Personnel to PAWC including all personnel and human resources files and records.
(i)
PAWC shall have the right to set initial terms and conditions of employment for the Union
Personnel. Without compromising or affecting that right, prior to the Closing, PAWC may bargain initial terms
and conditions of employment with the Union in an effort to establish a new collective bargaining agreement
between PAWC and the Union (the “New CBA”). In the event that PAWC and the Union do not reach an
agreement on the terms of the New CBA prior to the Closing Date, PAWC will set the initial terms and
conditions
of
employment
of
Union
Personnel.
1.7

Purchase Price

(a)
Purchase Price for the Assets. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement,
the purchase price (the “Purchase Price”) for the Assets shall be $________________________________
payable to the Seller on the Closing Date by wire transfer.
(b)

[Advance Payment of Purchase Price/Deposit. To be discussed.]

(c)
Purchase Price Adjustments. [To be discussed - parameters for adjusting the purchase price to
approximately match the amount approved by the PUC, pursuant to Article 6 herein as the rate making rate base for such assets

pursuant to 66 Pa. C.S. § 1329.] Payments made in advance by Seller’s water customers for post-Closing service
will be apportioned at Closing. PAWC shall receive a credit toward the Purchase Price (starting with credit
toward the Cash Payment) at Closing for the prorated amount of such advance payments for the period of
the payment that is intended to follow Closing.
ARTICLE 2

THE CLOSING
Closing Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the closing of the sale and
purchase of the Assets (“Closing”) shall take place at the offices PAWC located at 852 Wesley Drive,
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 17055, or such other mutually agreed upon location, commencing, on or before
the later to occur of: (a) within thirty (30) days following the date on which all of the conditions set forth in
Articles 6, and 7 of this Agreement have been met (or waived). The date of the Closing is referred to herein
as the “Closing Date”.
2.1

2.2
Deliveries and Proceedings at Closing. [Discuss further structure of the proposed transaction and process
by which Assets will be transferred to PAWC]

(a)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, at the Closing, Seller shall deliver or
cause to be delivered to PAWC:
(i)

Bills of Sale and instruments of assignment duly executed by Seller as necessary to
transfer all of the Assets to PAWC, including an assignment of contracts agreement
covering the assignment and assumption of the Assigned Contracts in substantially the
form of Exhibit A (“Assignment of Contracts Agreement”);

(ii)

A copy of each permit, license, easement, land-right and other necessary authority for
the operation of the System and the Assets, in each case validly issued in the name of
the Seller, and showing in full force and effect;

(iii)

The consents to transfer all Assigned Contracts, leases, intellectual property, Permits,
licenses and other Assets requiring such consents to be transferred to PAWC;

(iv)

All written consents (of third parties or otherwise) and governmental approvals
necessary to ensure that the PAWC will continue to have the same full rights with
respect to the Assets that Seller had immediately prior to the Closing;

(v)

Evidence satisfactory to PAWC of the transfer of all utilities (necessary to operate the
System’s components) with respect to the System from Seller to PAWC in accordance
with Section 5.1(b) below;

(vi)

One or more General Warranty Deeds of conveyance of the real estate and easements
(including well-head protection easements, where applicable) to PAWC, provided by
PAWC but duly executed and acknowledged by Seller and in recordable form, each
sufficient to convey the title and rights of access to the Assets;

(vii)

Such other deeds, bills of sale, assignments, certificates of title, documents and other
instruments of transfer and conveyance as may reasonably be necessary to operate the
System in PAWC’s sole and absolute discretion, each in form that will be provided by
PAWC;

(viii)

Certified copies of all ordinances (“Ordinances”) and all resolutions (“Resolutions”)
duly adopted by the Seller authorizing the execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement and all related agreements and the transactions contemplated hereby and
thereby;

(ix)

As applicable, a payoff letter from each lender (whether institutional or otherwise) from
which Seller has incurred indebtedness or borrowed money that is outstanding, and a
release of all Encumbrances relating to the Assets (along with Form UCC3 Financing
Statements effectuating a termination of all outstanding financing statements covering
the Assets) executed, filed and/or recorded by the holder of or parties to each such
Encumbrance , if any, in each case in substance and form reasonably satisfactory to
PAWC and its counsel;

(x)

The certificates and other documents required to be delivered by Seller under this
Agreement as set forth in Section 7.1 hereof; and

(xi)

All such other agreements, documents and instruments of conveyance required by this
Agreement or as shall, in the reasonable opinion of PAWC and its counsel, be necessary
to transfer the Assets to PAWC in accordance with this Agreement, and where
necessary, in recordable form.

(b)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, at the Closing, PAWC shall deliver or
cause to be delivered to Seller:
(i)

The Purchase Price, which shall be delivered pursuant to Section 2.1 hereof;

(ii)

Certified copies of any resolutions duly adopted by the PAWC’s Board of Directors
authorizing the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement; and

(iii)

The certificates and other documents required to be delivered by PAWC under this
Agreement as set forth in Section 7.2 hereof.
ARTICLE 3

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF SELLER
3.1

Seller’s Representations. Seller hereby represents and warrants to PAWC as follows:

(a)
Organization; Legal Authority. The Seller is a duly organized [public body corporate]
[municipal authority] of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, validly existing, solvent, and in good standing
under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and Seller has the full power and lawful authority to
transfer to PAWC the rights, title and interest in and to the Assets.
(b)
Assets Ownership. Seller has clear, good, and marketable right and title to, or a valid leasehold
interest in, all of the assets, property and facilities comprising the Assets, free and clear of all Encumbrances.
Schedule 3.1(b) denotes all Assets that are subject to a leasehold interest (i.e., not owned by Seller). None of
the Assets are leased or on loan by Seller to any third party. The Assets constitute all of the assets, property
and facilities that, together with the rights granted or conveyed under the transaction documents, are necessary
for the operation of the System, the business thereof, and the Assets as conducted as of the date hereof. Upon
the Closing, PAWC shall continue to be vested with good title or a valid leasehold interest in the System and
all of the Assets.

(c)
Financial Statements. The Seller’s Financial Statements that have been made available to
PAWC by Seller have been prepared by Seller in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
consistently applied (“GAAP”) (subject in the case of the Unaudited Financial Statements to normal year-end
adjustments and the absence of footnotes). The Financial Statements were prepared from the books and
records of Seller, are true, correct and complete and present fairly in all material respects the financial
condition, operating results and cash flows of Seller as of the dates and during the periods indicated therein
(subject in the case of the Unaudited Financial Statements to normal year-end adjustments and the absence
of footnotes).
(d)
Due Authorization; Valid and Binding; No Encumbrances. Seller has the full power and
lawful authority to enter into this Agreement and all related agreements and to consummate and perform the
transactions contemplated hereby and thereby. Seller has duly and validly authorized the execution and
delivery of this Agreement (which has been duly executed and delivered) and all related documents and
agreements to which Seller is a party by all necessary proceedings, and this Agreement and all related
documents and agreements constitute the valid and binding obligations of Seller enforceable against it in
accordance with its terms. No filings or registrations with, notifications to, or authorizations, consents or
approvals of, a governmental authority or third party are required to be obtained or made by Seller in
connection with the execution, delivery or performance by Seller of this Agreement, all related agreements,
or the consummation by Seller of the transactions contemplated herein or therein. Neither the contemplated
transactions, nor this Agreement will result in the creation of any Encumbrance against any of the Assets.
(e)
Current Operations. Seller has all requisite power and authority and all agreements, contracts,
commitments, leases, certificates, licenses, Permits, regulatory authorizations and other instruments required
to conduct the operations of the System as it has been and is now being conducted and to own and operate
the Assets.
(f)
No Approvals or Violations. Except for the approval of the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (“PUC”) as noted in Section 6.1 hereafter, this Agreement does not require any further
approvals of any other party, does not violate any law, ordinance or regulation, does not conflict with any
order or decree, and does not conflict with or result in a breach of any contract, lease or Permits to which
Seller is a party or is otherwise bound or affected, or by which the Assets may be bound or affected. The
execution and delivery of this Agreement and all related documents and agreements, and the consummation
of the transactions contemplated hereby and thereby, do not violate, conflict with or result in the breach of
any term, condition or provision of Seller’s articles of incorporation, bylaws or other governing documents,
or any instrument, contract, lease, agreement, Permits, certificate or other document to which Seller is a party
or is otherwise bound or affected, or by which the Assets may be bound or affected.
(g)
Accounts Receivable. All account receivable being retained by Seller under Section 1.5
(whether billed or unbilled) (collectively, the “Retained Accounts Receivable”), are valid, genuine and
existing and arose (or will have arisen on or prior to Closing) from bona fide sales of products or services
actually made in the ordinary course of business on or prior to the Closing Date. All products and services
with regard to the Retained Accounts Receivable have been provided by Seller (and no further obligations
exist), and no offset, agreement for deduction, free goods, discount or deferred price or quantity adjustment
has been made with respect to any Retained Accounts Receivable (or with respect to PAWC’s accounts
receivable for the period after Closing).
(h)
Free Service; Customer List; Prepayments. Seller has not entered into any agreements or other
understandings for the provision of free or otherwise subsidized or discounted services to any parties. The
data contained in the customer records provided to PAWC under Section 5.1(i) is true and accurate in all

material respects. Seller has not received payments made in advance by any third party (including Seller’s
customers) for future service (including service after the Closing) with regard to the System or the Assets.
(i)
Undisclosed Liabilities. Except as set forth in Schedule 3.1(i), there are no material liabilities
or obligations of Seller, either accrued, absolute, liquidated or unliquidated, contingent or otherwise, relating
to the Assets that would be required to be set forth on a balance sheet prepared under GAAP (applicable to
municipalities), other than liabilities incurred in the ordinary course. There is no basis for any claim against
Seller, the System or any of the Assets for any such liability or obligation, and there is no basis for any such
liability or obligation to become the liability or obligation of PAWC from and after the Closing.
(j)
Condition of Assets. To the best of Seller’s knowledge and belief, all the tangible property
included within the Assets is in good operating condition and repair, is usable in the regular course of business
and conforms to all applicable laws, ordinances, codes, Permits, rules and regulations relating to their
construction, use and operation, and is free from any defects except such defects as do not materially interfere
with the continued use thereof in the conduct of the System’s operations.
(k)
Contracts. Schedule 3.1(k) contains a true, complete and accurate list of all agreements
(including all verbal agreements and intermunicipal agreements), contracts, leases (including any leasehold
interests constituting part of the Assets as described in Section 1.2(b)), licenses, commitments, arrangements
and instruments related to the Assets to which Seller is a party or the Assets are otherwise subject or bound,
along with all amendments and addenda related thereto (collectively, the “Contracts”). Schedule 3.1(k) also
identifies with an asterisk any Contract which requires consent to, or prohibits, assignment of the Contract.
All Contracts are in full force and effect and are valid and enforceable in accordance with their terms, and the
parties thereto are in material compliance with the provisions thereof, and there exists no event or condition
which with the giving of notice or lapse of time, or both, would constitute a default thereunder. Seller has
received, or will receive prior to the Closing, the written consent of each party to the Assigned Contracts
designated on Schedule 3.1(k) as requiring consent to the assignment, or otherwise complied with Seller’s
obligations under Section 5.1(b) hereof. Seller has delivered to PAWC correct and complete copies of those
Contracts requested by PAWC, as well as copies of the requisite assignments for each of the Assigned
Contracts which effectuates the transfer of the Assigned Contracts to PAWC as of the Closing Date. Except
as disclosed on Schedule 3.1(k)(i), Seller is not a party to any contract nor subject to any arrangement for
future payment of refunds under any extension agreement, customer deposit agreement or similar
arrangement (including any prepaid tap fee) with respect to the Assets or the System.
(l)

Adequacy of Property Rights; Real Property and Easements.
(i)

Seller possesses all property rights necessary to operate the Assets, and Seller owns
and has good and marketable title to the real property, free and clear of all options,
leases, covenants, conditions, easements, agreements, claims, and other encumbrances
of every kind, and there exists no restriction on the use or transfer of such property.
As it relates to the Assets, Schedule 3.1(l)(i) contains a complete and accurate list of
the real property owned by Seller and a complete and accurate list of each lease of real
property to which Seller is a party (as the lessor, lessee or otherwise). Seller’s current
use and occupancy of the real property and its operation of the System thereon does
not violate any easement, covenant, condition, restriction or similar provision in any
instrument of record or other unrecorded agreement affecting such real property. All
leases, licenses, rights of way, and easements related in any manner to the assets and
properties comprising the Assets and all other instruments, documents and
agreements pursuant to which Seller has obtained the right to use any real property in
connection with the Assets are in good standing, valid and effective in accordance with

their respective terms, and with respect thereto, there is no existing material default or
event that could constitute a material default. The real property is properly classified
under applicable zoning laws, ordinances, and regulations for the current and
continued operation of the System on the real property. No proceeding that could
adversely affect the zoning classification of the real property is pending or threatened.
At and after the Closing, PAWC shall have the right to maintain and use the real
property, including the space, facilities and appurtenances outside of building lines,
whether on, over or under the ground, and to conduct such activities thereon as
maintained, used or conducted by Seller on the date hereof, and such right is not
subject to revocation. Seller has made available to PAWC copies of all title reports,
surveys, title policies and appraisals relating to the real property.
(ii)

Set forth on Schedule 3.1(l)(ii) hereto is a true, correct and complete list of all
easements and rights of way relating to the real property and the Assets. All of such
easements and rights of way are valid and will be transferred to PAWC and remain in
full force as of the Closing and thereafter. Seller has not received any notice of
violation of any easements, covenants, restrictions or similar instruments and there is
no basis for the issuance of any such notice or the taking of any action for such
violation. At and after the Closing, PAWC shall have all rights, easements and
agreements necessary for the use and maintenance of water, sewer or other utility
pipelines, poles, wires, conduits or other like facilities, and appurtenances thereto,
over, across and under the real property.

(iii)

There are no outstanding options, rights of first refusal or rights of first offer to
purchase any of the real property or any portion thereof or interest therein, except as
otherwise set forth on Schedule 3.1(l)(iii).

(iv)

All improvements located on, and the use presently being made of, the real property
comply with all applicable zoning and building codes, ordinances and regulations and
all applicable fire, environmental, occupational safety and health standards and similar
standards established by applicable law, and the same use thereof by PAWC following
Closing will not result in any violation of any such code, ordinance, regulation or
standard. No improvements encroach on any land that is not included in the real
property or on any easements affecting such real property, or violate any building lines
or set-back lines, and there are no encroachments onto the real property, or any
portion thereof, that would interfere with the use or occupancy of such real property
or the continued operation of the System as currently conducted.

(v)

There is no unpaid tax, levy or assessment against the real property (except for
encumbrances relating to assessments not yet due and payable), nor is there pending
or threatened any condemnation proceeding against the real property or any portion
thereof. Schedule 3.1(l)(v) contains a list of all impending taxes, levies and assessments
that are due and owing after the Closing Date.

(vi)

Except as set forth in Schedule 3.1(l)(vi), there is no condition affecting the real
property or the improvements located thereon that requires repair or correction to
restore the same to reasonable operating condition.

(m)
Litigation. Except as disclosed on Schedule 3.1(m), there is no action, suit, claim or litigation,
arbitration, proceeding, judgment, injunction, audit or legal, administrative or governmental investigation
pending (including any citations, notices, summons or orders), and none are known to be threatened against,

pertaining to or affecting the System or any of the Assets (including any such actions, litigation and other
claims against Seller) before any court, arbitrator or governmental authority (including any governmental
agency board or instrumentality), nor is there any order, writ, injunction or decree of any court, arbitrator or
governmental authority, in existence against, pertaining to or affecting the Seller (including it commissioners,
directors or officers), the System or any of the Assets. Except as noted in Schedule 3.1(m), all matters
disclosed in Schedule 3.1(m) are fully covered by Seller’s insurance. There are no known laws, ordinances,
regulations or official orders now in effect or pending that could reasonably be expected to have a material
adverse effect on the System or the ownership, condition or operation of the System or the Assets. There are
no actions, suits, claims, proceedings or investigations pending or, to the knowledge of the Seller, threatened
against the Seller, and the Seller is not subject to any outstanding judgment, order or decree of any court or
governmental body, which would in either case, reasonably be expected to prevent or materially interfere with
or delay the Seller’s ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
(n)

Tax Matters.
(i)

Seller has timely and properly filed all tax returns that it was required to file. All such
tax returns were complete and correct in all material respects and were prepared in
compliance with all applicable laws. All taxes owed by Seller have been paid. Seller is
not the beneficiary of any extensions of time within which to file any tax return. There
are no Encumbrances on any of the Assets that arose in connection with any failure
(or alleged failure) to pay any tax.

(ii)

Seller has withheld and paid all taxes required to have been withheld and paid in
connection with any amounts paid or owing to any employee, independent contractor,
supplier, vendor, creditor, or other third party. Forms W-2 and 1099 required with
respect thereto have been properly completed and timely filed.

(iii)

There are no audits or examinations of any tax returns pending or threatened that
relate to Seller’s operation of the System or the Assets. Seller is not a party to any
action or proceeding by any governmental authority for the assessment or collection
of taxes relating to the operation of the System, nor has such event been asserted or
threatened. There is no waiver or tolling of any statute of limitations in effect with
respect to any tax returns relating to Seller’s operation of the System or the Assets.

(o)
No Material Adverse Conditions; Insurance. There are no facts, circumstances or conditions
existing or threatened that would have, or would be reasonably be expected to have, a material adverse effect
on the condition, properties, assets, indebtedness, liabilities, commitments, operations or prospects of the
System or the Assets. Seller maintains and has maintained appropriate insurance necessary for the full
protection of all of the Assets, the System, and all related operations, products and services. All such policies
are in full force and effect and Seller will use commercially reasonable efforts to cause such policies to be
outstanding and in full force and effect as of Closing and immediately following the execution of this
Agreement and the consummation of the contemplated transactions. There are no pending claims or
proceedings arising out of, based upon or with respect to any of such policies of insurance and, to Seller’s
knowledge, no basis for any such claims or proceedings exists. Seller is not in default with respect to any
provisions contained in any such insurance policies, and no insurance provider is in default with respect to
such insurance policies.
(p)
Compliance with Law. Except as disclosed on Schedule 3.1(p), Seller is and has been in
material compliance with all laws, ordinances, and governmental rules and regulations, whether civil or
criminal, of any federal, state, local or foreign governmental authority applicable to the operation of the System
and the Assets, including Environmental Laws (defined below) and employee labor, pension and benefits

laws, to which Seller, the System or the Assets are subject, and has not failed to obtain, or to adhere to the
requirements of, any certificate, license, Permits or other governmental authorization necessary for the
operation of the System and the Assets, nor has Seller committed any violation of law or any provision of its
governing documents applicable to the System or the Assets. Except as disclosed on Schedule 3.1(p), Seller
has not received, and has no reason to believe that it will receive, notice of any violation of law.
(q)
Adequacy of Permits. Set forth in Schedule 3.1(q) is a complete and correct list of all permits,
licenses, registrations, approvals and other authorizations (collectively, the “Permits”) used by Seller in the
continuing operation of the System and for the Assets. Such Permits constitute all those necessary for the
continuing operation of the System and for the Assets, and are all valid and subsisting and in full force and
effect. No fact or circumstance exists that is reasonably likely to cause any such Permits to be revoked or
materially altered subsequent to the execution of this Agreement and the Closing Date, and neither the
execution of this Agreement, nor the Closing do or will constitute or result in a default under or violation of
any such Permits. Seller likewise has obtained and continues to possess all Permits required under, by or
pursuant to Environmental Laws (defined below), has filed such timely and complete renewal applications as
may be required prior to the Closing Date, and also has complied with all reporting and record keeping
requirements under Environmental Laws (defined below).
(r)

Environmental Matters.
(i)

To the best of Seller’s knowledge, there are no past or present events, conditions,
circumstances, activities, practices, incidents, actions or plans pertaining or relating to
the Assets or the System that may materially impede or prevent compliance with
Environmental Laws, and Seller is, and at all times has been, in full compliance with
and has not been, and is not in violation of or liable under any applicable
Environmental Law. Seller has no basis to expect, nor has it received any actual or
threatened order, notice or other communication from any governmental authority or
other person of any actual or potential violation or failure to comply with any
Environmental Law or of any actual or threatened obligation to undertake or bear the
cost of any environmental, health and safety liabilities with respect to real property or
any other properties or assets (whether real, personal or mixed) in which Seller has or
has had an interest or with respect to the real property or any other real property at or
to which hazardous materials were generated, manufactured, refined, transferred,
imported, used or processed by Seller or any other person for whose conduct it is or
may be held responsible, or from which hazardous materials have been transported,
treated, stored, handled, transferred, disposed, recycled or received.

(ii)

There are no pending or threatened claims, encumbrances or other restrictions of any
nature, resulting from any environmental, health and safety liabilities or arising under
or pursuant to any Environmental Law with respect to or affecting the Seller’s real
property or any other properties and assets (whether real, personal or mixed) in which
Seller has or had an interest. Neither Seller nor any other Person for whose conduct
it is or may be held to be responsible has any material environmental, health and safety
liabilities with respect to the Seller’s real property or with respect to any other
properties and assets (whether real, personal or mixed) in which Seller (or any
predecessor) has or has had an interest or at any property geologically or hydrologically
adjoining the real property or any such other property or assets.

(iii)

There are no hazardous materials, except those used in connection with the ordinary
course operation of the System in accordance with all Environmental Laws, present

on or in the environment at the real property or at any geologically or hydrologically
adjoining property, including any hazardous materials contained in barrels, above or
underground storage tanks, landfills, land deposits, dumps, equipment (whether
moveable or fixed) or other containers, either temporary or permanent and deposited
or located in land, water, sumps or any other part of the real property or such adjoining
property or incorporated into any structure therein or thereon. Neither Seller, nor any
other person for whose conduct it is or may be held to be responsible has permitted
or conducted, or is aware of, any hazardous activity conducted with respect to the real
property or any other properties or assets (whether real, personal or mixed) in which
Seller has or has had an interest except in material compliance with all applicable
Environmental Laws. There has been no release or threat of release, of any hazardous
materials at or from the real property or from or by any other properties and assets
(whether real, personal or mixed) in which Seller has or has had an interest (e.g., other
properties that may impact or affect the Assets or the System), or any geologically or
hydrologically adjoining property, whether by Seller or any other person.
(iv)

Except as set forth in Schedule 3.1(r)(iv), none of the following exists at the System or
on the real property that is part of the Assets: (1) underground storage tanks; (2)
asbestos-containing material in any form; (3) materials or equipment containing
polychlorinated biphenyl; (4) groundwater monitoring wells; or (5) landfills, surface
impoundments, or disposal areas.

(v)

Seller has delivered to PAWC true and complete copies and results of any reports,
studies, analyses, tests or monitoring possessed or initiated by Seller or its predecessors
pertaining to hazardous materials or hazardous activities in, on or under the real
property, or concerning compliance by Seller, its predecessors, or any other person for
whose conduct Seller is or may be held to be responsible, with Environmental Laws,
said reports, studies, analyses, tests and monitoring to include without limitation, any
and all Phase I environmental reports now or hereafter in the possession or control of
Seller.

(vi)

Compliance with Decrees. If applicable, Seller has been and is in compliance with all
orders, decrees, judgments and notices issued against the Seller under or in connection
with all Environmental Laws.

(vii)

As used in this Agreement, the term “Environmental Laws” shall include all federal,
state, and local environmental laws and regulations, including the Clean Water Act
(“CWA”), also known as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (“FWPCA”), 33
U.S.C. § 1251 et seq., the Toxic Substances Control Act (“TSCA”), 15 U.S.C. § 2601
et seq., the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (“FIFRA”), 7 U.S.C.
§§ 136 et. seq., the Safe Drinking Water Act (“SDWA”), 42 U.S.C. §§ 300 (f) et seq.,
the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (“SMCRA”), 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201 et
seq., the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(“CERCLA”), 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et seq., the Superfund Amendment and
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (“SARA”), Public Law 99-499, 100 Stat., 1613, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), 42 U.S.C. 6901, the Atomic
Energy Act (“AEA”), Act of August 30, 1954, Ch. 1073,68 Stat. 919 (codified as
amended in scattered sections of 5 U.S.C. and 42 U.S.C.). Any reference to a legislative
act or regulation shall be deemed to include all amendments thereto and all regulations,
orders, decrees, judgments, opinions directives or notices issued thereunder.

(s)
Brokers. Seller has not employed any investment banker, broker or finder or incurred any
liability for any investment banking fees, brokerage fees, commissions or finders’ fees or any similar other fees
or commissions in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement for which the PAWC
has or could have any liability.
(t)
Customer Advances. Set forth in Schedule 3.1(t) is a complete and accurate list of all
unexpired customer advances for construction held by Seller as of the date of this Agreement and extension
deposit agreements (or similar agreements) to which Seller is a party (each an “Extension Deposit
Agreement”), and which contain unexpired obligations of Seller to provide for the payment of periodic
refunds to parties making advances for the construction of facilities for water service. Seller will provide to
PAWC within fifteen (15) days of the execution of this Agreement (to be updated at Closing), accurate and
complete copies of each such customer advances and Extension Deposit Agreement. All records of Seller
relating to each Extension Deposit Agreement are complete and accurate in all material respects and, together
with the relevant Extension Deposit Agreement, represents all the information reasonably required to
determine Seller’s obligations to each party to the Extension Deposit Agreements; and there are no disputes
or disagreements with any party to an Extension Deposit Agreement relating to the amount due under that
agreement or the method of calculating that amount. Schedule 3.1(t) may be updated at Closing only with the
mutual consent of the parties.
(u)

Employee Benefit Plans.
(i)

Schedule 3.1(u) contains a true and complete list of all Seller's Plans and Seller's Benefit
Obligations with respect to Personnel, including amounts owed to current or past
employees for severance, unpaid and unused vacation pay or sick leave, or similar
obligations. All such Seller's Plans and Seller's Benefit Obligations are in full force and
effect and are in material compliance both as to form and operation, with applicable
provisions of the Code, and any other applicable Laws, and with any applicable
collective bargaining agreement. To Seller's knowledge, no event has occurred which
has resulted or is likely to result in the imposition of any liability on the Seller under
the Code or other applicable Law with respect to any Seller's Plans or Seller's Benefit
Obligations;

(ii)

Except as set forth in Schedule 3.1(u), with respect to the System, the Seller does not
sponsor, maintain, contribute to, nor is it required to contribute to, any
“multiemployer plan” within the meaning of Section 414(f) of the Code, and has no
liability of any nature, whether known or unknown, fixed or contingent, with respect
to any such multiemployer plan;

(iii)

Except as set forth on Schedule 3.1(u), Seller does not sponsor, maintain, contribute
to, nor is it required to contribute to, any medical, health, life or other welfare plan or
benefits for present or future terminated or current or future retired Personnel or their
spouses or dependents, other than as required by COBRA, or any comparable state
law, and has no liability of any nature, whether known or unknown, fixed or
contingent, with respect to any such post -termination welfare benefits;

(iv)

The Seller is and has been in material compliance with the requirements of COBRA
and is not subject to any excise tax under Code Section 4980B for the current or any
prior taxable year; and

(v)

Except as set forth in Schedule 3.1(u), Seller has not entered into any severance or
similar arrangement with respect to any present or former Personnel that will result in

any obligation (absolute or contingent) of PAWC to make any payment to any present
or former Personnel following termination of employment, including the termination
of employment effected by the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. The
consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement will not trigger
any severance or other obligation of Seller for which PAWC shall have any liability.
ARTICLE 4

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF PAWC
4.1

PAWC’s Representations. PAWC hereby represents and warrants to Seller as follows:

(a)
Organization. PAWC is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and subsisting under
the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
(b)
Due Authorization; Valid and Binding. PAWC has the full power and lawful authority to
execute this Agreement and, following approval by its Board of Directors, to consummate and perform the
transactions contemplated hereby, and PAWC has duly and validly authorized the execution of this Agreement
by all necessary proceedings. This Agreement constitutes the valid and binding obligations of PAWC.
(c)
Assigned Contracts. PAWC has disclosed on Schedule 4.1(c) those Contracts which PAWC
has agreed to assume (“Assigned Contracts”), subject to receiving all necessary consents to assignment in
accordance with the terms of Section 7.1(h). PAWC may update Schedule 4.1(c) between the date hereof
and up to twenty (20) days before Closing to include any of the Contracts.
(d)
Financial Wherewithal. PAWC has sufficient funds on hand to pay the amounts due pursuant
to this Agreement.
(e)
Absence of Litigation. There are no actions, suits, proceedings or investigations pending or,
to the knowledge of the PAWC, threatened against the PAWC, and the PAWC is not subject to any
outstanding judgment, order or decree of any court or governmental body, which would in either case,
reasonably be expected to prevent or materially interfere with or delay the PAWC’s ability to perform its
obligations under this Agreement.
(f)
Brokers. PAWC has not employed any investment banker, broker or finder or incurred any
liability for any investment banking fees, brokerage fees, commissions or finders’ fees or any similar other fees
or commissions in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement for which the Seller has
or could have any liability.
ARTICLE 5

COVENANTS
5.1

Covenants of Seller. From and after the date of this Agreement, Seller covenants and agrees

that:
(a)
Conduct of Business. Between the date of this Agreement and the Closing Date, Seller shall
carry on the operation of the System, the business and the Assets in the ordinary course of business and in
compliance with law, not introduce any materially new method of management or operation, use reasonable
best efforts to preserve the System, the business and the Assets, conserve the goodwill and relationships of
its customers, suppliers, governmental authorities and others having business relations with it, maintain in full

force and effect all policies of insurance now in effect for the benefit of Seller, maintain supplies at a level that
is sufficient to operate the System in accordance with past practice and maintain the Assets in substantially
the condition currently existing, normal wear and tear excepted. Without limiting the foregoing, Seller shall
not sell, lease, dispose, retire, distribute or encumber any of the Assets, or construct, purchase or acquire any
new assets, properties or rights relating to the System or Assets, or enter into a commitment or contract to
do any of the foregoing (other than the purchase and use of supplies and maintenance of the System and the
Assets in the ordinary course of business), without the prior written consent of PAWC.
(b)
Contracts and Commitments. Except normal and usual commitments for the purchase of
materials and supplies consistent with past practice, no contract or commitment shall be entered into by or
on behalf of Seller relating to the System or the Assets that would place an Encumbrance thereon or materially
affect the operation of the System, the business or the Assets after Closing, except for those commitments
approved or ratified in writing by PAWC. Seller shall use reasonable commercial efforts to obtain, prior to
Closing, the written consent of each party to the Assigned Contracts designated on Schedule 4.1(c) if such
contract requires consent to assignment. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, to the
extent that any consent necessary for the assignment from Seller to PAWC of the Assigned Contracts is not
obtained, or cannot be obtained, prior to the Closing Date, PAWC and Seller shall cooperate in good faith to
secure an arrangement reasonably satisfactory to PAWC intended to provide for PAWC following the Closing
all of the material benefits of Seller under such Assigned Contracts; provided, that nothing in this Section
5.1(b) shall constitute a waiver of the condition set forth in Section 7.1(h) unless provided for in writing by
PAWC; and provided, further, that PAWC shall not be obligated to assume, and shall not be liable under, any
Assigned Contract for which Seller has not obtained all necessary consents, or otherwise secured an alternative
arrangement satisfactory to PAWC (in its sole discretion) as provided above. Seller shall transfer all of the
utilities used or necessary for the System from Seller to PAWC effective as of the Closing Date, and Seller
shall be responsible to pay all bills and fees for these utilities for the period prior to and including the Closing
Date. PAWC shall provide any necessary information reasonably required by Seller to effectuate this transfer.
(c)
Release of Encumbrances. Seller shall take all action necessary to cause the release, cancellation
and discharge of any and all Encumbrances, so that as of the Closing Date, the Assets will be free and clear
of any and all such Encumbrances. Seller also agrees not to create any new Encumbrances on the System or
Assets from and after the date of this Agreement without the prior written consent of PAWC.
(d)
Material Events and Circumstance. Seller shall promptly inform PAWC in writing of any
specific event or circumstance of which Seller is aware, or of which Seller receives notice, that has or is
reasonably likely to have, individually or in the aggregate, taken together with the other events or
circumstances, a material adverse effect on the System or the Assets.
(e)

Supplemental Information.
(i)

Seller shall provide PAWC, within fifteen (15) days of execution or the date of receipt
thereof, a copy of (a) each of the Contracts entered into by Seller after the date hereof
and prior to Closing relating to the System or the Assets; (b) a copy of any written
notice of assessments for public improvements against any of the Assets received after
the date hereof and prior to Closing; (c) any writs of summons or complaints filed
against Seller or its representatives for any and all claims relating to the System or the
Assets; and (d) a copy of the filing of any condemnation, eminent domain or similar
proceeding affecting all or any portion of the System or the Assets received after the
date hereof, but prior to the Closing.

(ii)

Seller shall notify PAWC within fifteen (15) days of the receipt of any notice of
violation.

(f)
Regulatory Consents. Seller shall at all times, use its best efforts to and diligently pursue all
approvals, authorizations, consents and Permits required to be obtained to consummate the transaction
contemplated by this Agreement. Seller shall (i) as promptly as practicable, make or cause to be made such
filing and submissions under the laws, rules and regulations applicable to it as may be required for Seller to
sell the Assets pursuant to the terms of this Agreement; and (ii) keep PAWC apprised of the status of any
filing or submission to any such governmental or regulatory agency.
(g)
Municipal Ordinances. To the extent that the System are located within municipalities that
have ordinances or laws that require properties to connect to and remain connected to the System, Seller shall
use reasonable commercial efforts to cause such municipalities to maintain such ordinances or laws so long
as the Assets, or modifications, renewals, replacements thereto, exist within the municipal boundaries of Seller
and other such municipalities.
(h)
Access. Seller shall provide PAWC and its representatives free and full access to and right to
inspect, during normal business hours and upon prior written notice, all of the premises, properties, assets,
records, Permits, contracts and other documents relating to the Assets and shall permit PAWC to consult
with its officers, employees and other representatives for purposes of making such investigation of the Assets
as PAWC shall desire to make, provided that no investigation shall unreasonably interfere with the Seller’s
operation of the System.
(i)
Customer List. Within thirty (30) days of execution of this Agreement, Seller shall provide
PAWC an accurate and complete listing of all customers of the System. These customer lists shall provide
the customer names, service addresses, billing addresses, and meter sizes and serial numbers in meter reading
route sequence and shall denote those customers from which Seller has received notice to cancel or intend to
cancel their account with Seller (or PAWC after Closing). This customer list shall be true and correct as of
the date such list is provided to PAWC and shall be updated at Closing and provided to PAWC at Closing so
as to be true and correct as of the Closing Date.
(j)
Rates. Subject to PUC approval, PAWC shall implement Seller’s water rates then in effect at
Closing, as reflected on Schedule 5.1(j) as PAWC’s effective water rates, provided such rates shall not be lower
than those in effect on the date this Agreement is executed. PAWC shall apply, at and after Closing, its thenexisting miscellaneous fees and charges, rules and regulations for water service as set forth in its Tariff.
[Additional Rates language, including Act 58 mechanism, to be discussed further].
(k)
Customer Advances. Prior to the Closing Date, Seller shall complete the construction of all
mains and facilities for which Seller has received customer advances and return all unexpended customer
advances to the appropriate depositor. Provided, however, that for projects acceptable to and approved in
writing by PAWC, Seller may pay over to PAWC the unexpended, non-refundable customer advances, and
PAWC shall assume all of the responsibility of Seller as to those unexpired customer advances and shall be
bound by the terms and conditions contained in the Extension Deposit Agreements. PAWC shall not assume
any responsibility for any unexpired customer advances received by Seller, or for any Extension Deposit
Agreements to which Seller becomes a party, except as specifically agreed to in writing.
(l)
Updating of Information. Between the date of this Agreement and the Closing Date, Seller
will deliver revised or supplementary Schedules to this Agreement, containing accurate information as of the
Closing Date, in order to enable PAWC to confirm the accuracy of Seller’s representations and warranties and
otherwise effectuate the provisions of this Agreement. The receipt by PAWC of any revised or supplementary
Schedules to this Agreement shall in no way prejudice PAWC’s right to terminate this Agreement based upon
the failure of any condition to be satisfied under Section 7.1 hereof or seek indemnification under Section
8.1. Seller will promptly inform PAWC, in writing, of the occurrence or failure of any action or event that

would violate Seller’s representations and warranties under this Agreement or render them inaccurate as of
the date hereof or the Closing Date or that would constitute a breach of any covenant of Seller under this
Agreement or a failure of any condition to the obligations of either Seller or PAWC under this Agreement.
(m)
Retention of Records. Seller shall preserve any books and records relating to the System and
the business that are not delivered to PAWC hereunder for a period no less than seven (7) years after the
Closing Date (or such longer period as shall be required by applicable law), and Seller shall make available
such books and records for review and copying to PAWC and its authorized representatives following the
Closing at PAWC’s expense upon reasonable notice during normal business hours. During such period, Seller
shall permit, to the extent permitted by applicable Law and upon request of PAWC, PAWC and any of its
agents, representatives, advisors or consultants reasonable access to all properties, books, contracts and
records of Seller related to the System and employees of or servicing the business for information related to
periods up to and including the Closing.
5.2
Title Information. Within thirty (30) days following the execution of this Agreement, Seller
shall deliver to PAWC true, correct and complete copies of all existing title policies, surveys, leases, deeds,
instruments and agreements in Seller’s possession relating to title to the real estate and easements constituting
part of the Assets, as well as any amendments thereto through to Closing. Thereafter, PAWC shall conduct
an abstract of such title information to determine whether Seller has sufficient real estate rights and continuous
rights-of-way to permit PAWC, upon Closing, to operate a continuous water system, including lines, facilities
fittings and appurtenances necessary to operate such water system, and that such rights are represented by legal
instruments in appropriate form, duly recorded. Upon notification by PAWC that such legal rights for the
System are not sufficient for the operation of the System, Seller shall, at its sole expense, secure such additional
legal rights as PAWC may request. If Seller is unable or unwilling to secure such additional legal rights, PAWC
shall have the right, in its sole authority and discretion to either (1) attempt to secure such legal rights at its sole
effort and expense or (2) terminate this Agreement. Seller shall not have a duty of specific performance to
secure such legal rights.
5.3
Public Fire Hydrants. The parties shall cooperate in making an inspection of all public fire
hydrants on or about thirty (30) days prior to the Closing Date so as to confirm that all public fire hydrants are
in working condition and meet all applicable requirements with regards to flow, duration and pressure. Any
public fire hydrant that is not in working condition shall be noted in a list provided by Seller to PAWC and
repaired or replaced at Seller’s expense prior the Closing Date. At Closing, all public fire hydrants shall be in
good working condition.
5.4
Dual Meter Readings. On or about the Closing Date, PAWC and Seller shall take a dual meter
reading for each of the customers of the System, which shall be used for (i) Seller to issue a final invoice to
customers covering the period on and before the Closing Date, and (ii) PAWC to obtain its initial meter reading
for future invoices covering the period after the Closing Date. The parties shall coordinate in good faith and
agree upon these meter readings at such time, which shall be used for such invoices and all accounts receivable
being retained by Seller (per Section 1.5).

Further Assurances. Each party to this Agreement shall cooperate and deliver such instruments
and take such action as may be reasonably requested by the other party in order to carry out the provisions and
purposes of this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby. After the Closing, each party shall take
such other actions and execute such other documents, instruments certifications, and further assurances as
Seller or PAWC, as the case may be, may reasonably require in order to make effective the transactions
contemplated hereby (including to transfer to PAWC or to put PAWC more fully in possession of any of the
Assets).
5.5

5.6
Cooperation. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the parties shall cooperate
fully with each other and their respective counsel and accountants in connection with, and take or cause to be
taken and do or cause to be done, any actions required to be taken under applicable law to make effective the
contemplated transactions as promptly as practicable. Prior to the Closing, the parties shall proceed
expeditiously and in good faith to make such filings and take such other actions as may be reasonably necessary
to satisfy the conditions to Closing set forth herein. Any and all filing fees in respect of such filings, including
those fees implemented by the PUC (as defined below in Section 6.1), shall be paid by PAWC. On or after
the Closing Date, the parties shall, on request, cooperate with one another by furnishing any additional
information, executing and delivering any additional documents and instruments, including contract
assignments not obtained prior to Closing, and doing any and all such other things as may be reasonably
required by the parties or their counsel to consummate or otherwise implement the transactions contemplated
by this Agreement. Seller hereby agrees to cooperate with PAWC to ensure a proper transition of all customers
with respect to billing and customer service activities, including assisting PAWC to place all customer
information in a format reasonably requested by PAWC.

ARTICLE 6

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION APPROVAL
6.1

Pennsylvania PUC Approval.

(a)
The obligation of PAWC to consummate the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement are conditioned upon the PUC issuing a Final Order approving the acquisition of the System
under terms and conditions that are reasonably acceptable to the Seller and PAWC. PAWC covenants and
agrees to initiate, and use commercially reasonable efforts to prosecute the necessary proceedings to obtain
the approval of the PUC for: (a) this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby which require
approval by the PUC, including the transfer by sale of the Assets to PAWC and the Assignment of Contracts
Agreement; (b) the right of PAWC to provide water service to the public primarily in the service area presently
being served by Seller’s System; (c) the right of PAWC to apply after Closing the applicable rates identified in
this Agreement, rules and regulations for service as set forth in PAWC’s Tariff for the service areas presently
being served by Seller’s System; and (d) any other approval as may be appropriate to consummate the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. Seller, by this Agreement, covenants and agrees to provide
such information, documents and assistance as may be reasonably requested by PAWC in connection with
any such proceedings and to otherwise cooperate in the initiation and prosecution of any such proceeding.
(b)
In the event a party to the PUC proceeding appeals PUC authorization of the
transaction, PAWC and Seller will work in good faith to determine whether to consummate the transaction
before the appeal process has concluded and a final PUC order is issued. If the parties cannot agree in good
faith, the transaction will not consummate until a final PUC order is issued.
(c)
PAWC and Seller agree that the procedures for determining fair market value of the
System and the Assets outlined in subsection (a) of Section 1329 of Title 66 of the Pennsylvania Consolidated
Statutes (“Section 1329”) shall be utilized and filed with the PUC as contemplated by Section 1329.
(d)
The fees and expenses related to engaging the licensed engineer for such Section 1329
determination shall be paid fifty percent (50%) by PAWC and fifty percent (50%) by Seller. Before being
finalized, both parties will have a reasonable time to review the licensed engineer report and both parties’
approval is required.

ARTICLE 7

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT
Conditions Precedent to PAWC’s Obligations. The obligation of PAWC to consummate the
transactions contemplated hereby are subject to the satisfaction, on or prior to the Closing, of each of the
following conditions (any one or more of which may be waived in writing in whole or in part by PAWC in its
sole discretion):
7.1

(a)
Representations and Warranties. Seller’s representations and warranties set forth in
this Agreement or in any Schedule, list, certificate or document delivered pursuant to this Agreement shall be
true, correct and accurate as of the date made and at and as of the time of the Closing with the same force
and effect as though such representations and warranties were made at and as of the Closing Date (without
giving effect to any supplement to the Schedules), and PAWC shall have received from a proper representative
of Seller a certificate to such effect, in form and substance reasonably similar to the attached Schedule 8.1(a).
(b)
Performance of Covenants and Agreements. Seller shall have performed and complied
with in all material respects all covenants, agreements and conditions required by this Agreement to be
performed or complied with by it prior to or at the Closing, and PAWC shall have received from a proper
representative of Seller a certificate to such effect, in form and substance reasonably similar to the attached
Schedule 7.1(a).
(c)
Adverse Change. There shall not have been a material adverse change, occurrence or
casualty, financial or otherwise, to the System or the Assets (including a material loss of customers or
Contracts), whether covered by insurance or not.
(d)
Release of Liens. All necessary action shall have been taken to cause the release,
cancellation and discharge of any and all Encumbrances so that as of the Closing, the Assets shall be free and
clear of any and all Encumbrances, and Seller shall have provided PAWC with such opinions, instruments or
documents as PAWC may reasonably request, and in form and substance satisfactory to PAWC, evidencing
the release, cancellation and discharge of any and all Encumbrances and that the Assets are not subject to any
liens or Encumbrances.
(e)
Other Regulatory Consents. Seller shall have obtained the written, final and unappealable approvals, authorizations and consents (including consents for Permit transfers) that are required
to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and for PAWC to operate the System and
the Assets after the Closing, including the approval of or appropriate Permits for the System, and the approval
of every regulatory agency of federal, state or local government that may be required in PAWC’s opinion, each
in form and substance (including with respect to the terms and conditions contained in any such approval)
acceptable to PAWC in its sole and absolute discretion, and all waiting periods under existing laws, and all
extensions thereof, the passing of which is necessary to consummate the contemplated transactions and
finalize a Closing, shall have expired.
(f)
Contractual Consent. Seller shall have obtained written approvals, authorizations and
consents of transfer to all Assigned Contracts and Permits, to the extent specifically required by the terms of
such Assigned Contracts and Permits.
(g)
Certification of Financial Information. Seller shall have delivered to PAWC a
certificate, in substantially the form set forth in Schedule 7.1(g), executed by its authorized representative in
the form and substance satisfactory to PAWC, listing (i) the amount of its net outstanding long-term debt or
notes, if any, related to the System (ii) all unexpired customer advances for construction and unexpired

contributions in aid of construction as of the Closing Date, and (iii) and any and all additions or retirements
to the System during the period from the date of execution of this Agreement to the Closing Date, together
with the cost thereof.
(h)
Closing Deliveries. Seller shall have delivered all documents required to be delivered
by it pursuant to Section 2.2(a).
(i)
Proceedings. No provision of any law or order shall be in effect, and no proceeding
by any person shall be threatened or pending before any governmental authority, or before any arbitrator, that
would: (i) prevent consummation of the contemplated transactions; (ii) have a likelihood of causing the
contemplated transactions to be rescinded following consummation; (iii) adversely affect the right of PAWC
to own any of the Assets or operate the System; or (iv) adversely affect the System prospects or the value or
condition of any of the Assets or the System.
(j)
Due Diligence. PAWC shall have completed and be satisfied, in its sole and absolute
discretion, with the results of its due diligence review of the System, the Assets and Seller, including with the
results of any environmental assessment performed with respect to any real property or the Assets or chain
of title search, all material contracts and operating Permits and licenses of the System, and the Seller’s
operations, contracts, employment practices, compliance, accounting and other items as PAWC deems
necessary, as each of the foregoing items relate to the System or the Assets.
(k)
Authorization of Contemplated Transactions. PAWC shall have obtained all necessary
corporate approvals to consummate the contemplated transactions.
(l)
PUC Approval. The PUC shall have entered an order (or orders) providing the
approvals set forth in Section 6.1, and such order(s) shall not be subject to appeal, challenge, supersedeas or
injunction.
7.2
Conditions Precedent to Seller’s Obligations. The obligation of Seller to consummate the
transactions contemplated hereby are subject to the satisfaction, on or prior to the Closing, of each of the
following conditions (any one or more of which may be waived in writing in whole or in part by Seller in its
sole discretion):

(a)
Representations and Warranties. PAWC’s representations and warranties contained in this
Agreement or in any Schedule, list, certificate or document delivered pursuant this Agreement shall be true,
correct and accurate as of the date made and at and as of the time of the Closing, with the same force and
effect as though such representations and warranties were made at and as of the Closing Date (without giving
effect to any supplement to the Schedules), and Seller shall have received from an officer of PAWC a certificate
to such effect, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Seller.
(b)
Performance of Agreements. PAWC shall have performed and complied, in all material
respects, with all covenants, agreements and conditions required by this Agreement to be performed or
complied with by it prior to or at the Closing, and Seller shall have received from an officer of PAWC a
certificate to such effect, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Seller.
(c)
Closing Deliveries. PAWC shall have delivered the Purchase Price and all documents required
to be delivered by it pursuant to Section 2.2(b).
ARTICLE 8
INDEMNIFICATION

8.1
Indemnification By Seller. Seller shall fully pay, protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless
PAWC and its affiliates and their respective officers, directors and agents and representatives (“PAWC
Indemnified Parties”) from any and all Damages arising out of, resulting from, relating to or caused by: (i) a
misrepresentation, inaccuracy in or breach of (or any claim by any third party alleging or constituting a
misrepresentation, inaccuracy in, or breach of) any representation or warranty of, or any failure to perform or
nonfulfillment of any provision or covenant contained in this Agreement or any other transaction document,
by Seller; (ii) any and all liabilities of Seller of any nature (including the retained liabilities in Section 1.3(a)),
whether due or to become due, whether accrued, absolute, contingent or otherwise, whether accruing prior to
or after the Closing Date, or arising out of any transaction entered into, any state of facts existing or any event
occurring on or prior to such date, and any Encumbrance affecting the Assets or the System; (iii) assessments,
charges and other similar claims due or owing, directly or indirectly, by Seller or otherwise as a result of or on
account of the Assets or the System at any time on or prior to the Closing Date; (iv) the ownership and/or
operation of any of the Assets or the System on or prior to the Closing Date; (v) any proceeding now existing
or hereafter arising and relating to the Assets or the System and arising from events or matters occurring on
or prior to the Closing Date, regardless of when realized; (vi) all assets, properties and rights of Seller excluded
from the Assets; (vii) any and all liabilities relating to the employees, agents and independent contractors of
Seller who performed services for Seller or related to the System or the Assets, regardless of whether such
liabilities arose from events occurring prior to or after the Closing; (viii) the failure to comply with the
provisions of any so-called bulk transfer or bulk sale law of any jurisdiction in connection with the sale of the
System and the Assets to PAWC, and (ix) transaction costs and expenses incurred by or on behalf of Seller in
connection with this Agreement or the contemplated transactions.
No information or knowledge acquired, or investigations conducted, by PAWC or its representatives, of Seller,
the Assets, the System or otherwise, shall in any way limit, or constitute a waiver of, or a defense to, any claim
for indemnification by the PAWC Indemnified Parties under this Agreement.
As used in this Agreement, the term “Damages” means all losses, damages, assessments, judgments, awards,
fines, penalties, taxes, interest, costs and expenses (including actual, reasonable out-of-pocket third party costs,
fees and expenses of legal counsel and reasonable out-of-pocket third party costs, fees and expenses of
investigation).
8.2
Indemnification by PAWC. PAWC agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Seller and
its affiliates and their respective officers, directors and agents at all times after the date of this Agreement, from,
against and in respect of any and all Damages resulting from (i) a misrepresentation, an inaccuracy in or breach
of (or any claim by any third party alleging or constituting a misrepresentation, an inaccuracy in, or breach of)
any representation or warranty of, or any failure to perform or nonfulfillment of any provision or covenant
contained in this Agreement or any other transaction document, by PAWC, and (ii) any and all liabilities of
PAWC of any nature related to the PAWC’s operation of the System and the Assets and occurring after the
Closing Date.
8.3

[Indemnity Limits for Both PAWC and Seller. To be discussed]

8.4
Survival of Representations and Warranties. All representations, warranties, covenants and
agreements made by the parties in this Agreement or in any agreement, document, statement or certificate
furnished hereunder or in connection with the negotiation, execution and performance of this Agreement shall
survive the Closing. Notwithstanding any investigation or audit conducted before or after the Closing Date, or
the decision of any party to complete the Closing, each party shall be entitled to rely upon the representations,
warranties, covenants and agreements set forth herein and therein. Notwithstanding anything contained herein
or elsewhere to the contrary, all “material” and “material adverse effect” or similar materiality type
qualifications contained in the representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement shall be ignored and

not given any effect for purposes of the indemnification provisions hereof, including for purposes of
determining the amount of any Damages.
8.5
Notice of Claim. If either party seeks indemnification on behalf of an indemnified person,
such party seeking indemnification (the “Indemnified Party”) shall give reasonably prompt written notice to
the indemnifying party (the “Indemnifying Party”) specifying the facts constituting the basis for such claim
and the amount, to the extent known, of the claim asserted; provided, however, that the right of a person or
entity to be indemnified hereunder shall not be adversely affected by a failure to give such notice unless, and
then only to the extent that, an Indemnifying Party is actually irrevocably and materially prejudiced thereby.
Subject to the terms hereof, the Indemnifying Party shall pay the amount of any valid claim not more than ten
(10) days after the Indemnified Party provides notice to the Indemnifying Party of such amount.
ARTICLE 9
TERMINATION
9.1
Termination. This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to the Closing only (a) by
mutual written consent of Seller and PAWC; (b) by Seller or PAWC upon written notice to the other, if the
Closing shall not have occurred on or prior to the later of ______________________ or sixty (60) days
following receipt of all the necessary regulatory approvals pursuant to Article 8 hereof; (c) by PAWC, if PAWC
is not in material breach of any of its representations, warranties, covenants and agreements under this
Agreement and there has been a breach of a representation, warranty, covenant or agreement contained in this
Agreement on the part of Seller and Seller has not cured such breach within five (5) business days after receipt
of notice of such breach (provided, however, that, no cure period shall be required for a breach which by its
nature cannot be cured); (d) by PAWC pursuant to any provision of this Agreement, or if, at any time before
Closing, PAWC is not satisfied (in its sole and absolute discretion) with the results of its due diligence review
of the System and the Assets or the prospects of obtaining all regulatory consents and approvals in its sole and
absolute discretion; (e) by Seller pursuant to any provision of this Agreement, if Seller is not in material breach
of any of its representations, warranties, covenants and agreements under this Agreement and there has been
a material breach of any representation, warranty, covenant or agreement contained in this Agreement on the
part of PAWC and PAWC has not cured such breach within five (5) business days after receipt of notice of
such breach (provided, however, that, no cure period shall be required for a breach which by its nature cannot
be cured); (f) by Seller or PAWC upon written notice to the other, if any court of competent jurisdiction or
other competent governmental entity shall have issued a statute, rule, regulation, order, decree or injunction or
taken any other action permanently restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the contemplated
transactions, and such statute, rule, regulation, order, decree or injunction or other action shall have become
final and non-appealable; or (g) by PAWC, if all necessary regulatory approvals contemplated hereby or
otherwise necessary to close the contemplated transactions have not been obtained within two hundred seventy
(270) days of the date hereof.
9.2
Effect of Termination. The right of each party to terminate this Agreement under Section 9.1
is in addition to any other rights such party may have under this Agreement or otherwise, and the exercise of
a right of termination will not be an election of remedies. If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section
9.1, all further obligations of the parties under this Agreement will terminate, except that the obligations set
forth in this Section 9.2 (“Effect of Termination”) and Article 10 (“Miscellaneous”) will survive; provided,
however, that if this Agreement is terminated by a party because of the breach of the Agreement by another
party or because one or more of the conditions to the terminating party’s obligations under this Agreement is
not satisfied as a result of the other party’s failure to comply with its obligations under this Agreement, the
terminating party’s right to pursue all legal remedies will survive such termination unimpaired.

ARTICLE 10
MISCELLANEOUS
10.1
Contents of Agreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire understanding of the parties
hereto with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby. It shall not be amended or modified except by
written instrument duly executed by each of the parties hereto. Any and all previous agreements and
understandings between or among any or all of the parties regarding the subject matter hereof, whether written
or oral, are superseded by this Agreement.
10.2
Binding Effect. All of the terms and provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon, inure
to the benefit of, and be enforceable by the legal representatives, successors and assigns of Seller or PAWC.
10.3
Waiver. Any term or provision of this Agreement may be waived at any time by the party or
parties entitled to the benefit thereof by a written instrument executed by such party or parties.
10.4
Transfer Taxes. Any transfer taxes imposed on the conveyance or transfer of any real property
pursuant to this Agreement shall be paid by fifty percent (50%) by PAWC and fifty percent (50%) by Seller.
10.5
Notices. Any notice, request, demand, waiver, consent, approval or other communication that
is required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed given only if delivered personally,
by facsimile (if followed by overnight courier on the same date) or sent by nationally recognized overnight
courier, as follows:
If to PAWC:
Pennsylvania-American Water Company
852 Wesley Drive
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
Attention: General Counsel
If to Seller:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
or to such other address as the addressee may have specified in a written notice duly given to the sender as
provided herein. Such notice, request, demand, waiver, consent, approval or other communication will be
deemed to have been given as of the date so delivered.

10.6
Law to Govern. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted and enforced in
accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania without giving effect to any conflicts of law’s
provisions.
10.7
No Benefit to Others. The representations, warranties, covenants and agreements contained
in this Agreement are for the sole benefit of the parties hereto, and their legal representatives, successors and
assigns, and they shall not be construed as conferring any rights on any other persons.
10.8
Interpretation. All section headings contained in this Agreement are for convenience of
reference only, do not form a part of this Agreement, and shall not affect in any way the meaning or
interpretation of this Agreement. Words used herein, regardless of the number and gender specifically used,
shall be deemed and construed to include any other number, singular or plural, and any other gender, masculine,
feminine or neuter, as the context requires. Unless otherwise indicated, the words “including”, “includes”,
“included” and “include”, when used, are deemed to be followed by the words “without limitation.”
10.9
Schedules. All Schedules referred to herein are intended to be and hereby are specifically made
a part of this Agreement.
10.10 Severability. Any provision of this Agreement that is invalid or unenforceable in any
jurisdiction or under any circumstance shall be ineffective to the extent of such invalidity or unenforceability
without invalidating or rendering unenforceable the remaining provisions hereof, and any such invalidity or
unenforceability in any jurisdiction or under any circumstance shall not invalidate or render unenforceable
such provision in any other jurisdiction or under any other circumstance, unless, in either event, the involved
or unenforceable provision causes this Agreement to fail of its essential purpose.
10.11 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed by facsimile, electronically or by exchange of
documents in PDF format, and in several counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original instrument
and all of which together shall constitute a single agreement. Any signature page to any counterpart may be
detached from such counterpart without impairing the legal effect of the signatures thereon and thereafter
attached to another counterpart identical thereto except having attached to it additional signature pages.
10.12 Risk of Loss. Seller assumes risk of loss in connection with the Assets prior to Closing,
including risk of loss from fire and other casualty. In the event of any loss or damage to any of the Assets,
PAWC at its option, prior to or at Closing shall have the right to (i) request that the damaged asset(s) be
replaced or restored to substantially the same condition of the asset(s) as of the date of this Agreement; (ii)
request an adjustment to the Purchase Price as can be agreed upon by the parties, or (iii) request the insurance
proceeds of the Seller and/or other moneys to enable PAWC to make a proper restoration of the damaged
asset. If Seller is unable or unwilling to meet PAWC’s request, PAWC shall have the sole option to either (a)
terminate this Agreement or (b) continue with Closing assuming the damaged asset(s) as is. Seller shall not
have a duty of specific performance to replace or restore the damaged asset(s).
10.13 Environmental Assessment. Without limiting the parties rights and obligations under this
Agreement, after the date of this Agreement and until the Closing Date, PAWC shall have the reasonable right
to enter upon the property and facilities constituting the System, after making reasonable prior arrangement
with Seller, for the purposes of conducting an environmental assessment of the System. PAWC shall notify
Seller in writing if the environmental assessment reveals the presence of oil or petroleum products or any
hazardous or toxic wastes or materials or storage of fuel tanks or any other environmental hazard or
contamination. Within fifteen (15) days of the date of such notice, Seller shall advise PAWC in writing as to
whether Seller can cure the environmental hazard or contamination and, if so, what remediation actions Seller
will take to cure. Should the Seller be unable or unwilling to cure to the satisfaction of PAWC, PAWC shall

have the sole option to accept the premises as is or terminate this Agreement. Seller shall not have a duty of
specific performance to cure an environmental hazard or contamination.
10.14 Specific Performance and Injunctive Relief; Remedies. The parties hereto recognize that if
either of them fails to perform, observe or discharge any of their respective obligations under this Agreement,
a remedy at law may not provide adequate relief to the other party. Therefore, in addition to any other remedy
provided for in this Agreement or under applicable law, a party hereto may demand specific performance of
this Agreement, and such party shall be entitled to temporary and permanent injunctive relief, in a court of
competent jurisdiction at any time if the other party fails to comply with any of the provisions of this
Agreement applicable to such party. To the extent permitted by applicable law, the parties hereby irrevocably
waive any defense based on the adequacy of a remedy at law that might be asserted as a bar to such party’s
remedy of specific performance or injunctive relief. Except as otherwise provided herein, all rights and
remedies of the parties under this Agreement are cumulative and without prejudice to any other rights or
remedies under law. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as limiting the parties’ rights to redress for
fraud.
[SIGNATURES TO FOLLOW]
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AMERICAN WATER
CHARITABLE
F O U N D AT I O N

ABOUT US
In 2010, American Water
established the American
Water Charitable Foundation.
The primary focus of the
Foundation is to support
employees in their own
charitable endeavors,
provide stronger support for
disaster relief efforts, and
provide funding for higherlevel initiatives related to
clean water, conservation,
education, and community
sustainability.

AMERICAN
WATER
CHARITABLE
FOUNDATION
GIVING BACK IS PART OF WHO WE ARE
American Water has long believed in the importance of being a good neighbor and
good steward of the environment. We believe in supporting and enhancing the
communities where we live, work, and operate. We also want to assist our
employees in giving back to organizations they care about.
Since its inception, the American Water Charitable Foundation has donated to
worthy causes and organizations in communities served by American Water. Since
its inception, the Foundation has provided more than $3 million in funding through
grants and matching gifts. Through our Employee Volunteer and Matching Gift
Program, Disaster Relief Program, and our Signature Program, Building Better
Communities, the Foundation is making a difference every day.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
Email us at awcf@amwater.com
or visit us online at
amwater.com

“Being a good neighbor and steward of the
environment has always been central to the
mission of American Water. Our employees are
proud members of the communities we serve.
That’s why we are committed to not only
delivering the highest quality water and
wastewater service possible but also
participating and investing in programs that
benefit these communities through the
American Water Charitable Foundation.”
Susan Story,
American Water President and CEO

The American Water Charitable
Foundation is registered with the IRS
as a 501(c)(3) private foundation.
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COMMUNITY. ONE MORE WAY WE KEEP LIFE FLOWING.

SUPPORTING OUR
EMPLOYEES
American Water employees work
hard every day to provide safe,
clean, reliable water and wastewater
services to customers. The American
Water Charitable Foundation is proud
to support our employees through
two unique programs.

EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEER AND
MATCHING GIFT PROGRAM
This program was established to
assist American Water employees in
their own charitable efforts to give
back to organizations they care
about.
Volunteer time and monetary
donations are matched on a 1:1
basis up to $1,000 per employee,
per calendar year.
Since 2012, our Foundation has
matched over $893,000 to public
charities that are important to our
employees. This includes more than
27,000 hours of volunteer time.

EMPLOYEE CRISIS FUND
Occasionally, one of our own
employees is impacted by an
unforeseen situation, such as a
natural disaster or family emergency.
During these challenging times,
colleagues in our work family want to
help. The program is funded by AWCF
and employee donations and
administered by the Community
Foundation of New Jersey (CFNJ).

DISASTER RELIEF
PROGRAM
The AWCF disaster relief program is
designed to increase the impact of
American Water employee donations
made in response to natural
disasters such as floods, hurricanes,
fires and other extraordinary disaster
events. To date, the Foundation has
donated $205,000 to disaster relief
efforts around the globe.

BUILDING BETTER COMMUNITIES SIGNATURE PROGRAM
The Foundation’s signature grant program, Building Better Communities, was
established in 2014 through a grant of $2.5 million to the National Recreation
and Park Association to administer the program for five years.
The program is designed to enhance the
quality of life in the communities the
company serves. It is focused on parks, as
they are critical to preserving natural
resources that have real economic benefits
for communities. During the last four years,
the Foundation has funded 12 projects
throughout the country.
Recent projects include:
• Von Neida Park, Camden, NJ
• Robert’s Lake Park, Seaside, CA
• Magic Island, Charleston, WV
• Peoria GreenSplash, Peoria, IL

PARTNERSHIP WITH UNION
SPORTSMEN’S ALLIANCE
The Foundation also provided a $175,000 grant to fund an innovative program
with the Union Sportsmen’s Alliance (USA) that brings union members and
American Water employees together to volunteer their time and skills on
water-related conservation projects.
This program pairs the USA’s all-volunteer Work Boots on the Ground program
with projects that benefit American Water service communities by improving
public access to water-based recreational opportunities or enhancing the
environmental sustainability of existing recreational areas. Through this
partnership, the Foundation has completed projects that include improved
access to kayak and canoe trails, boat ramps, and ADA accessible fishing
piers.
Recent projects include:
• Jones Point Park, Alexandria, VA
• Minnie Ha Ha Park, Sunset Hills, MO
• Jacobson Park, Lexington, KY

